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Foreword

plasma-wall土nterac七ion in fusion machines 土s

considered to be one of 七be most important 七oplCS in nuclear
●

fusion studies. A great deal of experimental and

七heoret土cal studies have been carried out to mee七 da七a needs

and explore phenomena that may cause serious effects in the

design of fusion machines. A substantial parts Of

experimental studies, however, are designed so that they
■

reveal a specific feature of particle-surface interaction

under a well-characterized condition. The phenomena that

occur in a fusion machine are by no means so simple,･

Varieties of processes are effective concurrently on the

wa･11. This is the reason why the synergestic effects are to

be investigated.

This Workshop, held at Institute of Plasma Physics,

Nagoya University, is a satellite meeting of the 6th

工nterna七土onal Conference on plasma Surface 工nteract土ons in

Con'trolled Fusion Devices held at Nagoya University. The

idea of ilaVing this satellite meeting, which emphasizes the

fundamental surface phenomena related to plasma-surface

interaction, was raised by Professor A. Miyahara. The

organi2:ation of the Workshop has started March 1983. The

suggestion of having the word of "synergestic effectsTf in

the title came from the Oak Ridge group. Since the topic of

七be Workshop is new and not well defined. we decided to

invite a few scientists to give review talks and not to call
●

for contributed papers to allow ample time for discussion.

We asked the chairmen of sessions a great burden: to guide

discussion, to suggest commentators, to give a SurnmarY talk
●

and to write a summary･paper.

℡hanks to the invited speakers. cba土rmen and all

participants, the Workshop was kept to be active and

exciting from the beginning to the end. Even without any
●

scheduled contributed papers, all session chairmen had to



cut a certain amount of disc叫SSions which ranged from the

■

meaning of the word "synerglSm" to physics of the surface
ヽ

processes. We thank to all members of the =nternational and

ofgani2;ing Committees for their helpful suggestions and

cooperation. We also acknowledge the support by the

Research I.nformation Center, Institute of Plasma Physics,

Nagoya Ulliversity. Financial support was provided by

Ministry of Education, Science and Culture.

The proceedings include the invited papers and summary

reports. ℡he names of sc土en七土sts wbo 9aVe COmentS may be

found in the summary papers. We hope that the proceedings
●

give an OVerView of the synergestic effects in surface

phenomena rela七ed 七o 七be plasma wall土n七eract土on.

August 31, 1984

Noriaki =toh

Kohji Ramada

Co-Chairmen of the Workshop on

the Synergestic Effects in

Surface phenomena Related to

Plasma-Wall Interaction.
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SYNERG=ST王C EFFECTS エN FUS=ON 比AC王王=NES - SESSエON SU加担ÅRY

★ +
R. A. Langleyt D. Manosr and J. Roth≠

The opening session consisted of a review talk by Dr.

A.
-Behrischll)

followed by talks given･ by Drs. D. Manos2)

and J･ Roth3)･ The complete text of Dr･ Behrischls paper is

printed･ elsewhere4) r and only a short synopsis is given

here. The two presentations by Drs巾 Manos and Both were the

only documen七ed observations o王 poss土ble syner如sと土c effects

土n fusion macbines 土n the area of plasma-wall inte工･aCt土ons;

synopses of both talks are presented.

The session opened with a discussion of the definition

●

of synerglSm. Dr. Behrisch offered a working definition of

l ●

synerglSm aS it applies to fusion: "synerglSmS refer to

phenomena where the combined effect of 土ndependent processes

is significantly different from the individual effects
=

considered separately.-- Extens土ve d土scuss土on followed. and

a consensus was reached on 七he follow土n9 points:

1. Definitions of synergism derived from other f'ields

do not necessarily apply here.

2. Hany phenomena that in the past have been

considered "synergisticf' have been found not to be,

once suffic1守nt understanding has been attained.
●

There was a contingent thought that once phen(Jmena

are completely understood,七bere wiユュ probably be
iニコ

no synergistic effects.

辛

ヽ･

i岩

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN 37830, U.S.A.

(operated by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, In°.
, under

contract DE-ACO5-840R21400 with the U.S. Department of

Energy).

Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, NJ 08544,

U.S.A.

別ax Planck =nstitute of Plasma Physics, D-8046

Garching/出unich, Federal Republic of Germany.
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31. We have the opportunity to define the word through

our use of it. and we should be careful in 土ts use.

4｡ The proposed working definition was sufficient for

p

the present.

Dr. Behrisch-s talk reviewed areas in which synergistic

effects migh七 be expec七ed 七o occur and provided an estimated

order for each of the effects. AnticIPated causal agents

are:

reac七土ve ions′

temperature ′

radiat土on damag.e ,

multiple particle fluxes,

sur王ace mod土f土cat土on and

external stresses.

℡be areas included are:

part土cle deposま七土on.

=

erOSIOn′

segregation and

d土ffusion.

He conclt･.ded that (1) the poor correlation be-tween

measurements ill the plasma boundary and in the first wall of

plasma experiments could be greatly improved by considering

synergistic effects,･ (2) surface composition and structure

are essential parameters in synergisms,･ and (3) synergistic

effects have been observed in recycling, wall erosion, and

mel七1ayer stab土1土ty.

Evidence for enhanced erosion on a graphite probe cap

during rf heating bf the Princeton Large Torus (PLY) was

presented by Dr. Manes. This presentation reviewed material

reported earlier a上 土be 30th Ⅳa七ional Symposium of 七he

American Vacuum Soc土e七y. A detailed accoun七 土s ava土1able 土n

the literature5).

A probe cap ma･de of graphite Was exposed to 460 PLT

discharges that were rf-heated. On removal, a number of

features were evident, including arc tracks, cracking,

discoloration, deposition of metal, and
I- mOSt
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significantly
--

patterned erosion (see Fig. 1). The final

feature is the emphasis of this report. The erosion appears

as a crescenセーShaped beveling of the cap, approximately 1.5

cm2 in arear along the intersection of the forward face

(parallel to the a field) and the cylindrical side wall

(perpendicular to the a field), as shown in Fig. 2.

Furthermore, the site of the bevel is elevated approximately

50o to 60o from the d土rect土on of the B field. 工t was

de七erm土ned that approximately 60 m9 0f carbon was eroded

wユth土n the crescent-shaped zone.

℡hermal calculat土ons. based on the hea七 fユux depos上土ed

in the cap and measured by sensing elements contained behind

small apertu.res, indicate that the maximum temperature was

low enough that no more than 4 Ⅹ 10-5 pg/cm2.s (a total over

tbe 460 exposures of く0.03岬) could have been removed by

evaporation. Spalling is not evident and was not expected6)

a七 the low observed power levels.

Sputtering by the thermal plasma, using the known

yields of Roth et al.,7) could at most account for only 1

mg,'approximately a factor of 50 too low. The heat flux

during rf heating is known to be dominated by H+ ions with E=

50-100 eV ge.rLerated by the auxiliary heating. This flux

could have been responsible for only 1
tlg Of removal.

These facts suggest that an enhancement of the thermal

plasma erosion rate by fast ion bombardment was responsible

for the large quantity removed. To test this hypothesis,

Manos and his colleagues calculated the orbits of the known

d土str土but土on of fast 土on velocities (Ⅴ｣. Ⅴ.‥ E) measured

independently8) (see Fig･ 2). The points of impact of these

orbits on 七he probe cap were napped and compared to ヒhe

observed pattern of erosion. These were in good agreement,

supportin.g the contention that the erosion is directly

related to the faょ:t ion bombardment, although it could not

have been caused by direct fast ion sputtering because of

the low flux. He emphasi2:ed that the location of the damage

is quite far removed from the anticipated maximum particle

-3-



or energy loading from the thermal plasma.

=t was therefore concluded that fast ion enhancement of

the erosion of graphite by the thermal plasma, which is well

･known in laboratory systems9･10), is likely to have been

responsible for
_these

tokamak observations.

Dr. Roth summarized erosion of graphite in the ASDEX

divertor and simultaneous deposition of impurities both with

and wiJ.･hout neutral beam injection (NB=) heatingll).

Erosion yields for graphite exposed to particle beams are

shown in Fig. 3 as a function of temperature. Around 900 R

for energetic hydrogen bombardment or around 500 Ⅹ fo1'

thermal atomic hydrogen, a chemi'cal reaction occurs to fo'rm

CH4 0r CH3, reSPeCtively･ The yield due to thermal hydrogen

can be enha.need by a factor of 100 due to simultaneous

energetic ion bombardment as demonstrated in Fig. 3 with

co土nc土dent Ar bombardment and can reach values on the order

of 5 Ⅹ 10-3･ Above 1200 Ⅹ′ the erosion yield for energetic

ions increases significantly, reaching values a factor of up
=

to 50 higher at 2000 K than at room temperature. This
■′

increase in yield is due to radiation-enhanced sublimation

of graphitelO).

In Fig. 4 the time dependence of the erosion of

graphite strips in the ASDEX divertor is shown, simultaneous

with the deposition of impurities for a series of identical

deuterium discharges with NB=. The strips were exposed to

the divertor plasma 土n the position of the sep∂ratr土Ⅹ

perpendicular to the ma･gnetic'field lines. The flux of

hydrogen ions with I > 200 eV is on the order of 2･6 x 1018

-2cm
.ら

at 七he separatr土Ⅹ pos土t土on, while 七he flux of

low-energy hydrogen ions resulting from the 10-eV divertor

plasma 土s about one order of magnitude h土9her. ℡he erosion

and depos土t土on were determined from the sh土f七 of a

previously implan･ted
13c

marker in the graphite strips'

Before and during NB= there is drastic erosion of

carbon,･ in other phases of the discharge, deposition

dominates. The erosion during NB= reaches values of > 2 )(

-4-



1017 c at.ms/cm2･s. =f
energ;tic

i.ns were resp.nsible, the

required sputtering should be on the order of 0.1. This is

in agreement with the erosion data for most temperatures

above 500 K. The surface temperature of the strips, which

have low thermal capacity, may exceed 1200 K. Zf the

erosion were due to low-energy hydrogen ions, possibly

enhanced by the simultaneously implnglng ion flux, then a
● ●

yield on the order of 10-2 wcllld be required. This yield

can only be reached in a very narrow temperature interval at

.800
K. Thus, it seems probable that the erosion is due to

the energetic hydrogen ion flux that results from

rad土at土on-enhanced subl土ma七土on at temperatures above 1200 Ⅹ.

工七 must be noted that 七be 土on fluxes at the d土vertor

plates are a factor of 10 lower due to the grazing angle of

incidence of the magnetic field lines,･ the plates dc not

reach temperatures greater than 400 K. The erosion observed

at the carbon probe 土s 七herefore no七representat土ve for the

d土vertor plates.

The discussion on synerglSm demonstrated that the
■

definition is still somewhat nebulous. The two experimental

results presented in the session can be considered to

demorlStrate SYnerqistic effects until a more specific

definition 土s forthcom土n9 and unt土1 a more complete

understanding of the physical processes is reached.

-5-
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PLASMA SURFACE INTERACTION PROCESSES AND POSSIBLE SYNERGISMS

Ra与ner Behrisch

Max Planck lnstitut flLr plasmaphysik

EURATOM▲-Associati on
-

D-804'6 Garching/鵬nchen ,

,
Federal Republic of Germany

and

J. 伝. Roberto

Solid State Division
Oak Ridge National Laboratory*

Oak Ridge, TN 37831 USA

The processes deter.^mining the p一asma surface interaction in today-s high

temperature p一asma experiments are iwestigated following severa一 lines｡ First,

in plasma devil:eS, the particle and energy fluxes to the different first wall

areas and the fluxes from the walls back into the p一asma are偲aSured and the

boundary p一asma parameters are determined. The surface composition and struc-

ture of the wa一ls, 1うmiters and divertor plates are analysed following exposure

to many discharges. Secondly, the different surface processes which are

expected to contribute to the p一asma surface interaction (particu一arly to hydro-

gen particle balance and impuri.ty introduction) are studied in simulation

experi汀entS uSうng well defined particl色beams.

The results of.these different approaches can be combined to glVe a qualト
●

tative picture of plasma wall interaction processes in relatively few areas｡ In

most cases, a consistent descr1'pti･on of the plasma wall interaction and its

influence on the plasma has not yet been achieved･ A two dimensional theory

which is necessary for describing the boundary p一asma is in an ear一y stage of

development. There is
,on一y

a 一imited effort toward a quanti.tative description

of req･ycling and of the tota一 partic一e balance･ lt is not clear whether there

*Operated by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc･ under contract
DE-ACO5-840R21400

with the U･S･ Department of Energy･

エロi!-



will be
major

sources for lmPUrities other than sputtering. The criteria for
●

the se一ection of wall nuterials are not yet estab一ished. For example, carbon

appears to work best in p一asma experiments, but Shows relatively high erosion in

ion bombardment simulation studies.

A major concern in using surface data measured from we一l defined ion beam

experiments to explain wall phenomena in fusion devices is related to the

quality of the simulation. In plasma experiments, the walls are bombarded by a

large variety of particles having a broad distribution in eneytgy and in angle of

incidence.I The effects of these different bonlbarding species do not always add

linearly.

r)roblems of nonlinear additivity of different actions have been discussed

for ages in theo一ogy, phi一osophy, and medicine. They are glVen the name
[｣

synerglSm from･ the greek word sun
-

ergos which means cooperationll This wb.rd
●

has als･o been adopted in fusion research to describe wall phenomena where the

combined effect of independent processes -is slgnificantly different from the

individual effects considered separately･2'3

Synergistic effects are expected to influence surface processes in seveねI

areas,3 however, their contribution to surface effects in plasma experiments

has not yet been explored in any detail. Generally all effects connected with

the thermal fry)tion of the atoms of a solid such as diffusion in the bulk or at

the surface, evaporation and sublimation, and chemical reactions may be

increased or decreased due to simultaneous boTTlbardnent wi'th energetic particles.

Durlng bombardment at high temperature, free interstitials and vacancies are
●

ー

produced generally inc;easing,the diffusion. Implanted gas atoms (H, D, T, He)

and impurities (0, C陀tals) change the surface layer composition. There are

further synergisms due to bombardment with ions of different energies a'rid/or

-12-



different atoms, and due to the sうmultaneous additional applうcation of stresses

and magnetic fields･

SynerglSmS have been identified in a variety of plasma surface interaction

phenomena including hydrogen particle balance> lmPurity release, and mechani-

cal and electromagnetic stresses･ In partうcle balance, synergistic effects

occur during simu一taneous hydrogen bombardment and bombardment with other damage

●

producing ions such as He or lmPurity ions･ Here additiona一 trapplng Centers

are created which influence trapping, saturation concentrations, diffusion and

surface recombination.

In lmPurity release, chemical or reactive sputtering has been found due to

the formation of volati一e hudrocarbons during implantation of carbon with hudro-

gen atoms at high temperatures. Similar effects are found for oxygen bombard-

ment of carbon or some metals where the oxide sublinlateS at temperatures lower

than the bulk material. Large chemical erosion has also been observed due to

simu一taneous exposure of a graphite surface to atomic hudrogen and a damaging

ion f一ux. In addition, graphite. shows an enhanced sub'Jうmatうon at temperatures

>1000oC if it is simultaneously bombarded by energetic particles･ On the other

hand, chemica一 erosion of carbon with hydrogen atoms is considerably reduced by

simultaneous deposition of TTetal atoms.

Finally陀Chanical stresses influence the surface topography and surface

cracking due to ion bombardment. Melted surface layers can be destabilized by

magnetic fields･ Synergistic processes in plasma surface interactions have been

reviewed in Ref. 3 and will be di･scussed in more detail in the contributions to

this workshop.

-13-
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SynerglSmS in Hydrogen Recycling - Session Summary
●

S.工moto

●

Department of甲uclear Engineering, osaka University

Sui七a 565, Japan

Under the session tit一e Hsyn@rgjsms on Hydrogen Recycljngll, we

ha-d two rieView ta一ks and five comments.

In the first revjew talk, Doyle and Brice proposed an

analytical forma一ism for evalva七jng the steady state plasma-

driven hydrogen もransport. The formalism included hydrogen

trapping. recqmbinatior! barriers to re一ease at inner and outer

surfaces. dl'ffusion and the effec七 of therma一 gradient. The

start1.ng equations used in this recyc一e mode一 was essentia一ly the

same
'as

that used in the DIFFUSE code. but the exponent of the

concentration appearing in 七he recombination term was genera一ized

to be a variant, r. instead of 2 in the earlier forma一ism. Mith

some approxjmatjons. they deduced analytical simp一e eq'Jations

which express the permeation f一ux.inventory and recyle time. and

the resu一ts of calcu一ation were found to agree quite wel一 with

the results of PIFFUSE code.

Tbey classjfied the steady state hydr.ogen transport into

nine regimes. The transport parameter. M. defines the mode of

rate-deもer印ination jnto帥ree regimes; diffusion c･ontrolled both

sides., rec_ombinaTtion con_trolled p一asma side djffgsion controlled

back side. and recom-bina七ion conもrolled bothL Sides.i The

-15-



tr･apping behavior is main一y controlled by the 七rap activation

energy, and thrc:e p4egimes. that is, no trapping, trapping. and

satura七うon are defined. Thus. by a combination of transport

parameter and trapping behavior, nine regimes are obtained. For

some of the regimes, the characteristic behavior was also

mentioned; for examp一e. the DD-saturation regime is well

described by the Loca一 Mixing Model.

The next app一ication of the forma一ism is the calcu】at1'on of

tritium inventory and permeation for the machine･ of INTOR class.

and the 16 metals including 304 stainless steels. Inconel and

carbon were surveyed for permeatうon flux｡ tritjum inventory and

recyele time. The app一ication to the nonisothermal per･meation was

also made by taking the effect of therma一 gradien七in bu一k into

account. They showed that｡ if the heaも of transport. Q♯, has a

negatl.Ve Yalue. such as seen in うron. the Soret effect he一ps in

reducing tr-itium permeation through a wall｡ This finding was

again raised in the 一ast comment by SLJgisaki｡

In Fig.1 ∀hich was prepared by Doyle ar･e beautifu一ly

disp一ayed the synergistic effects of radiation enhanced

diffusion. radjation damage. wall heating and surface changes on

p一asma-driven-permeation. Permeation f一ux (a), concentration of

mobi一e hydrogen (C)･ concentration of trapped hydrogen (CT).

recyc一e time (T) and the time requied to reach steady state (Ts)

are givl∋n in very sうmple equations and theもrend of jncrease or

decrease i-I these parameters by a synergistic cause is shown by

七he arrow upward and downward. respecitvely. The estimatうon of

whether the effect is favorite to machine operation or･ not is
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a一so_ jn_djcated jn the figtAre.

I thi,nk the ana一ytical formalうsm 甘ill largely contr'buもe to

the futur･e progress in hydrogen recy.cljng, because jt not on一y

provides physical insうght into 七he recyc一ing processes as shown

in Fig.1, but a一so gives easier means to incorporate the plasma-

surface inteF･aCtion into a total hydrogJan F･eCyCling mode一 which

treats both wall ar!d p一asma.

The sec'ond I.evjew talk was made by Maelbroeck. The ta一k

started with the definition of synergism by Roberto and Behrish:

Msynergisms refer to phenomena where the combined effect of

dうfferent pr･ocesses js significantly different from the

indlvidL&al effects taken separately".

I wou一d ljke to trace the 一ogic by 紺ae】broeck. Fir･st he

compares the simpljfjed recyc一e mode一 with labortatopy ¢r machjne

experiments; jf the mode一 describes ∀ell the recyc一e behavior of

∀all materia一s, the synergjsms p一ay a minor role｡ and the

behavjor･ is called l●no叩al吋. The norma一 behavlor･ is seen in もhe

case where the surfaces have carefully been conditioned and 甘hen

th_e energy of theimpinging hydr.ogenis 一ow. But when thereis a

deviation from the normal behavior. 1t js attributed to the

synergism. He proposes that.うn cases where synergisms operate.

the r･ecycle equations should be completed by incltJding new

add代jonal terms. not basica一ly modified.

Then he throws a' question: what will be the possib一e

synergisms うn tokan柑ks? There are many causes for the

syner･glsms: a-dsorbed hydrogens. photons, elec七r.ons' energet●ic

i中一T!し-S.neutrons, impurity flL&XeS. Power fltJX tO the yall and so
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on. On 七hese sour･ces of synepgistic effects uaelbroeck has made

a comprehensive review. where each of sources Was considered to

m'uch or 一ess have a synergisもぅc effect upon もhe hydrogen

recycling｡ The synergistic effect is sometimes very comp一ex; for

examp一e- the recombin哉tion coefficient kr may be increased or･

decreased according to 七he kind of con七amjnant. Energe七ic ions

have syr!ergjstic effects in severa一 ways: by formation of H-

induced traps. by hydpむgen-induced desor･ption, by enhancement of

diffusivity● by surface change tha七inereases kr･ As seen jn

Figure l by Doyle. these processes totally induce an うntricate

effect on the recycljng behavior of a 甘all ma七erial. Isotopうc

compositiort of p一asma is a一so expected t¢ be a cause of

synergistic effect. and this ppoblem 甘aS raised to an important

dlssussion point by Behrish.

The conc一usion of Waelbroeck is that synergisms probab一y

exist in hydrogen recycling on t†柑 metal walls and they will

modify.the recyc一e factor. ar!d affec七the density evo一ution of

confined plasmas. and he pu七 an emphasis on Hthe
need of carefu一

measurements of synergisms on well characterized. dirty surfaces

of which condjtio円ing shou一d simthlaもe that of tokamak walls''｡

Thus his 七alk is very much suggestjve in what an experiment we

shou一d perform and how we sh¢uld develop a recyc一e mode一 in order･

to realうze the synergisms in hydrogen pecyclうng.

In the first comment Yama∀aki and Mamba have proposed a netd

analyもical mode一 for hydrogen permeat'ion which takes effects of

surface oxide うnto accoun七･ Principal difference from previous

models is 七hat they have introduced exp一icit expressllons for- the
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migration of atoms from the first l包yeI. tO七he second 一ayer. the

surface coverage of contamjnan七 and the roughness factor into

their mode一. They showed七hat the steady-state permeation was

not affectedy by roughness factor and coverage at the front

surface but by those at the back sur･face. 0'T5 the otherhand. the

transien七 response was con七rolled by the factors at the fr･ont

surface. From the experimenta一 resLBl七s on transient response

of vanadium meta一. they shoved that the gas drjven hydrogen

permeation through vanaditJm Was dominantly rate-determined by

surface adsorptjon-desopption process. Thjs model appears to be

particularly useful七o treaも the case wh亀Pe a rather thick fi一m

or coating covers the substitute. and the permeation data with a

V/VO2 COUPle ob七ajned by thelp own study has been ana一yzed by

this mode一.

王n their model｡ and a一so jn that by Doyle. the synergistic

effects are not expliclty in七rodtJCed in a manner suggested by

Waelbroeck. but can be treated by
,aking

some par･ameters as

var･iable. For examplet ln Yamawakils mode一 the lteffectiye

adsorbability-I,♂(トe). js traもed as an important parameter to

describe もhe surface character which shou一d be modjfied by

spIJtter Cleanjng｡ 王f the tr-ap derlSity which ∀as assup.)ed constant

and uniform through the bu一k during the p一asma driven per･meation

is taken to be a variab一e. as suggested jn Fjg.1, the r虐CyCle

eqtJation wou一d give sol'utions to more relevanもIy explal;.- some

synergistic effecも due to radiation damage. These mode一s are

consjd.ered 七o possess such a flexjbりiもy as もo adapt most of

●

SynerruISmS申
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Tanabe, the second commentator. considers that the d†flfu｣siton

constant of hydrogen in bulk and that at near-surface should b-e

treated as independent variables jn the plasma-driven permeation.

Previously he proposed an enhanced-diffusion mode一 for▲ the

explantaion of permeation spike appearing in the plasma-driven

permeation. and in the present comment he c~oncentrates his ta一k

on expepimen七al facts. in which the hydrogen diffusivity is

changed by neutron irradiation. co一d work and うon implantation.

Some defects introdt)ced by these treatments wou一d decrease the

diffusivity by acting as traps. but the tang一ed loops may

overwhelming一y enhance 七he diffusivity. and Tanabe emphasizes the

possjbjljty of enhanced diffusl'on at near sLJrface from his

obser･vations of microstruc七ure of hydrogen imp一anted specimens.

The commen七 by Haas之is concerned with synergistic effects

on ne尋r-Surface hydrogen r･etention. He measured the trapping

fluence of hydrogen or deuterium ori PyrOlytic graphite as we一l as

sing一e crysta一 graphite. each having different roughness. For

the single crysta一 graphite the impurity coverage was a一so

changed. The retention was found七o be largely affect色d by the

roughness and impurity coverage.

His most pee-ent result on hydrogen retention at mixed

partic一e immersing of carbon pres守nted that there js no

significant difference jn hydrogen retention between 七he case of

=+ a一one and the case of mixed partic一es of l汁anLd neutra一 atoms.

This makes a mar･ked'contrast to th毎 tnethane formation; there is

a very strong synergism i▲n the methan;a fopma七ion when neu七ril

atoms and ions together bombard the carbon. Thc detaj-一ed
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com_parison wjll be a key to so一ve the synergjsm.

Vernic,kel has made a comment on 七he influence of plasma-

induced heating on hydrogen re-emission from graphite target.

He eva一uated the excess-reemissjon to be the order of 10-2 or

一ess jn the case of ASDEX upgrade. In thl's eva一uation the

fundamenta一 data on hydrogen trapping in
gr芸らhl,teobtajned by

Br.ic早. D.oyle, Uampler and others were most effective一y utjlized

to solve a machine engineering problem. This is an excellent

examp一e for the application of fundamental data to engineering.

and such a work shou一d be encouraged to be contjnued. Based on

his own data Vernjckel also discussed the prob一em whether hot

hydrogens push the trapped atoms jnto depth, induce thermal

desorption or are reflected.

The 一ast comment in the Monday afternoon was made by

Sugisakj. He measured the thermomigration of trjtium and in some

cases other hydrogen isotopes in Nb, Ta.. and Ti metals. He has

found that hydrogen is drうven down the therma一 gradient in these

meta一s and he determined the heat of transport from the

e,xperimental data. The conc一usion is the same as deduced from

the calc･ulation by Doyle, but Sugisaki calls a specia一 attention

to the isotoplc effect on thermomjgration. In the case of Nb,

the heat of transport for tritium is about tw･盲ce that for protium

above 5000c. and as a resu一t the tritium permeation is much

enhanced: the permeation with thermal gradient is about twice

that without thermal gradient. Thus the thermomigration seems to

have a large syner･gistic effect on hydrogen permeation. but the

mathematical treatment of thermomjgration in the frame of
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diffusion equation is quite cleaf aS realiL豆ed from 七heL cbLmPl'ete~

agreement between the 七heory by Doyle and the ex声eriment by

S7Ugisakj. The prob一em stl'll 1■eft 七o be so一ved js to elucjda･tLe

the natur･e of the heat of transpor七 for hydrogen isotopes in

meta一s and alloys. From this point of view. the 七hermal gradient

wou一d be no more a synergism｡ The behavior of thermomigration is

…normal'' in the sense of Maelbroeck. because it is we一l

descrejbed by 七he mode一.

As a conclusion王 wouldlike to cite an opinion presented at

the summary dis七ussうon by 8askes. which, I wうsh. wou一d keep

stimu一ating the dうscussion甘II肘hat is a synergism in hydrogen

recyc一ing?''｡ untillもhe next workshop at the 7th ‡nt. Conf. PSI.

--If two supposed一y independent processes p†･oduce the same effect｡

the simulta.neous aiCtion of もhese processes should prodtJCe an

effect equa一 to t.he sum of 七he individua一 processes acting alone.

If the effect is no七 such a ljnear-superposition. 1t is ca一led a

synergistic effect. In rea一ity the synergistic effect occurs

because the processes are not independent. Once we understand

the dependence of the processes the synergism goes away. hence

there avte peally 汀O SynePgi岳もic effects. only a 一ack of

understand-ing of the under一ying physics''.
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STEADY STATE HYDROGEN TRABTSPORT IN SOLIDS*

B. i. Doyle and D. K. Bric巧

Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerqu¢, NM 87185

il:,

The analytical formalism for evaluating the steady state

hydrogen (tritium) inventory, recycle and permeation rate and

recycle time for surfaces exposed to the plasma of an operating

magnetic confinement fusion reactor is reviewed and new material

relevant to the application of this theory is presented. The

●

formalism includes hydrogen trapping, diffusion. and effects of

thermal gradients (e.g., Ludwig-soret effect).邑占d is applicable

for all orders of release kinetics at the inner and outer surfaces｡

The problem is formulated in terms of a unitless transport parameter.

w -

(R4/D=ki/4)1/rwhere. r

is the range of the implant,

is the order of the release kinetics, R

¢ is the penetrating part of the

incident flux- kl is the recombination coefficient and D is the

diffusion coefficient. 甘he steady state analytical theory is

applied to several materials of interest to controlled fusion.

s work performed at sandia National Laboratories supported by

the u｡S. Department of Energy under contract ♯DE-ACO4-76DPOO789･
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エ. 王NTRODUCT=ON

Hydrogen iso阜ope concerns in magnetic confinement fusion devices

are becoming increasingly important as the era of D-T plasma device

approaches･ For･ t･he current.generation of such fusion reactors

(e.g.. TFTR and JET) most of the H-(i･e･, tritium) related

worries are centered around low to moderate lev盲1 inventorietsr

which build up in all in-･veSsel components, and H permeation is not

expected to be $1gnifi占ant. =n the next, and certainly in the
●

following, generation of reactors very high levels of tritium

could be present either in a trapped or mobile form in walls and

other ir.ternal parts. Thus tritium permeation through even thick

Wall materials may present problems･

Recycling of H at the walls of reactors has been and will con-

tinue to be a controlling factor in areas suctl a8 the time dependence

of plasma density and the.maintenance of a proper fuel balance･ This

latter aspect is critical in a two-component tokamak such as TFTR

because the isotope exchange process which occurs du･ring the H

recycling step can upset the purity of the initially pure tritium

discharge. For an ignition device, isotope exchange may cause

pr?blems at first, but not after equilibrium is reached･

Otlter new fl-related concerns stimulated by the advent of D-T

reactors result from fusion neutrons. ℡hese concerns include

effects of n-damage on H transport and buildup in addition to

synergisms which could exist between the n-flux (or neutron effects

on materials and other tトrelated concern8 BuCh as permeation.
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c6mP-1uter昏imulation名Of the plas.ma wa1互intemction have been

●

extremely valuable in asses昏ing many of the key problem areas

listed above. These codes include D王FFUSEl,2t pERエ3t TCODE4,

and PエDAT･5 codes such as these are the only way that exact time

dependent solutions can be determined for the case of plasma-driven

injection into a non-isothermal material which contains H traps.
●

For certain cases′ however, much progress has been made in

the derivation of analytical theories which can describe in general

the H transport in materials at魯teady states-13 andt under special

conditions, various quantities 昏uCh a8 reCYCle flux as a function

of time･14-16 These analyヒical approachest although approximationst

●

have a few clear advantages over the rigorous numerical theories.

First, they are easy and quick to use and can therefore provide

guidance in selecting parameters for the exact calculations.

Secondly, and perhaps most importantly. the analytical nature of

these theories allows an analysi8 0f the functional dependences

and interrelationships which exist between the various plasma and

material paramete~rs. This second benefit leads to new physical

insight into the complex plasma-Surface interaction.

エn this paper we review our analytic steady state hydrogen

transport theory and its applications･11-13 This transport

formalism is here generali2ied to be applicable for any order of

kinetics of the release reaction. でhe earlier three-part series

of papers was applicable only for the case of 8eCOnd order release･

In additioh. expressions ar.e developed which describe the plasma-

sid･e Cub-Surface concentration aさ a function of time and can be
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used七o cialdula七e the time dependence orf in1-Vessel pressureェY昏ria-

tions.

Before proceeding with th虐 theory it i8 useful to examine how

円transport in tbe'wall fits into the general picture of the plasma

昏urfaee interaction (PS=). 王n Fig. 1 a flow diagram is shown

which illustrates the PS= aspect of a comprehensive plasma transport

code by Howe17･取is cede models kinetic reflectioふ. thermal

diffusion and beam-induced detrapping at the wa11昏urfaces. A

step-by-step description of this model follows where the 5teP

numbers (given belot* in 【コ) correspond to those shown in Fig. 1｡

ェn Howe可s model. bet H ions 【1コdiffusing across magnetic

field lines eventually strike a limiter 【2コ and are all neutrali7.ed

and rein3eCted into the plasma with approxima}tely 5 eV energy.
●

Upon reentering the plasma some of the H atoms are ioni之ed 【3コ

while others undergo Franck-Condon (FC) colli8idns or charge exchange

(cx) [4コvith hot H ions in the plasma. giving rise to flu又es of

both hらt (for CX IOOes of eVs) and c_ooユ (for FC. 10's'of eVs)
H

atoms 【5コ which strike the wall. =t shoilld be noted at this point

that this flux will be highly assymetric (both poloidally and

toroidally) with the maximum being near the limiters. some of the

incident E atoms are reflected 【6コ from the surface back into the

plasma while the remainder penetrate [7] into the material of l･.he

wall. Of those H atoms which enter the first wall. some may become

trapped a.t their end of range [8] in damage either resident

in the material or pro･druced by the particle irradiation. This

trapping proc色白S may-al岳o reきult in the detrapping 【9コof H isotopes
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already卵色sent
in the wa･11･ ℡his detrapped H' along with any H

I

which was -,not traPPed4. dif_fuses alld 【10コ eventtla11y permeates

either
to the bac7c surface 【11コー Or the front Surface 【12コ, oE･

becomes trapped in the bulk 【13】. upon reaching either surface

the H can訂eCOmbine with another訂atom and be released as an H2

molecule to re-enter the plasma 【14コ or the environment exterior

to the first wall 【15コ.

Figure 1 can be used qualitatively to provide insight on how

material variables related to H affect important tokamak parameters.

Consider H recycling for the ca声e Where the wall traps, or otherwise

retards. only
.1%

of the CX or FC neutral flux･ In typical large
●

tokamaks the confinement time is around 100 ms, whereas the pulses

e=ndure approximately a second. As a result. each H atom in the

plasma strikes the wall on the order of 10 times during each discharge.

The probability tllat a fi gets trapped in the wall during t'he dis-

charge is i-･9910=10!t whereas for a
･2%

trapping COefficient
●

this figure becomes 18亀. This example illustrates how sensitive

the.･wall confinement･I is on H trapping or holdup･ Howe17 has

shown that neutral beam-induced density clamplng17.18 is the result
●

of a small decrease in the wall z･ecycle coefficient caused by the

increased edge plasma energy during neutral beam injection.
●

Another effect illustrated in Fig. 1 is isotope exchange● 工f

implantation trapping 【8コis appreciable. and the tokamak has been

operated for a long period of time with just one H isotope. Say

protium, then the near-Surface of the wall saturates with 班. Upon

changing the working gas to deuterium (D), during the first Stages

Of the D discharge the detrapping 【9】 which occurs in the wall
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Will be for fl, which, as ごan be seen fr'om the f-igure, can diffuse

【10コ to the surface and -enter 【14]上七,he==pl-a'sma･こ℡hu8 the -;wall

●

initially recycles H■ not D/ the-Teby up岳etting tthe isotopIC Purity

of the plasma･

℡be three primary t!-material concems in the PST･ are also

graphically displayed in Fig･ 1･ namely: i.) pl'aSma wall recycle

effects on the plasma itselfT 2) H buildup in the wall leading to

potential embrittlement and/or high H isotope inventorie貞一 and 3)

the possibility that fⅠ isotopes can permeate t7?e wall and enter

the region Outside the wall Which, for future machinesq will
●

probably
be a cool.ing system･ Because of its importance' the PSZ

has been the subject of several recent reView$19 to which the

reader is referred for further details.
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II･竺望竺
A

エri Whale follows -We
Jhave expanded the tr･-ansport parameter

formalism given in Ref. ll to apply for all orders of the surface
●

recombination process. ℡be extel一ded formalism still includes a

general definition for the transport parameter' W, the ''effective''

ratio of implant depth tQ Wall thickness,咲′ and the ''effective''

ratio of inner and outer surface recombination coefficients, Y.

The general formalism also includes the effects of thermal gradients

in the first wall material. Specifica11y thermomigration (Ludwig-

soret effect)20 as well as the temperature dependence of the

diffusivities and recombination coefficients are considered. This

●

new formalism also allows for H trapping and the diffusion of H in

the presence of traps･

でhe general equations governing the evolution of the system

in time, i, and depth, x. are

ac(x.t)
at

-
-I aJ(x.i)

ax +G(x,i)
-

acT(x･t),

at

一語--4qRTD音c心cT,一岬sCTe.EB'kBTi
･

and

(1a)

(1b)

Figure 2 shows a schematic of tI一e Wall membrane and associated

H-related quantities. In Eq･ (1a) c is the atomic density of

freely diffusing hydrogen, J is the local diffusive flux of this

component of the hydrogen, G(Ⅹ.t) is the local rate of hydrogen

impla･ntation from the plasma. and CT is the atomic density of

trapped hydrogen･ In Eq･ (1b) RT is the hydrogen trap radius･ NT

i8 the trap density′ Ns is the density of hydrogen solution

Bites′ and D is the hydrogen diffusivity･ The trap strength. EB
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is assumed constant in Eq. (1b) and the temperature' T' vilュ in

gene=a且be a function of both x and t･ LNote that EB, aS used

here, j.s the energy difference between trap and solution sites.

The Boltzman constant is given by kB･軌e
parameterpi8

a COnStant

of order i which is required in order that local thermodynamic

equilibrium between trapped and mobile hydrogen be reached i.n the

steady state condition. Additional dependence on the temperature,

beyond that explicitly indicated in Eq. (1b). is contained in the

quantities D and J. The diffusivity. D. is given by an Arrhenius

function

D I Do e-ED/kBT ･ (2)

where Do is a constant. and ED is the activation energy for hydrogen

diffusion.

Similarly.

cQ'
J

--D絹･甲2溜}
(3}

where the second term on the right is due to the Ludwig-Soret

effect (diffusion driven by a thermal gradient),20 with Q. being

t】ュe heat of transport associated with the effect･ Experimental

measurement of Q* indicates that tllis quantity l一aS a Weak linear

dependence on tempLlrature,but this dependence will not be considered

here.

A. Stead State Solutions

1. General

でhe 8teady 昏tate $01utions to the above set of equations,

i.e., solutions at l畠rge t when all the functions and parameters

have become inaepenaent of t, are found by solving
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堂…G(Ⅹ)
dx .

C(NT
-

CT)
-

PNsCTe
-EB/kBT

= 0 ●

(4a卜

(4b) (5b)

and

The solution of Eq. (4a) yields the steady state concentration of

freely diffusing hydrogen. C(Ⅹ). and the (algebraic) 8Olution of

Eq･ (4b) yields the steady state trapped hydrogen. c.oncentration'

CT･ aS a function of C･ =n order to solve Eq･ (4a) we take 冗 =O

at the first wall-plasma interface, and assume that the first wall

h･as a thickness of xo･ The boundary conditions for the solution

are

J1=-klClr.

and

J2=k2C2r ,

where Jl and J'2 are the diffu5ive hydrogen fluxes through the

(5a)

(5b)

inner first wall surface and outer first wall surface, respectively.

Likevise' kl is the hydrogen recombination coefficient at the

inner first wall surface′ Cl is the freely diffusing hydrogen

concentrationコuSt below the inner first wall surface' while k2
●

and C2 are Similarly defined for the outer first wall surface･

The power I is the kinetic order of the release reaction (i･e･,

r = 2 is for the quadratic kinetics usually a$5umed for H)･

The implantation source function. G(Ⅹ) is given by

G(Ⅹ) =争p(Ⅹ) , (6)

where p(I) is the normali之e畠hydrogen
implantation profile and ¢

is the pe9eS至9_tHi_n9 hydrogen flux from the plasma･ We note that if

ヰ●is
the辿娃hydrogen flux on the inner first wall surface･
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then車-や●
(i - Re)I where Re is the reflection coefficient for

hydrogen incident 更rom the plasma.

Fina11y′ conservation of hydrogen within the first wall requires

that

ヰ- IJII ･ ]J2l -klClr･k2C2r
･

A first integration of Eq (4a) now yields

J(I,.-Jl-ixG(x･,dx･
I

or. using Eq. (3), and rearranging terms

●

生･c(x'監缶芸dx

声づ こ｣

_Ji一主f

(7)

(8)

G(Ⅹ●)dx● ･ (9)

A formal integration of Eq. (9) is easily carried out by

defining the function g(Ⅹ) as

9(x)
- (0☆/kB)∫X

O

dT=(0☆/kB) (1/Tl-1/T(x)).I (10) (
巨扇

where Tl is the temperature at the inner first wall surface. resulting

in the following expression for C(x)

once the mobile H concentration, C(x). 1S determined from

Eq. (ll), the trapped H concentration profile can be calculated

t.hrough Eq. (4b).

2. Approximations

one of the most important results in Ref･ ll was that the

recyclingt permeationl and both trapped and mobile total inventories

may be evaluated using an H implantation source term which is a

delta function positioned at the first moment of the actual

diさt.ribution (i.e.. at the range R)
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G(Ⅹ)?抑Ⅹ一苧)
･

●

(12)

After inserting this exさreBSibn
into Eq･ (9) and performing the

integral′ we find for x < R

c(Ⅹ)
I cl +革1Clr X/Dl (13)

where Dl =D(Ⅹご0)ニD(Tl)･
Due to the smallness of R- the dif-

fusion coefficient D is assumed to be constant in depth for this

part of the inte9ra1･ For x > R we find

c(x, -

e-g(x･ tcl･

klC=R/Dl
-

k2C2rjxeg{x･,dx･′D･x･,i
･ (14, (41t

These equations are obviously va･1id only when R"xo or for the

special case where g(Ⅹ●) and D(Ⅹ') are constants.

To apply these equations to a specific case, one needs to know

(as functions of temperature) all the material-dependent parameters

which enter tlle Various expressions. In addition, one needs to

know the temperature profile T(Ⅹ). which depends not only

on the themal properties of the wall material but also on the

manner in which energy is deposited into the wall and the manner in

which the wall isi cooled. In general, T(Ⅹ) will be a complex

function of the operating characteristics and design Of a particular
●

machine. often, however, solutions of some limited accuracy are

quite useful if these less acc･3rate $01utions mimic the exact

soiutions in their dependence on the various parameter involved.

Since insight can be gained into the effects of parameter changes

On the solutions.

Our pL･OCedure for obtaiTling the approximate expreBSions will be

to
replace_ exponential function与 Of the inverse temperature by

exponentials of linear functions of x. mu8, for example we write
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ED

両町訂 ℡且+臥】也TI XD

and we choose xD Such that

苫D
_

__A+52kBT2 kB℡1 X D

which yields

where

Similarly.

where.

and

with

Ⅹ 窒X 生.℡1T2 =x

D o ED T1
-T2

0

T.=TIT2/(T1 -T2)
･

EB
_

EB

苛門前耳～kaT1
ヰ五_

ⅩB

･B-Ⅹ坦,o EB

g(Ⅹ) =Ⅹ/Ⅹs ∫

ヽ

7'BT
o

x8;
~Xoq5p

･

kBTo

__ _ ~~ED

(15)

(16)

く17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

Note that for TT>TI We have lxDtヰtxBI,?]Ⅹs一寸e･ i･e･･ the x-

dependence disappears from the quantities listed above･ We also

point out that Eqs･ (15)I (16)I and (21) all imply a particular

temperature profile･ =n Ref･ ll it was shown that for values of

T2/Tl I O･5 this profile is closely approximated by a Straight
line･

which would be the.case for steady State heat loading at the plasma

●

side surface only･
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We also define 6 by

l/6 = 1/ⅩD･+ 1/Ⅹs ･ (23)
●

These Characteristic lengths and the approximations of Eqs. (15) -

(22) then yield a diffusion coefficient

D(Ⅹ) =Dle-Ⅹ/ⅩD ′

●

and a trapplng eOeffieient

a(Ⅹ)≡ e
-EB/KBT

=

Bュe-Ⅹ/ⅩB

(24)

(25)

where Bl =

e-EB/kBTl
･

The recombination coefficients k】. and k2 are al･so temperature

dependent and according to Baske$l theory22 are glVen by
●

ki(Ti)
=

ko(500/Ti)1/2 e-Ek/kBTi (26)

where ko is a materials dependent constant, ana･ Ek is an activation

energy for recombination which depends on the heat of solution for

hydrogen in the wall material and on the activation energy for

diffusion･ Ek may be either positive or negative･ The ki do

not depend on the temperature profile.･ rather they depend only on

Ti. the temperatures at the respective surfaces･

utili2:ing Eqs. (21), (23) and (24), the ,I_ntegral in Eq･ (14)

Can be easily evaluated to yield for x > R

C(x) … e

where CR IS the concentration at I a R given by Eq･ (13)I and
●

the approximation eRA 王1- has been used･

Let us now define dimensionless variables v and u by
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r

vr=k2C2/¢ ･

and

r

ur=7'1Cユ/¢ ∫

and note that vr is the fraction of hydrogen that permeates

(28a)

(28b)

through the wall while ur is the fraction of hydrogen recycled to

the plasma･ Furthermore, if we define the additional dimensionless

parameters

l/ど
W ≡ (¢R/D1)(kl/e ) (29a)

) (2,b,

an｡

-

1与
y =exo/xs (kl/k2)1/r っ (29c)

Here W is the transport parameter･ Eqs. (7) and (27) (evaluated

at x
≡

Ⅹ.) can be combined utilizing 'the dimensionless quantities

above to yield
一′

聖vr+YV=(1-vr)1/I+w･
α

A general analytical solution to v its not possible but a

very good approximation is

vr=α
1 + W

r

+
∝(y

+

(30)

(31)

which is exact for ど
= ]. Exact. solutions for vr as a function of

the transport parameter W are given in Figs. 3 and 4 for r = i and

3. The values for vr for r= 2 lie between those for r = 1 and 3.

The approximation given in Eq･ 31 (which also corresponds to the curves

labeled r I 1 in Figs. 3 and 4) agree very veil with the e女act solutionl

to Eq･ 30. and it can be shown that this approximation is valid for

.1<yr<α-1.
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Values for Cl′ CR亀nd C2 Can now be obtained by using the result

in Eq. (31) with Eq昏･ (7), (13) (evふ1uated at x= 氏) and (28).取IeSe

concentrations
are plotted for I

= 2 as a function of W for

cL= 10-6 and y宗I in Fig･ 5･駄etches of the flpEIOfile昏at

steady state are also included as ir)･Sert5 in this figure.

Three distinct types of H distributions result, a,epending

on the value of W･23 ForW '1 'cL(i+yr) (Regionll), the

profile
is highly peaked at x =≡見and the two surface.A concentrations

can be assumed to be negligible. mis behavior is c'haracteristic of

diffusion-limited H transport for both 6urfacesT hence the profile

is labeled DDin the inset. For
α(1+yr)

<W < 1 (Region=エ).

CR=Cl and C2--0 indicat王ng甘recombination-determined behavior

at the plasma-side surface and diffusion-limited behavior on the

back side (RD). For W <cl(1 +yr) (Region Ill) the甘profile

becomes uniform, which is characteristic of recombination limited

kinetics at both surfaces (RR)｡ ℡he parameter W can therefore be

used to describe tlte transition from diffusion limited (W > 1) to

one-surface recombination limited(α (1 +yr) < W < i) to two-surface

recombination limited (W < α､(1 + Yr)) fl transport in materials.

ヤe note tl-at for the unlikely caseα (i +yr)
, 1 the region

boundaries mu_c,t be redefined.

3. Applまea七ion Equations

a｡ No Traps

エt i8 ､ear that t･.he potential for deleteriou昏托-related material

effect8 are at a maximum when the system is in steady 8tate because

the円concentrations are highest. Even though a considerable

amount of time may be required to reach steady 8tatet it is perhaps

-･39-



instructive to calculate
'●wor昏t CaSe'● values for these H-material

COnCernS.

using the equations developed thu8 far. it i8 eaSy tO rewrite

the H concentration profile given in Eq. (27) in terms of dimension-

less quantities

C(Ⅹ)= CRe

where

-x/xs
i_

W

w+α(1 (32)

cR -

(ki)i/I(1 -

vr,1′r (1 ･W, (33,

The quantity in braces in Eq･ (32) equals 1 unless the H transport

is recombination limited at both surfaces, in which case it equals

o. For the latter case (i.e.. transport Region ZIェ) the H profile

is linear for isothermal conditions or decreases exponentially

with temperature gradient5 because of the Soret term. For the

former case (i.e.. diffusion-controlled

transport at the back surface) severAal profiles are displayed in

Fig･ 6 for various values of xD/xo and xs/冗.･
When these quantities

■■■

are both large (i.e.. small temperature gradients) the profile drops

linearly from CR tO nearly O･恥en xD/Ⅹ. becomes sma11･ t†1e PrO･file

approache5 a COnStant and illustrates t7T_at the change in the dif-

fusion coefficient with depth dominates the甘profile. When

the term xs/冗. becomes smal1･ the profile decays exponentially with

the Soret term, thereby demonstrating the importance of the Soret

effect on the H profile.

A quantity commonly cited to specify the suitability of a

material with respect to potential H (i.e., tritium) buildup is the

average H concentration which can be expreBSed aB
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ど-cR糾･(i-e-Xo/Ⅹs)
-

j盲
(34)

エt is straightforward to show that, When there is no temperature

gradient (i･e･･ xs and xD..,"), the term in braces in Eq･ (34) goes

to i/2. When an appreciable negative temperature grad･ient

exists and w†len XD < Ⅹs (the case most often found)I then the

ten in braces approaches i. =n other words, the presence of a

temperature gradient in the wall will. at the very most. only

double the amount of H in the wall. (This result is true only

for the case that xs > 0 Which will be shown in the discussion

section to be the situation for most materials used for first

wall applications. )

Tne rate at which H isotopes permeate a wall material is also

very important in the design Of future fusion reactors because
●

this permeation will lead to tritium contamination of regions
●

exterior to the vacuum vessel. The steady state H pemeation

rate is expre55ed by

J2-¢vr-帥(i7#,)
･

'35'

The permeation is therefore directly proportional to the parameter

cL defined in Eq. (29b). For isothermal conditions (i.e.

xo/6= 0) the te- in brace8･in Eq･ (29b) goes to i and ｡becomes

Simply the ratio of the implant depth to the wall thickness･ For

negative temperature gradient与, the term in braces can become

-41-



●

extremely small and thereby弧gnificantly reduce the amount of

permeation Which occurs. We therefore assign ･the
nrame 1'permeation

●

reduction factor" to the quantity in braces in Eq. (29b) and note

that an identical reduction of the.permeation woulrd occur for
l

isothemal conditions by simply increasing the thickness of the

Wall by the inverse Of this factor.

The results expressed in Eqs. (34) and (35) therefore demon-

strate the main benefit of a negative temperature gradient in the

wall; an order of magnitude reduction of the permeation at the

expense of increasing the average 班 concentration by at most a

factor of 2.

b. With Traps

Equation (4b) can be 畠OIved for the trapped H concent.,ration

●

in terms of the mobile 甲concentration to glVe

q(x,

-c(Ⅹ,十≡≡Cs'…圭E∋/kBIT.ie-X,x3

where the exponential fom of the trapping coefficient in Eq. (25)

has been used. 工n general, the average trapped H concentration

must be solved by integrating Eq･ (36) numerically over the range

O < Ⅹ < xo･ In Ref･ 12 we showed that under certain approximations

this integration could be done analytically. The main conclusion

of those results. which will not be repeated here. was that the

trapped fraction depends primarily on T2 (the temperature on the

●lcoo1''8ide) and is only weakly dependent on To and hence Tl

(the temperature on the -●hot'' side). For a Wall at constant

temperature, the average trapped技concentration iB

-42-
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≡
∈
F

i
書vhere

:二二二｣

CT=NT は-
tlNse

一苧良/kTl見n

Rl
■l■

CR-

-EB/kTl
CR+岬s e

C2

Q =

-c

; l

when the traps are populated dilutely. it is easily shown that

cT =NT (C7Ns) e

EB/kB℡

(37)

(38)

(39)

using this relationship, the temperature Ttrap王It Which the average

concentration of trapped H equals the average concentration of

mobile tl is

Ttrap
--

EB/[kB川(Ns/叫] (40)

Another useful temperature to define is Tsa七一the temperature

at which the mobile H cori,_-entration コuSt equals the atomic density
=

of the material.

Tsat =

ED/[kB見n(D.Ns/A )コ (41)

Most materials Will become saturated with implanted H at low temper-

atures at concentrations Which range from O･1 to 5 times Ns･45
47

′

Therefore Tsat represents the approximate t･emperature Where

saturation effects begin tO be imprtant･
■

The two temperat･JreS above caJl be used to specify when the

effects related to t:rapping and saturation must be considered･
●

For T < Tsat the saturation effect is important; for

㌍
蓋n

sat
< T < Ttrap trapping must be considered, while for T > Ttrap

●

either trapping nor Saturation need be included in calculating H
●

inventories so that only the mobile H concentration is important･
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The pemeation through a wall membrane depends only on the

mobile tl (as indicated by Eq. (5b)); however. tripping can

affect the diffusion coefficient D before steady state is reached.

using the McNabbFoster24 formula for an ･leffective= diffusion

coefficient

Deffニ

岬s

The time required to reach steady state is

2

･tss
≡

Ⅹ｡/(6Deff)
･

Because Deff Can be decreased by several orders of magnitude

(42)

(43)

according to Eq. (42) the presence of traps can significantly

increase the "time-to-breakthrough-- of the H permeation･

Traps can also influence permeation by modifying D through

radiation-enhanced diffusion.25-29 . =n this case, however,

the diffusion coefficient is increased.･ hence this effect could

hasten break-through as well as affecting W and its associated

parameters ｡

B. でem oral Solut土ons

For diffusion-limited 冗 transport (i.e.. W I 1) Erent岱 and

McCracken14 have shown that

Jl- ¢Erfc【R/(2vr5ロコ ･

This equation can be shown to result from a solution ofヱq. (i)

with no traps for the delta function implant distribution given
●

(44)

in Eq･ (12)･ me bouhdary condition for仙e solution is C1 = 0･

By defining a normali2;ed time

-44･-



ち- Dt/R2
′

and rewriting in tens of our other nomali2:ed parameters.

Eq. (44) can be expre55ed a5

ur(中ユ)
= Erfc 【1/2¢11/2コ ′

There ur represents the H fraction recycled to the plasma･

(45)

く46)

'his recycling fraction is plotted (dashed line) versus中1 in the

.over
panel of Fig･ 7･

For W < i, or recombination-controlled release, the result

)btained
in Ref. 10 can be generaliヱed for any order of release

inetics to yield

u(02)
≡

音12
r I

L:｣｣セム
l

r32-02

o2 ≡

W2Dt/R2

dQ; (47)

(48)

Jhere

Tit･h W, the transport parameter, given by Eq. (33a). 刊ヽis result is

;imilar to that obtained by Hotston and McCracken･15 A plot of ur

:i･e･･ Jl/0) vs o2 for r= 1･ 2 and 3 is also plotted in the lower

)anel of Fig. 7. TTleSe SOlutions to Eq. (47) were found numerically.

It can be seen from the lower panel of Fig･ 7 that for all

)f the cases above including both diffusion and reccmbination control-

led H release'the recycle fraction Jl/中is approximately O･5 when

'itherq or 02 equals 1･ Thus･ the recycle time (the time when

二he fractional recycling is 0.5) can be approximated by the

Expression

T
= (R2/D)(i + 1/W2) (49)

rhich iさidentical to the result found for quadratic kinetics in

ief. 10.
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A土teT a discharge is terminated (i_.e., ¢ = 0) the normaliEed

plasma Side広urfac,e concentra.ti.on p can be expr甲Sed as

u(o)-i-Jo
ur(o･) dO'

o

vm
く50)

if the discharge was of sufficient duration so that the concentration

of tl in the wall is nearly constant near the plasma side･ This

condition requires that the situation be recombination controlled

during the discharge,･ we therefore drop the suffix 2 one ･ Jl/0

(i.e., ur)
is plo･ヒted for this case in the upper panel of Fig. 7.

The quantity commonly measured in a 班 recycling experiment is

the pressure change in the vacuum vessel･30-33 such an experiment

can be performed during and after a glow discharge or immediately

following a tokanak discharge･ Using the result of Hove and Langley33

for the pressure change a.uring a e?nstarlt flux discharge for the

case of an unpumped veさSe1=

p(i)三Po
-

Nw(t.)KBTl/(2V) (51a)

where Po is the initial pressure. A is the surface area andV is

the volume of the vessel and ㌔ is the areal density of H in the wa11･

Using the derivation above, the fractional pressure change can be

expressed as

AP/Po
-

=&
:Ⅳ

whe're Ap is the pressure change, and I(0) is the integral

I(0) = [1 -

ur(0.)]dO'

(51b)

(52)

where Eq. (47) is used to detemine u.

Equation (51 ) also･ describeき the fractional pressure change

Which occurs at the termination of a discharge. エn this case the

-46-



●

chang亀ihS POSitive and the integral･エiB given by

ェ(0)
-Jo ur(o･)d占･

0

(53)

and u(0) com｣es: from Eq. (50).

For either case, when t << T the integra1エ can be shown to be

z 三0 (t <<T)

ェ= (4O/¶)i/2 (t =て)

(54)

(55)

and when t >> T

To demonstrate these limits, the power of 0 determined as

a(1⊂唱 エ)/(log 0) was detemined as a function of o for r言1. 2

and 3 by numerically integrating both Eqs. (52) and (53) using

numerical solutions of the appropriate u●s. The results of these

calculations are plotted in Fig. 8. 工t can be seen from this

figure that the power of 0 start5 at 1 for o
く< 1 and goes to

i/2 for o >> i as indicated above. The region in between exhibits

a dependence on ど. the order of the release reaction; however.this

dependence is weak, which indicate8 that the shape of pressure change

curves age not Very 8enSitive to the kinetic order of the recombina-

土ion process.

me equations above can be fit to experiments to yield, i) for

t << T, the flux ¢ when the fractional pressure change is linear in

time, and 2) for t = T. the quantityvq(¢/汰)1/I
for W<1 and

OR/ D for W>1 when the fractional pressure change is changing as

t1/2 ･ mese results indicate that pre昏Sure Change measurements can

be
used to detemirAe I for the case W<1 and t >> T by measuring the

coeffficient of t1/2 as a funct･ion of o･

The curves for r = 2 in Fig. 8 we.re leastらquare fit with

the; function

ー47-



n(白)王
1+

.5(o/a
1 + (0/a)b

(56)

for both the during discharge and after
discharge Cases With the

resulting parameters; a
= l･3. ら ≡

･84
fordurin即a

≡ loo. b=
･42

for after. mis野Tameteriヱation can be used to fit pressure

change data for the case Of quadratic kinetics･

Ill. DISCUSSION

A. r ≠2

Tbe theory developed above is applicable for any kinetic order,

I. of the hydrogen recOmbination or surface release reaction; how-

ever it is anticipated that most Of its usage will be for I
= 2●

(quadratic) kinetics･ Pressure Change measurementS are by far the

most common method of dete-ining k; however, this technique is

relatively
insensitive to I unless the flux dependence is studied

systernatically･ Waelbroeck et a17 have made such measurementS

for SS 1.4301 and their results indicate I ≡ 2･ Recent experiments

by Myers and Wampler34 have clearly shovm that the tl release

frcm 304 stainless steel also obeys second order kinetics･

Never｣thcLless it is possible that r ≠2 for some materials

under special plasma expsure′conditions･
The fo-alism can still

be used for these cases'

B. r = 2
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zn this Section we address the application of the transport theoZ

for quadratic release kinetics to a wide variety of materials either

in use or proposed for use in first walls of fusion reactions･ For

r
= 2 the transport parameter Wr becomes

/

w=R(帥1)1/2/Dl
･
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This transport Paだameter i8 quite 8imilar七o the pemeation number
●

defined by Waelbroek( et al･8･取e only difference is that we

use the characteri忌七ic length 氏, the ran91et Of the implant. whereas

they use Xo. the total wall thickness･ With appropriate redefini-

tions, their perm由tion nu血ber could be used in lieu of our transport

parameter
･

1. Data

To use the above formulas for the 王王interaction with the wall,

materials parameters さuCh as the a diffusion and recombination

coefficients,
Soret cnergyp trap concentration and binding energy.

and bulk atomic density must be known. Table i lists the material

parameters used in the calculations which follow. Tbe reader is

referred to the articles cited in the reference column for

measTユrementS Of the various 妄温rameterS. In addition. the parameters

¢ and R were assumed to be 1016/cm2s and 10~6 cm, respectively.

書
;
i
妄∃

A

喜

慧
≡

喜
≡

蔓
書
!
E

萱
⊆

冒
≡

i
F

i

巨The
ko values. when not measured. were calculated from Baskesl

套
kheory22 assuming a Sticking coefficient of 1. In cases for which

≡
套a range Of Q* values existed. the maximum wa8 さelected･ Values

巨

巨forNT/Ns are only estimates for most of the metals･ and the EB

巨

巨values.when available. were averaged.
i
i

【

書 Using the values given in Table l' the diffusion and reく:Ombination

F

蔓COefficients and transport parameter W are plotted in Figら･ 9,ユ･0,

≡and ll res.?eCtively for all of the materials listed in Table 1･ The

three types of H transport delineated by W are indicated on the right

■side of Fig･ 11･王t is int.eresting to note that for T > 300 C almost

;all
of the materials are in the middle region Where the H tran叩Ort

●

rate is determined by recαlbination at the plasma Bide surface･

Two cljrVeS are Plotted for Stainless Btee1･ SSl uses the

reconbination coefficient measured by Myer5 and Wampler34 While SS2
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uses the same except With ko decTeaさed by a factor of 1000 tQ Simula

a reduced sticking factor22･ =t iB Well-known that the measured

values of kl for SS are widely 8Cattered presumably b昏Cau与e Of

variation昏in surface conditions19c.

t

The temperatures Tsat and Ttrap in Table 1 ccme from the

definitions in Eqs. (40) and (41). values entered as
*

are above

the melting temperature of the materia.1s or BO high that no practical

upper limit to the maximum temp∋rature for tTaPPlng Can be defined.
●

.

For these cases trapping must always be considered. By considering

these temperatures together with the transport parameters plotted

in Fig. ll. a H transport problem can completely specified in

terms of which processes. diffusion or 8urface release, rate limits

the mobile H motion and whether trapping effects must be (=onsidered
●

to accurately predict the n buildup.

2. エsotherma1･ Calculations

エn Figure 12 the nomali2:ed steady-state permeation flux

(J2/¢) and inventory of H (a/tqs.) together with the recycle time T

are plotted for isothemal conditions Without traps｡ The Tight

hand scales are for a 1 cm thick wall of area 106 cm2t c00parable

to that for an エNTOR class machine.

As an example of how these curves can be used. examine SS1･

For reference' we assume the maximum acceptable tri七ium inventory

is i kg and the permeation iさI
守/day. U8ing these rather arbitrary

limits, the H (i･e･, tritium) inventory an丘pemeation are tolerable

for T > 100 C and T < 500 C. TeSPeCtively. which represent各a fairly

reasonable 'rsafe-I operating range･ On the other hand for SS2 (which

I.epresents oxidi2;ed 8tee1) these calculationB indicate that no
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墓
葦

墓

temperature existらWhere the 8七eady-State inventory and pemeation

are Simultaneously tole=able･ Of coursel aS Baskes46 has pintea

o･Jt. it would take nearly a decade for the pemeation and inventory

to approach these limit日･

The no-ali2ied pe王neation flux J2/¢
･TangeS

fr00cL tO i/2 when

y
-- 1･エt can be seen from Fig･ 2 that the lower limit is reached

for a large nur血er of materials at low temperatures (T < loo C).

In contrast. the higher limit is approached by
I_he

hydride formers

zr, V, and Ta.

エt i'-13 interesting to note from Fig･ 12 that both the average H

concentrations and recycle times have minima over this temperature

range for some of the materia1昏(e･g.. Mo, A1, a, W, Cu, Ni. and

ssl) at the temperature where W芸-ED/2E7c･ For these materials･

醍
;

a

he release of H is retarded at low T by diffusion and at high T by

he recombination process.

3. Nonisothermal Calcula.tion5

Unfortunately. the calculations for nonisothermal conditions

知it-fl H trapping Cannot be presented nearly as compactly as can
●

hose presented in the previous section･ For space reasons we

here fore examine only 304 SS, Fe,ユNCONEL and Al in this section･

e calculations for these materials under conditions identical to

hose above except with the outer wall (side 2) held at T2 I loo C

nd allowing the inner wall temperattlre tO Vary are Plotted in

ig. 13. でbe caleulations assume a linear temperature profile. Ⅵle

Solid and dashed curve昏COrreSpOnd to 8ticking coefficients 0f i

nd O･001 respectively･ CTOT denotes the total H inventory, both

obile and trapped‡ hovevert the trapped inventoE･Y dominates for
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for all of these materials. ･The permeating 21 flu文is denoted by

O

J2 and CTOT represents the approximate rate of H build-up in

the由11.24 me nuTrber of days to I-break-throughll can be estimated

O

by dividing CTOT by CTOT･ ･

me results Plotted in Fig･ 13 demonstrate the benefi七B' at

五eafjt rfor these materials. of the temperature gradient mentioned

above.恥e existence of a tem芦rature gradient tends to signif~icantly

decreases permeation at high inner wall temperatures while resulting

in only a modest increase in the inventory. The net result i畠 an･

extension of the 暮-safe'' operating range of the inner wall temperature.

T1･ Fo訂eXamPle- while the 18oxidi2:e己叫ss2 Case mentioned in

the isothe-a1 section had no IIさafelI Tl ranged Fig･ 13 indicates

that for T2ニ100 C and Tl > 400 C the inventoryis < i kg and

the permeation i霜 < 1g/day. 取is fact indicates that, on t.he

basis of T permeation control, temperature gradients may be highly

desireable in walls and other internal cQmPOnent昏Of future･ fusion

reactors.

エn order to better conceptuali2:e t†1e effects of nonisothermal,

conditions on permeation. it is useful to examine the pemeation

reductitつn factor (the term in braces in Eq. (29b)). A contour

plot of the permeation reductionねctor vs･ Q*/kBTo (i･e-
-Ⅹo/Ⅹs)

and ED/kBT. (i･e･′ xo/xD) is given in Fig･ 14｡ A curve for the

metals is shown in this fig∬e where Q* is given in でable 1. For
●

Al. Q* was 8et蒜0. All curve畠i in such a･ diagram begin in the

● ■

orlgln indicating the case Tl =言T2 and are Straight line与ぬen

Tl is increased･ Although -th-ese curves ar竜Valid fo･r all c血bina-

tions of Tl and T2 (where Tl I ℡2) the 8PeCial ca8e怠T2畢100 C
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and T-r- 200 C, Solo C', etc･, are in舶cated by the 801id dots in
●

the figure. as ind主c-abed for Al･取e final dot in each row, which

only occurs for V on this plot･ correspon由to To z= T2 (Tl+co)･

王t can be surmised from Fig. 4 that= 1) for Fe the Soret effect

drastically reduces permeation. 2) for SS. Ni andエNCONE･.i the Soret

effect results in a very small reduction in pemeation, while 3)

for the reactive metals, the Soret effect increases pemeation.

IV. SUMMARY
[二=⊂二二二｣==:

■
J

A simple theory of H transport in fusion first wall materials

was developed･ The theory is based upon a delta function profile.

centered about the implanted H range with arbitrary order release

kinetics at both surfaces. The model includes the effects of

trapping and thermal gradients. The problem is fomulated in

te-s of a unitless parameter'W
≡ (Re/D)(kl/¢)1/ど where r is the

order of the release kinetics. a i8 the range of the implant.中is

the penetrating part o空the incident flux- kl is the r{･,combination

coet-ficient and D is the diffusion coeffic.tent.

Equations pertinent to imprtant a-materials concerns' such

as recycle times. tritium invez.tories and permeation fluxes' were

derived and applied to several materials representative of those

proposed for use in fusion reactors･ Some conclusions which can

be drawn from these calculations are; i) for Q'/EB > 0 (Tat Zr･

Ti. Ⅴ), where Q* is the thermomigration energy and EB is the

diffusion activation energyl the Soret effect tends tO Cancel the

benefits of a temperature gradient on reducing permeation･' 2) for

Q'/EB -0 (SS･鮎･ Incone1) the Soret effect is negligible･･ and

3) for Q'/EB < 0 (Fe) the Soret effect dramatically helps in
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reducing T pemeation through a wal1･ Another importa鵬ーCOnC1･u泣ion

･is t,hat the n trappln匂undez: nonj魯OthemaL cond-i七まo･ns d卑pendys
ー ■

Strongly on the cく)Olant-Side temperature bu-i i魯Only we-akly

deperldlent On the plasma-Side temperature･

we have also derived equation占Vhich describe the buildトup

to quasi-steaayきtate. でbrough the与e equationsT the prLeSSEure

change experienced in the vacuum vessel during and after discharges

is calculated and a simple approximation is derived which can be

used to fニ.t Pressure Change data and thereby dete印.ine the recT･yCle

constant.

The transport parameter concept results in a natural classi-

fication of the tran昏POr七behavior of hydrogen in alュ materia1さat

temperature亘 for which t7Ie 6Olutioni之ed hydrogen i昏mObile･ 唱Ie

analytical results Provide physical insight into the proce8S

governing hydrogen permeation and inventory and are esp_eCially

useful to'under昏tand the 五nter-relation昏hip昏Vhich exist between

the various plasma and materials parameters.I miB la昏t benefit

should be particularly helpful in conceptuali之in.g the impact of

●

synerg1Sm邑On the plasma surface. interaction.
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Fig｡2･ schematic of H concentration in a wall membrane･取e various

parameters listed are defined in the teXt･
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to Eq･ 30 and the

dashed curve is for r=1･
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Fig.5｡ Three nomali21ed H concentrations as a function of W for r
= 2

Cl (solid ctuve)
is the plasma-Side surface concentration･

C2 (dashed curve)
is the back-Side surface concentration

CR (dot-dashed curve)
is the H concentration at depth R･

The inserts show sketches of the steady-state H profiles

the three.A regions of W (エ.エエ, and エエエ).
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various materi_als in steady state for a i oTt thick wall

(中三1016ごmo2s-1. α ≡

10-6) with 106ごm2 area･
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= loo C and varying Tl for 304 SS. Fe, ZNCOtmL and Å1･
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These calculations
are for a linear T profile･ me sdlid

and dashed curves COrreSPOnd
to sticking coefficients of i

and 10-3 re5peCtively･
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Fig｡14･ Contour plot of the permeation reduction factor vs Q'/kTo

and ED/kT.･ These calculations use the exponential

approximation.
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SynerglSmS. in Surface写rosion - Session Summary
■

J. Bohdansky, J. Roth

Max-Planck-Instltut fur Plasmaphys†k; EURATOM Assoclatlon

D-80ヰ6 Garch†ng/Munchen, Federal R軸ゆ1†c of GeFmanyL

Abstract

chemlcal eroslon of grapP!i七e under hytdrogen †on bombardment and the

叩Utterlng of恥and W by oxygen lon軍WaS dls印S!ed ln the sess†on o-n1

llsynergisms on surface･eros†onI'･ The †nvited c6ntributlons are rev†ewed and

the current understandln9 0f the different effects are summarized. The

relevance of these effects to the紬purity production ln fusion devices ls

discussed.
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川TRODUCTION

The session was devoted to syner9isms紬†on bombardment-induced erosion

with七he main emphasis on graph代e mater'†al. An紬vited summary on chem†cal

sputtering hy Auclello /1/ was follok'ed by lw†ted contr伽t†ons by y†e七三ke

/2/ On the slmuTtaneous lnteract†on of atomic hydrogen and energetic †ons

and by Both / 3/ On the state of know一edge on radlat†on-enhanced

subl†matlon of graph†te. Subsequent一y, an †nvlted contr†butlon by Sa†doh

/ 4/ treated chemical effects ln eros†on of Mo and W due to bombardment by

oxygen･ These presentations were d†scussed at length. The papers and the

discussions are revlewed be一ow and an attempt ls made to formu一ate c'urrent

mode一s on the chemlcal erosion mechanlsms which evo一ved from new resu一ts

presented both at the PST conference and at the Workshop. The re一evance of

the resu一ts to fusion †s also discussed.

A) CHEMICAL SPUTTERING

Chem†cal sputterln9 0f 9raphlte, †.e. the format†on of volatlle

hydrocarbons lrn the lnteractlon of graph†te with hydr'ogen †sotopes, has

been reviewed recently /s/. At the 6th PSI conference and the subsequen-

workshop on syner91stlc effects, new exper†mental results were presented

which lead I.o a better understandln9 0f the basic processes. Th†s summary

ls based prlmarlly on resu一ts by Auclello et al. /1,6,7/ on the lnteractlon

of thermal atQmlc hydrogen With 9raPhlte}by Vletzke et al･ /2･8/ on the

slmultaneous lnteractlon of thermal atomlc･hydrogen and energetic ions and

by V†etzke et al. /2,8/ and Auclelle /7/ On the action of energetic ions

only as well as on data from ref. /5/.

1｡丁目ERMAL ATO粥IC HYDROGEN

Th†s section wll】 be mainly concerned wltb the action of atomic hydrogen,

because measurab一e eros†on of graphite by therma一 mo一ecular hydrogen †s

Se一dom repor･ted. Tbずs sect†on wlll be malnly concerned with the actlon of

atomic hydrogen. However, dependl咽On the orlgln source of atom†c

hydrogen,
e.守. extract†on from a pl･asma d†schar･ge /9/ d†ssoclat†on at a hot

f†1ament
/1,6,7,iO/Or emlss†on from a hot oven / 2,8,ll/, the graphite

Surface ls a一so stibject to some molecular hydrogen f一ux.

The data are presented fhostly as reactlon y†e†ds vs･ temperature or

react†-on ylelds vs. atom fluence at a given temperature. The reported
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erosion y†eld芋Show 一arge scatter ln absolute magnitude, wh†ch is

attributed /5/ to the different methods of hydrogen production, to the

diff†culties lnvolved ln deternlnLng the abso一ute fluxいさhydrogen atoms at

the surface and to d†fferences lr[七he surface condltlons of different

graphltes. More recent data by Auc†ello /1/, acquired under c一ean UHV

cond†tions shows betteyt agreement ｡

The yie一d data vs. temperature clearly fall into two groups: One gf.0岬Of

data with a maximum y†eld value near 500 a and another group w†th a fnaXlmum

around 800 冗. It has been ar糾ed, that a shift ln the posltlon of the

maximum may be explalned'hy d†fferemt hydrogen atom fluxes and hydrogen

surface saturat†on effects /S/. However, 1n the data shown, the two groups

of data correspond to two d†fferent fluences of hydrogen (see ref. /1ハ.

In the †n†tlal phase of hydrogen exposure the y†eld shows a max紬um wh†ch

decreases subsequent一y to a steady state va一ue. Both the max†mum and the

steady state depend on the temperature. The †nltlal peak (activated

surface) increases up to a temperature of 800 K, whereas the steady state

data show a maximum at 500 K (deact†va七ed surface).Gould /10/reported that

after reaching the steady state va一ue the surface can be re-act†vated by

annealing above 1200 a. Though the pr'ec†sc nature of the activated surface

state †s unknown, the observation that at 1200 K al一 absorbed hydr'喝en ls

re-emitted has 一ead Gould to the conc一usion that at 一arge hydrogen COVerage

precurLSOr States Of the methane formation process may give rise to stab一e

surface specles･ CHn which lf occuw†ng ln adjacent surface sltes･ cou一d

b一ock further reacもion w†th hydrogen.

On the basls of residual gas analys†s lt was prev†ously conc一uded that CH4

molecules are desorbed. It was shown by Vletzke et al. /8/ that

Predo7nlnantly CH3 radlcals are released･ For the measurement代was

r.equired that七he re一eased molecules were detected before they could

undergo any further reaction at an inner sLJrface of the vacuum vesse一.

A一though the CH3 molecu一es must be assumed to be bound to the grapblte

surface by an energy Of severa一 eV, yletzke et al. /8/ argue that the

recomblnatlon energy ln the trans†s†tlon from CH2 tO CH3 may be h19h enough

to desorb the CH3 radlcalsこEarller lwest19at†ons by･8alooch and Oland如
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/ll/ using a modulated HO beam were exp-a-ned by assumln9 the formation of

methane to be proportlonal to the 3rd power of the surface concentrat†on of

hydrogen･ This f†ndln9 does not exclude the formation oy'cH3 instead of

CHヰ･

ⅠⅠ.SYNERGISM BETWE印丁目ERMAL ATOMS AND ENERGETIC ‥ONS

At the鮒rkshop, y†etzke /8/ presented further･ results on the synerg†st†c

effects between therma一 hydrogen atoms and energetic ions. Also here, he

reportet%vafthe
re-ease of the yield was found to increase with deposited

energy †nto the surface layer. This increase was found for H, He, Ne and Ar

†ons･ For Ar lons a factor of 50 increase ln Cり3 yleld was observed from

that for HO a一one ㈹9. 1). The yleld from these activated state showed the

same temperature dependence as the y†eld from the aCt†vated surface state

for therma一 hudro9en atoms a一one (ct. ref. /1/I.

The actlvatlon was retalned佃edlately after the simultaneous Ar+

一戸radlat†○-as stopped● buもdecreased with further HO exposure. However,

1n contrast to the activated surface for therma一 hydrogen atoms a一one,

degasslng of the surface above 1200 K resIJlted ln anneal†ng of the active

surface state.王t ls therefore conc一uded /8/, that Ar+ †on bombardment

facllltates the format†on of precursors for the CH3 format†on･ Vletzke et･

al･ /8/?repose that CH2 COM?1exes are formed during s紬ultaneous ion

bombardment and that the surface coverage may be of the order of 2

monolayers, independent of temperature.

Alternatlvely, the slm†1ar temperature dependence of the act†vated state †n

Auclello●s data /6/ and the state of actlvatlon created during ion

DOmbardment can be explained by the asstJmPtlon that †o乃boIめardment causes

the site-blocking co叩1exes to be removed thereby leading to a drastic

increase of yleld. Add†tlon of thermal hydrogen after sto押1ng the len

bombardment wou一d lead to renewed format†on of site-block紬g comp一exes and

COnSequently to a decrease of the erosion y†eld. Degassln9 0f hydrogen

above 1200 K ㈹uld cause al一 precursors to anneal.
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The yleld of vola七11e hydrocarbons抑der energet†c hydrogen bomb肝dment ls

a一so sho抑1n f†gこ1. It †s more than an order of ma9nltude h†9her than the

synergistlc action of thepmal hydrogen atoms and Ar †ons. The fact that th寧
′

yleld shows the same tempepaturやdependence as that from activated surface

s†tes wou一d suggest a Slm†1ar k†net†cs. But, Vle七三ke et al. /8/ found that

CHヰmOlecules are release here･ They explain this observation by the

assumption thatもhe hydrocarbon †s formed on †nner surfaces of the graph代e

as explained below.

王V. SYNERGISM BETWEEN HYDROGE担IONS AND ATOMIC AND型と堅生壁_遡埋

Usln9郎ffepent hydrogen lsotopes yfetzke et al. /8/ sh柵ed that the

syner9†st†c action of aton†c hydrogen and hydrogen †ons 一eads to.a drastic

increase ln reaction y†eld slmnar to the case of atomic hydrogen and argon

ions･ For atomic hydrogen and 5 key a+ ions a much larger CH3 yle-也 -s

reported than for atomic hydrogen a一one. AtJC†ello et al./7/ de也ced a

s佃†1肝yleld紬crease fr珊a COmParlson of the ylelds wl蜘ener9eも1c

hydrogen ions a一one and w代b slmultaneous atomic hydrogen.

Surprlsln91y the observed mass spectra showed l代tle †sotoplcally mixed

molecu一es. F19. 2a shows the mass s?ectrum ohta†ned by s紬ulもaneous

†nteractlon of aず1ux of2 xlO16日O/cm2s and4 xlO14 D+/cm2 s with

pyrolytlc gr}aphlte. It ls compared with the spectrum expected from a

surface with equa一 concentrat†ons of H and D (rig. 2b). Fr叩SuCh a surface

the emlsslon of CH3 and CH4 1s much 一ess probable than the emlss†on of

mixed molecules CHnDm･ If, ho脚er, CH3 and CD卑are formed on different

surfaces, a specty.um as- shown ln fig. 2c resu一ts. The peaks at舶SS 16 and

18 are dueもo recombtnat†on of CH3 and dlssoelatlo=f CD4 1n the

quadrupole. This specもrLJm 1-s very slmll肝tO the exper†･mental of]e With the

exception of a smal一 mlxded peak at mass 17.

Concerning the紬fluence 8'f m61ecular hydrogen;, Wh†ch'†nev†tably ls present

†n most exper紬en七s with a加相托ffydro酵打, there裾Y.a first r甲OrtS by

Auclello et al. /7/ .
that slmultaneous lrradlation of grapblte with

hydrogen †ons and exposure to molecular hydrogen 一eads to a cons†derable

y†eld enhancement.
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From these new experimenta一 data the followlng picture emerges (Fig.3〉.

Therma一 atomic hydrogen reacts with 9raPhH:e atoms a七the surface to form

CH3 by sequent-lal addition of hydrogen atoms to surface atoms hl/

Eventually CH3 †s released /8/･ For h†gh surface concentmtlcns of hydrogen

stable surface comp一exes are expecte..'J to be found by adjacent precursor

radlcals (like CN2); thus decreas†n,i the CH3 y†eld to a steady state value

/6,10/

Ener9etlc hydrogen †on bombardment and synerglstlc action of atomlc

hydrogen and energet†c †ons ls thought to accelerate the formation Qf the

precursor e†ther due to the deposited energy Or by the ellmlnatlon of the

site-blockln9 effect, when the sup-face may be covered by one to two

monolayers of CH2 COmPlexes /2/･ The rate 11mltln9 Step Is then the

addltlon of the thlrd hydrogen atom ln the formation of CH3･ This formation

shou一d be llnearQly dependent on the surface concentrat†on of h∫dro9en, in

agreement w代b the successfu一 emplrlcal mode一 by Erents et al. /12/.

Energetlc hydro｣9en Or deutep†um tons penetrate the surface and agglomera七e

at the end of range until a crltlcal latt†ce concentration ls reached.

Hydrogen †s then re一eased through pores or mlcrochannels and CH3 0r COS 1s

Produced at the inner surface of these pores･ On Its way to the surface COS

combines wlth H or D 1-all c抑=slon and eventua一ly CO4 0r CD3=s

observed as reaction pro血cts.

a)尺AD王ATION-ENHANDED SU8L川AT!ON

At temperatures above 1200 K a further increase of the雪rOSlon yield of

graphite was observed /13,14 /. This effect has been te√med radlation-

enhanced stJblimat†on. Therma一 carbon atoms /14,15 / are re一eased

lsotrop†cally /13/. The yleld was found to increase with †ncreaslng

temperature (see f†9. 3) and to be proportlonal to the energy deposited

into七he
swface layer at a 91ven temperature /16/. These data were

rev†ewed on the Workshop on Synerg†stlc Effects and a detalled model was

Presented by Rota and幡=er /3,17
･/･

Ⅰ･ ATOMIC MODEL AND COMPUT1旦_jiB塾生迎
The model emp一oyed †s taken from tfle radlat†on damage theory ln graphite

Which was deve一oped to expla†n the anisotro?†c dlmenslonal swellln9 0f
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graph†te under netltrOn †rrad†atlon /18/. The swe111ng ls paral一el and the

contraction is perLPendlcular to七he c･ax†s and shows poughly the same

tempera七tjre dependent.e as the rad†atlon enhanced stJbllmat†on y†eld /17/.

The mode一 assumesVFrenkel-pa†rs are created ln the materlal by the

radlatlon and thtaia毛helnterstltlals are very m.bile between 9raphlte

p一anes a一ready at room temperature, whereas vacancies become mobile only

above 1_200 K. Interst†tlals recombine with vacanc†es, dlffLJSe tO gra†n

boundaries, or c一uster Into addltlona1 1attlce planes at flxed nucle†.

Vacanc†es may a一so clusf･er to form vacancy llnes wh†ch co一lapse leavln9 nO

recombinatlon centers for †nterstlt†als. The observed dlmens†onal changes

can be explalned /18/ by assum†ng thresho一d dlplacement energy of 25-30 fort

the creatlon of a Frenkel-pair, 3.5 eV act†vat†on energy for vacancy

dlffuslon and 1016 to 1017 fixed nuclel/cm3:For
the case of ion bombardment,

this model was slightly modified :

The surface represents a s†nk for both lnterstltlals and vacanc†es. As a

boundary condlt†on the surface concentration of lnterstltlals and vacanc†es

has been set to zero. All †nterst†tlals arr†vlng at the surface are ass岬ed

to evaporate. ThtJS七he enh訓Ced subl紬atlon yield ls g†ven by the gradient

of the interstltial concentrat†on prof†1e at the surface. The mode一

calculatlons are compared w†th exper紬ental data, 1n F†g. 4 as a funct†on

oヂtemperature for boめardment wlth dlfferent †oIIS and ln F19. S as a

funct†on of energy for bomba['dment with hydrogen and deuterium at 180O K.

The data used for the calculatlon are taken from literature and are given

ln table 1. The agreement between experiment and mode一 calculat†on †s good

and lles k･†th†n a factor of 2.

♂
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Tab一e 1

Incldent †on f一ux

damage Pr¢f†1e

displacement energy

lnterstltlal mlgratlon energy

vacancy m†grat†on energy

1016/cm2sec

TR王M code

25 eV

0.3 eV

3.5 eV

Ire-expone鵬;41 factor'of

lnterstltlal and vacancy mlgration 7.1 x lO14

vacancy-1nterst†tlal and

Vacancy-Vacancy reCOmblnatlon

radl LJS 0.21 nm

C. CHEMICAL EFFECTS IN SPUTTERING DUE TO OXYGEN
■■■■■■l■■■■■Jll■-■■llll■l■■

Saldhoh d†scussed sputterln9 experiments of ox†de 一ayers on meta一s (Mo,

W)/ 4/. The oxide 一ayer was formed eltheT･ by the implanted oxygen ions or

by partlal pressure of oxygen ln the target chamber. The effects of the

oxygen Partial pressure on Mo targts was †nvestlgated. Both the target

ten?erature and the oxygen pressure were changed ill this experiment. Three

different conditions cou一d be ldent†fled: (1) If an oxide film was formed

the =o sputtering was reduced mainly due to a depletion of Mo in the oxide

layer.(2) At very hightemperatures( ～14000c) the oxide
was observed to

evaporate and the erosion yield
was given by the sputtering yield of pure Mo

●

superimposed on tl･le erosion yield caused by oxidationand the evaporation
1

of the oxide.(3)
At intermediate temperatures a mixture of oxide and metal

sputtering occurs together with oxide evaporation｡ The superposition
is not

linear (synergistic effects) and the interaction is not well understood･

8asically the same behaviour was found when the target was bombarded by CO+

or o+ ions. In fig. 6 the Mo sputtering yle-d ls shown as a function of

target temperature for郎fferent †on energies. The data are taken from

different references /4,19/.
･
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At low temperature the sputter†ng ylelds are 一ower than expected for

physical sputtering from a pure Mo surface･ The expected values are

†nd†cated by the dotted lines at the r†ght hand side of the graph and are

ca一culated from a seml･emp†r†cal expression /20/. At very high temperature

the data seem to approximate the superpos†t†on of the physlcal s?utterln9

of pure meta一 surfaces and the evaporat†on of MoO3 aS lndlcated by the

dashed llne. In the intermediate range the superpos†t†on of m†xed processes

may cause七emperature dependence as observed. It shou一d be noted that the

sputter紬9 0f a sol†d oxide shows a slmllar temperature dependence.

Kelly and Lam explained th†s behaviour by a comb†ned action of

physical sputter†ng and therma一 spikes /21/.

D) RELEVANCE FOR FUSION

Ⅰ. CHEMICAL SPUTTERING

Due to the extensive use of graphite as lln†ter materlals,紬vest19aも1ons

of the erosion of graphite by energetic hydrogen and the related

synerg†s七†c effects are of great lmpo代ance for current fuslofl experiments.

The exper紬ents dlscLJSSed above emphasize this importance. The enhanced

erosion by chemlcal effecs ln pdrも†cular can resu一t ln an lntolerable h†9h

release of lmpurltles.

One shou一d be cautious ,
though, because an uncritical use of the presented

results for中St紬at†n9 the eros†on of graphlte lim†ter's can be m†sleadlng.

The †rradlat†on cond†tl-ons ln a fusion dev†ce are different froTT] the

condlt†ons of the experiments preserlted at the workshop. The hydrogen f一ux

to a llmlter surface †s orders of magnitude h†gher (1017 - 1019 particles

cm-2 ら Ill and the part†cle energy ls conslderably 一ower (about 10 eV to

100 eY) compared to the present experiments. Experimenta一 results show the

methane yleld to be f一ux-dependent仰g.7), 1n agreement w代b a mode一 for

the chem†cal eros†on based or[ methane formatlon. The mode一 was given by

Erents et al｡/12j and shows reascnable agreement with the measured f一ux

dependence of the methane yield ln the range of 10-15 - 10-17 H+/cm2 s

脚9. 7). The erosion yleld for gpa?hlte measured by the weight 一oss method

(a一so shown ln Fig. 7) does not agree With the model so well, the

experlmental data do not r.eflect a f一ux dependence of the erosion yleld.
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A dlscrepdncy between the methane yleld and the erosion y†eld of graph†te

ls a一so seen ln the energy dependence of the y†eld. In f†g. 8 the chemlcal

eroslon yield at peak temperature● the correspondln9 methane y†eld,a and the

yle-d
for phys1･ca- sputtering ( 3000K) are compared at a particle flux of

1015 D+/cm2 sec･ chemical and phys-ca- erosion yield dmer by a factor of

10. Accordlng to the ET-entS model /12/ th†s difference shou一d d†sappear at

a flux of 1018 D+/cm2sec (dashed --ne -n f-g. 8) as the chemical sputter†n9

y†eld ls reduced (see f†g. 7) because the physlcal sputterln9 y†eld does

nlot depend on the part†cle flux.

As reported at the workshop● the eros†on yleld ls a一so enhanced by the

combined action of therma一 and energetic hydrogen. StJCh an effect may not

be of紬portance for the chemica一 eros†on of 9raPhlte llmlters. The f一ux of

neutral par-tlcles to the l紬1ter †s smal一 compared to the flux of hydrogen

†oos. The sltuatlon would be different for the first-wall where the

energet†c and therma一 part†cles are mainly neutra一 and the 一ow energy

component can be h19h.

ⅠⅠ.RADiATION-ENHANCED SUBLIMATION
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chemical erosion occurs at temperatures around 6000c. At temperatures above

lOOOOc an -ncrease †n the erosion yield was observed which can be explained

by an enhanced suhllmatlon /13/. Roth presented a model for this

enhanced subllmatlon at the workshop. The model ls based on the generation

and dlffus†on of vacancies and lnterstitlals. Computer calculatlons based

on this model show good agreement with experimental results /17/ (figs. 4

and 5). such calculatlons a一so show a f一ux dependence of this effect /22/.

Ⅰn F-g. 9 calculated yield values for 18000c and a flux of lO16事1017事

1018D+/cm2sec are compared to the physical sputter-ng at room temperature'

The effect †s reduced at h†gher fluxes a一so ln the case of radlatlon-

enhanced subllmatlon. Due to the higher thresho一d of this effect the yield

for a particle flux of 1018 cm-2 see-1 -s comparab-e with the physlca-

SPutterlng for †on energles ‥ 50 eV.

The calculatlons for chem†cal sputtering and radlat†on enhanced sublifnatlon

together with estlmat†ons as dlscussed prevlously lndlcate only a moderate

Importance of chemical effects for the erosion of graphite l†mlters ln
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fusion
Ede,Vl-cesこHowever', all -the-se estl-mates肝e-~bas如帥eXt柑POliat†10nS

which contain a certaln degree of uncerta加ty･ rE3XPerlments.at
h19h

-partic一e

f一ux are needed †n order to give a declslye answer about the importance of

the effects her･e d†sctJSSed.

ⅠⅠⅠ.OXYGEN SPUTTER王NG

In nearly all fusion plasma experiments oxygen †s one of the main plasma

･impur†tles.
Therefore oxygen sput加rlng ls important ln most fus†on

devices. Due to the rare events of charge exchange neural†zat†on for

multiple charged oxygen †ons, oxyg^en sputterln9 may be malnlLy important on

llmlters and dlvertor p一ates.

As suggested above, the physlcal sputtering by oxygen †ons ls modlfled

malnly by the format†on of oxide films and/or by the evaporation of the

ox†de. The 一atter depends on the target temperature.

In the case of 9raPhlte the oxide ls volat†1e at room temperature and the

erosion †s caused by the comblnatlon of physical sputter†n9 and the

evaporat†on of the oxide /19/. At h19her temperature (7500c) no change ln

the erosion yleld was found as both processes are independent of

temperatur-e ln the investigated temperature range.

For meta一s, e.g. for Mo, the sptJtterlng process †s rather more complex.

However, 1f the p一asma ls suf･f†clently c一ean, the erosion of the limlter or

divertor p一ates may be domlna七ed by hydrocen sputterln9 1n which case the

format†on of an ox†de f†1m may be･ preyEmted. Physlcal s?utter†n9 0f a c一ean

surface by oxygen may be the on一y erosion meてhanlsm for the oxygen

bombar加ent. The sptJtterlng yleld of this process can be estimated from the

measured y†eld data for'Ne, by us†n9 Semトemplrlcal express†ons for the

sputterln9 yleld or by computer calculat†ons /23/. At high oxygen lm?urlty

levels the sltuatlon †s differ'ent. In thls case a better. understand†n9 0f

the effects ls necessary †n order'to makeJ eSも1mates for'the lmpur.†ty

production at the llm†ter/dlvertor subjected to oxygen ton bombardment.
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Fig.2

15 16 叩18 19 20

MASS NUMBER

Measure(=a) / 6/L a_?d !onstruFt9d (b+c) mass spe乍tra for

simu-taneovs HO and D+ bombardmcn七of graphite･ The assumption
J

of CH3 and CDヰformaもionat
the same (b) or diffe;ent(c)

surfaces is made for the constructed speci:ra.
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Fig.3 Schenlatic model fort simultaneous bombardment of carbon with hydrogen

at珊S and deuterium ions. Impla.1ted deuteri'umis released through

channels and pores where it can fonn CD3 and recombine to CD4

on its way to the surface･ Atomic hydrogen, however, forms CH3

at the front surface only. Thus, only little mixed molecules

are for耶ed.
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CoITecJLn'on of different methane yie一d data by Smith and Mayer (full

points) /24/ for different hydrogen fluxes as compared to七he

f一ux dependence of the yie一d in the model by Erents et al. (solid

line). Recent values for methane formation of 2 key H+ ions are

also given (open pojnts).
Data for the carbon yie一d gained by weight 一oss measurements

are a一so shown (open squareト
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Plasma-surface interaction phenome作a have.i-ibecome a subject oド軸jor
.

●

･I

interest because of their re一evance in
･t如1mPOrtant te功nolo<gical

■

- ヽ

deve一opments I

Of recent decades, vjz, microele芭･tronics and I thermonoclear
′一

fusion. MIcroelectronic fabrjcatlon often involve等the use of rela毛1'velyら/

一ow-pressure/一ow-temperature pl?sma
,､申jscharges

foト･
etchln.9 nicron-size

～

_
i_tL

i
t

l

features jn integrated clrcu†ts; here erosion is a de写ired effect. Fusion

i

plasmas, by contra亨t, Cause erosion of the fusion deylce inner崎11s, which

js gB-nerally not deslfable. In both cases surfaces alre bombarded

l

simultaneously by plasma s戸ec油 w削tch include ions, neutral atoms,

electrons and photons, which might 一ead to enhanced erosion due to

synergjst子c effects.

Work perforTned to d,ateこSiuggeStS t.hat simi一ar chemistry may be invo一ved

in the erosion process associated with some semiconductor and fusion related

materlals･' SIF～> SiCR･ヰarTd C日中 are事for example'some of the principa一

●

species evolvlng from Sl and C surfaces, causlng the observed erosion.

Considerab一e effort has been expended on studies invo一ving synergistic
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effects for semiconductor fabrication. Research on synerglsm re一ated to the

erosion of Pus-on ma_terja-s (C and carbon compounds) c?mmencedcomparative-y
T

●
■

■ ■ ●
●

recent一y; hove,yer, its lm,POrtanCe has been increaslngly recognized, and
?

-
●

evidence of possib一e synergistic erosion of graphjte has recent一y been

obtained jn the PLT fusion device.

In light of the interdiscjplinary nature of the subject, experlmental

and theoretical work on synergjstjc effects in erosion of both

semiconductors and fusion mater-ials wjll be cr'jtically reviewed here ln an

attempt to unify concepts re一ated to resu一ts and mechanisms pt.oposed to

exp一ain the observed phenomena, and tol exp一ore possib一e new avenues ol''

｢esea｢ch.
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1.0 川TRODUCTION

The erosjon of surfaces due to the interaction of particles and

electromla9ntellc radiation with materね1s has become a subject of major

interest, and. therefore the object of extensjve studies, as a con.sequence of

the releyance of erosjon processes in two l叩0｢t叩t teChnologlCal
●

dvelopnents of recent decades, viヱ, microelectronics and thermonuclear

fusjon･ The
scope of this review is ljnited to chemica一 reactions between

reactive gaseous species and soljd surfaces 一eading to the fonT!atjon of

volatjle molecu一es and coflSequently surface erosion. This erosion process

js distinct from physica一 sputtering, which results うn surface erosion by

ejection of atoms due to momentum transfer on一y. Chemica一 reactions which

一ead to volat†1e pT.Oducts 紬volye su(･face processes which occur jn

c㈲plicated p一asma environments for both semiconductor and thermonuc一ear

fusion techno一ogies. Surfaces exposed to these plasmas are genera一ly

bombarded, slmultaneously, by a comblnatlon of particles lions (inert arld

reactiveL), neutrals (r申Ctjve), electrons] and photons. In the case of

fusl-on, neutrons will have to be added to the ljst of partlcles jn future

reactors. Device fabrication in mlcroelectronics often 紬volves the use of

relatjyely 一ow temperature plasma djschar9eS, Which are used to etch

micron-size features in integrated clrcujts;1 here erosion is a desjrab-e

effect. Fusion plasmas, by contrast, produce erosion of the fusion device

lnn･er walls事Whjch is gen.erally not deslrab-e｡2-5

In both cases, surfaces are bombarded sjmultaneous】y by p一asma species

producing, genera一ly, an enhanced chenlcal erosion due to synergistic

effects.1,6,7 These w川･ be defined here in accordance with the genera一

concensus reached aいrecent Workshop on Synergistjc Effectsy8 1･e･'

syn叩1sm re一ates to 帥enomena where the conbjned effect of jndependent
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processes ls greater than the 一inear superposition of the s--almieffect'st wheln1

occurring separately.

Ion- and e一ectron-assisted etching, as emp一oyed in microelJectronics,
l

benefit from the directう¢nal nature of these energetic partlcles whl'ch

impact on a surface紬nersed jn a plasma. This effect is used to advantage

in man9 appllcatjons where microcircuit fabrication requlr.eS the etchjflg Of
●

patterns with vertlcal sjdewalls and little or no undercutting of masked

features'1,9 It ls generally accepted among researchers in ml=croelectronics

technology that ion and electron bombardment accelerates etching 紬 many

gasjfjcatjon reactions occurring On Surfaces impacted by sub-eV r'eactjve
●

spec紬s (F, CR.,ももc.), Which are generallyLproduced in plasmas fed with

appropriate gases (F2, XF2, CFJO2, C且2, CC且4, CF3CR･,
etc.). rbwever, it ls

not totally c一ear at present, 1n most cases, what the underlying mechanisms

responslble for this erosion enhancenT.ent might be. In pr寸nciple, ion

bombardment may acceler.ate any one or a一l of the steps 紬volved in

etching,10 these steps being: (1) Ron-dissociatlve adsorption of sub-eV

gas-phase sp占cjes on the surface of the materlal etched, (2) dlssocjatjon of

the adsorbed species, i.e., djssocjat亨ve chemlsorpt†on, (3) reaction between

adsorbed atoms and the surface to fon71 an adsorbed product molecule, (4)

desorption of the product molecule into the gas phase, and (5) the removal

of non-reactive residues that may be left on the surface. Any one of the

steps mentioned above may be the r.ate limitlng one to the overa一l erosion

process, and the sensitivity of the rate limiting step to jen, electren,

and/or' photon irradiation wi一l determine whether or not an enhancement of

the overall etching reaction occurs.

Not on一y partic一e-assisted, but also Photon-enhanced etching of

semiconductors (using vlsible or UV 一asers) was observed l'n, ear一y
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studies}11,12 a-thought it was only recently that its potentia一 application

jn microcjrcujt fabrication was demonstrated.13-15 An important attribute

of this technique js that high-spatia一 resoluもion etching can be

accom･plished by -●direct wrjting川, i.e., without the use of

photo=thography｡13･ Howeverさ1aser-enhanced chemical etching is st川

rather s一ow in many cases, when compared to partic一e-assisted erosion.
15

In contrast to the mjcroelectronjcs techno一ogy case, erosjon of inner

walls in fusion devices js general一y an undesirable effect. The surface

erosion js ?roduced, in this case, by simultaneous bombardment of reactive

hydrogenjc ions and neutr阜1s (H+/HO and isotopes), heljun and. impurity ions,

neutrons (on future devices), electrons, and photons. Thjs multispecies

impact叩PrOduce事aS Shown in recent 一aboratory sjmulatlons}6,16-18

●

slgnうflcant synergistjc effects which 一ead to an enhanced er.osion of

carbonaceous materlals current一y bejn9 used jn severa一 major fusion devjces,

and projected for future machines. In fact, evidence for

synergistlcally-induced enchanced erosion of carbon, has recent一y been noted

in the PLT fusion device. An abnorqally hjgh erosion was observed on the

一eading edge of a carbon probe cap exposed to RF-heated plasmas in PLT;

mode一 calculatjons jndjc,ate that synerglSm between the thernalized reactive
●

plasma and fast jons might be responsib一e for this effect. Clear一y, better

understanding of this phenomenon wjll be necessary jf carbonaceous materjals

are to find continulng use jn fusion.
●

如rk performed to datel,7,8-22 suggests that･ s-mj-ar cheplstry may be

jnvolved jn erosion processes associated with some semiconductor and fusion

re一ated materia一s; for example, SjF斗, SjCAヰ, and CHJI have been ldentifjed as

some of tlle main species evolvjng from semiconductor and carbonaceous

surfaces, causing th-e oberved er･osion. For the 一atter case, recent
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resu-ts6,16,18 sugges七that CHt3 may be the舶紬deSorbjng specjes･･蜘ever事

the basic mechanism for the fonnatio内of CH3 is st川expected to be simi一ar

to th時propoSed for semiconductor re一ated species｡ Considerable
4effDrt

has

been expended on studies involving synergjstjc effects うn relatうon to,

semiconductor fabrication. By comparjson, work on synepglSm re一ated to the

erosion of fusion materjals has not been as extensive; howc:vcr, its

importance has been recognized recently arid efforts are presently increasing

in 七his area of research.

In llght of the うnterdうsciplinary nature of the sub3'ect,experimental

and theoretica一 work on synergistic effects in
rep-osion of both

semi-conductors and fusion materials甘ill be reviewed.here, in an attempt to

unify concepts related to results and mechanisms proposed to exp一ain this

phenomenon and to exp一ore possib一e new avenues of research. Addltionally,

chemica一 erosion due to sing一e species impact by sub-eV react-ve atoms and

energetic react†ve ions will be brjefly FeVjewed as these exposures紬volye

processes 9erTnane tO Synergism.

2.0 CHEMICAL EROS王ON

Enhanced erosion of many soljd materlals may resu一t from the

simu一taneous lnteractjon o･f jons, neutrals, electrons, and/or photons with

surfaces. Tons considered here (whether chemjcally reactjve or not) have

general一y high enough energies (10-s or 100-s
ev) to enab一e them to dうspIEaCe

lattlce atoms in the material. Electrons and photons, on the other hand,

may be more efficient jn actjvatlng electronic excjtatうons, whlle neutrals

(usua一ly reactive species) ar･e characterized by energies from sub-eV to key

range, and presumab一y beha.ve as ions. Althou9h the concept of synerglSm his
●

been mainly associated with processes紬volving the sjmultaneous bombardment

of surfaces by combjnatjons of energetic (reactive or not) and low energy
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reactive specjes front the gas ′phdse, electrons and photons, 1n princip一e,

synerglSm may a一so occur血en jncomlng Partjcles interac.t with .'reactive"
■ ●

s.pecies ppev号ously 紬planted in the materia一 and subsequen†こ1y diffusing to

the surface. In fact, chemica一 erosion of carbon, for examp一e, under

energetic ion (H+, D十or eyen七ua=y T+) bombardment alone,23-38 may be

part†ally due to a contlnuously occurring synergistjc effect between the

●

ilnC耶1ng jons and those previously imp一anted.

An accurate understanding of erosion mechanisms due to sing一e species

lmpac七by 一ow energy (Oto lO's
ey) and energetic particles (乙100 eV) may

be useful in order to reach a better comprehension of synergistlc effects.

Therefore, a brief revjew on etching/erosion by もhe jndlvjdual species

mentioned above will be presented here as an introduction to the main

subject of the paper, jn such a way as to establish a common framework for

the understanding of erosion of semicor!ductors and fusion materials. For

the 一atter case, on一y carbon and carbonaceous c珊POunds, and hydrogenic

●

species lmPaCt Will be considered here.

2･1担些襲撃

HIstorjcally, chemilcal reactions between gaseous species and so一id

surfaces were described even before sputtering was jdentjfうed asもhe removal

of surface atoms from a cathode due to the impact of energetラc jons from a

gas discharge. Chemical reactions oTl the e一ectrodes of a gas discharge tube

s･uch as oxidatl'on ln an oxygen atmosphere and reduction in a hydrogen

djschaf､g-e Were first reco9nlzed as early as 1852.39 perhapsl it js thus not

surprlsiflg that 一ow- and hl.gh-pressur'e plasma discharges have grown to find

widespread use in the microelectronjcs industry for etching integrated

c什亡ultls. Etching of semiconductor materlals iⅧlerSed in plasmas 9enerally

involves syner9jstjc Teffect昔;1,7,9,40 howeveyr事1n order to better understand
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s抑ergism, research 始s been perfQmed u昏jng I-ow energy (･J eV_)-spec:ies.

S紬jlaply, a better comprehensjon of chemllCal processes jn the erosjon of

carbonaceous matepね1s exposed to -i eV atomic hydrogen is necessary to
r

acquire a betもer 紬sight 紬to
lthe poss紬1e synergjsモーc effects of interest

to fusion appllcations. The chemica一 erosion produced by the interaction_s

descr'ibed above 1-s.defined as the process whereby atoms of a material 一eave

the surface as part of theLrmalized molecules after
-reactin9

With -1 eV

g_aseous species.

Accordin9 tO this definition, the appearance of chemica一 erosion may be

inferred from different exper紬ental obser岬tions, n珊ely'.

(i) The erosion yie一d shou一d show -strong varjatjons with surface

temperature. This, however, may not be a suffjclen七conditjon; foJt

example. carbon eros紬n due to bombardment by energetic ions (H+,

D+) at temperatures of -1200 to 200OK, s-hews a strong temperature

dependence, although no hydrocarbon fomatlon, characterjstlc of

chemjcal erosion, 1s evident.
36,41

(ii) Molecules lwol∀ing atoms of eroded m咋erials and gaseous species

should be observab一e.

(ぅぅj)Col叩ared to physica一 sputもering, which js due to momentum transfer

by energetic jons事42 no sharp thresho-d as a.function of gaseous

species energy shou一d be observed jn the case of chemica一 erosion.

(1v) The energy- distribution of molecules 一eaving the surf尋C亀Should be

close to or
,equlvalent_to

the target surface･ temperature,丘1though

perhaps t,he chemica一 energy Of reaction wil,1紬fluence molecular

energles.

(v) Chemical erosion should be strong一y selectjve- for different

combjnations of target atoms and reactive spec)'es.
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(vりThe actうvation and in郎bltion of the erosion process, by the state

of the reactive species and surface atoms, shou一d be pronounced.

A detajled description of exper紬en七al and theortjcal work re一ated to

each one of the points described above can be found in a comprehensive

review published recent-1y●21 Therefor虐■ Only details of jnfonnatjon germane

to s.ynergjs七1c effects wil一 be dlsc'JSS&d here.

(a) General Mec:llanlsms for Sub-eV Atons - Surface Reactivit

Simllar.ities between C and Si reactiyうty under exposure to sub-eV atoms

wil一 be ana一yzed in an atte叩t tO unify concepts usefu一 for the

●

understanding of synerglSm.

Chemical erosうon of Sj by F, perhaps't one of the best known systems in

seniconduc七op etch†ng, is the example that may most closely resemble the H-C

system in fusion techno一ogy. Therefore, SトF will be discussed main一y for

comparison purposes. Sub-eV ど atoms react spontaneo.usly with Sj and

Sトcompounds (e｡g･, SjO2, Sj3Nヰ and Sic) to fonn volaLtile molecules

responsib一e for the erosion process｡7,43 one of the main vo-atlle molecu一es

initけ=y observed in ど-Sl reaction was

SげJ,9･10,44･45w州e CHい租S the

majn species detected for the H-C systen｡16,22,46-52 =ore recently}

however事SiF2 has a-so been observed to desorb from Si45and CH3 has been

detected as the mal'n species evolving from carbon} wjth CH斗being a minor

component｡18 In any case事the lnitia- steps in七he mechanism leading to

SiF2, Sげヰand CH3 and/or CHヽmay sn'= be similar as indicated in Figs･ 1

and 2 (see discussion below). The
resen申_lance

between C脚d Si reactlvity

extends still further, since CF丘(observed as CF3 mainly due to CF4 dissociation)

can be produced on gTaPhiteJ53 J and SiH4 has been detected dming the interaction

of H+ ions with Si at different temperatures.21>
54> 55

Considering~ all of the
･above事1t

is not surpr-s-ng that at least one of
● ●
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the postul,aもed mechanisms fop the恥F4,q antd CLH略50 reactions are similar.

●

This similltude might further be u-sea to gain SOmeL･ins19ht into the C一日

system from the ex†stlng know一edge and understanding oft七he SトE.system.

The exensl've surface analysls tee-hnique-s that have been successfu一ly used in

obtaining relevant lnfonnation for the Sj-ど chemistry have not as of yet
′

been fu一ly appljed to the C-H system. Figures 1 and 2 show schematjcally

the mechanjsms postu-ated for the fomlatjon of SiFヰ(F-amm-Donne"9年0) and

CH斗, reSPeCtlvely･ Both hechanlsms invo一ve successive steps in which ド and

H atoms impinging on the surface reacもwith Sl and C atoms, respective一y, to

form SiFx (xミ1, 2･ 3) and CHx (x= 1･ 2･ 3) precursorswitha fina一 fast

step leadjng t,J SIF卑and CH年fomatlon･ The final s上e? 一eading to CHヰ

formation may have to be revised in vl･ew of recent resulもso18 The presence

of SiF2 mOlecules has been detected on Sj surfaces by electr卵S?eCtrOSCOPy

for chemjcal analysis (ESCA),56 which has shown that F binds to SI with

bonds that exhlblt the chemlcal shift characterlstic of SjF2 mOlecules･

More recently, Vasりe and Steyieヰ5 detected Sげ2 mO-ecules --v紬g from SI

surfaces by uslng an eXPer紬ental techniqt?e capab一e of deもectlng radjcals
●

desorbjT!g from surfaces. They reported a lo峨r 一imit for the ratio qf

SjF2/SIF斗emltted from the surface in the range O･1 - 0･3. Additionally'

SiF2 desorptlon was identified in the broadband yjsible chemnumjnescence

observed during Sj etching in ド-contajnin9 P-asmas44>57 an･d undjssoclated

fluorine;58 the emlttin9 SPeCles was jdentjfうed59 as an excited

trjfluorosjlyl radjcal arjsjng from the gas pha_se reaction

SiF2 +F(F2) +SiF3☆◆S叩3
+ hv

Although some exper紬ental evldence seems to support the F!amm-Donnelly

mechanism for Sj etching by Fタ40 an a一ternative model事reCently proposed by

耶nters et al
,7

must古1so be considered. Pros,esses includ専d紬桝s mode一
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are brjefly discussed be一ow (see Ref. 7 for more detalls and references

therein).

(1) The adsorption step in the etching reaction probab一y proceeds

through the fonnatlon of precursor states (this is simi一ar to the

case ぅーnRef･. 40) which cou一d strong一y jnfluence the reaction

kinetics.

(～)Phenomen-a krlOWn ln oxidatlon reactions are llkely to have a strong

jnfluence on or dominate etchjng reactions. (a)-Etch紬g, according

to this model, ana一ogous to oxjdatlon, is ljkely to occur from a

"reconstructed●● surface. (也) Field-assisted mechanjsms of the

Mott-Cabrera twe60-62 involving Place exchange and motion of

■

catjons and/or anions are ljkely to jnfluence or dominate etching

reactions.

(3) Spontaneous etching wl'll probab一y not be observed for halogenated

surfaces which contajn on一y a chemisorbed 一ayer.

(4) Spontaneous etching ls gener哉11y a consequence of processes which

lead mainly to tlle formation of saturated (as opposed to

unsaturated) nTOlecules.

(5) The actlyaもぅon energy for the etching reaction may change depending

upon the f一ux and types of jnc.ident partic一es.

Accordうng to削nters et al事7 it appears that the presently availab-e

expe.''imental evidence does not clearly a一low for unambigous differentiation

be紬en the Flamn-Donnelly40 and伽ters eもa17 mode-s●

触tempts to detect CHx (x ･J 1, 2, 3)?recursors on graphite surfaces

by using Raman spectroscopy were 一ess successfu一. The evidence is majnly

re一ated to jen bombardmen-t instead of sub-eV atoms'Wrjgbt et a-63 cou一d

not observe possl'ble locaトmode bands whjch斡uld have characterjzed C-H or
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CID vibatlons on surfaces implanted with H+ and D+ ionlS. By contrast,

patrick and Choyke64,65 have prevjously found a strong lumうnescence of H+

and D+ imp一anted 6H and 4H SjC} wh†ch they beljeve to be associated with the

r

presence of C-H and C-D vibrational modes'a七370 and 274 mew (2980 and 2210

cm-1), respectively. They further conc一uded that the implanted H or D atom

diffuses to a bombardment･･induced Si vacancy to fonn a C-H or C-D bond with

one of four ne†ghbour.1ng C atoms; SトH or SトD modes were not observed.
=

王ndjrect evidence of the existence of CH3 Precursors On graPhl;te surfaces

has been obtained recently by Vletzke et ale,16,18 durlng釦dies related to
●

jen-enhanced eros†on of graphite under simultameous b棚b甜dment by Ar+ jons

L5 key) and sub-eV HO atoms. By 1.ocating a･quadrupole mass an_alyser c一ose

to, and looking at a graphite surface争 they were ab一e to d･etect CH3

molecu一es desorbing from the sampl空in grater amounts than CHヰ, aS indicated

by the CH3+ and CH√ signals ln the quadrupole･ Consjd-erjng tha七CH3+ is

83% of CH/ 1n the usua一 bpeak叫岬Pat七ern of CH4, t旭most probab一e

explanatl'on for a greater CH3+ slgna- is that CH3 mO-eculles are eve-vjng
●

from the surface.

(b)

The temperature dependence of the erosion yjeld for both Sl-ど and C一日

systems shows, perhaps among a一l observations which characterize chemical

erosion, the most re一evant differ･ence in relation to the Si-F and C-H

reactjvities. Fjgupe 3, which shows the temperature dependence for the SトE

system jndjcates that XeF2 etChes Sう faster tha-n F atoms. Thji js

surprising since etching by F2 mO-ecu-es is meg-i-giゎ-e58 (thjs be叫sjmi-ar

for H2 jn the C-H case50), even though theトF bond dissoci･atlon energy (1-55

kJ/mo一e) is smal一er than the first Xe-ド- bond d･-issociat紬r! energy (226-242

kJ/mo一e). The d17fe(ence was recent一y attplbuted66tto distinct adsorpti10n
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of F2 and XeF2 due to higher polarlzab川ty of XeF2 With respect to F and

F皇･ FI古- et a166 indicated that previous assumptions9,10,53,67 about

sjmilar behaviour of F and XeF2 in Si etching■ based on data taken under

drastically different condjtions>10,44,67 may not have been solid一y

Supported.

The temperature dependence of the eros紬n yie一d for sub-eV HO/c

interaction shows a一so discrepancies, although of somewhat different nature

than those for the Si-F system. Meth印e yields due to bombardment of

carbon by <1 eV HO are extreme一y jnconsjstent according to publjshed

,esults20-22 (see F19.ヰ). Two principal featu,es of the anoma一ies a,e

noted: (i) the yield! span almpst four orders of magnl:tude, and (ll) some

studies show the exjstence of a maximum jn the CH年yjelds ys carbon

temper-ature curve, while others jndjcate no m8.Ximum (see Fig.ヰ). 王n

addltlon, the observed temperature maxima appear to be located at one of the

followjng two temper-atur-e ranges: 500-600K and 750-850K. The reported

discrepancies in the spread of CHヰyields have been attributed to the use of

different types of carbon as甘稔11 as surface condjtjoning, different vacuum

enyironments, and/or different methods of producing sub-eV HO.22,70 The

difference ln curve shapes (see Fig. 4), as experimentally obseved, might be

exp一ained by considering two states of reactivity for carbon:22,70

'IactivatedJ! and llde_act†vatedJ' states. The llactivatedJI state is

characterized by a relatively high CHJHO yie一d (see jnset in Fj9･ 4) and

can be regain-ed by heatjn9 the carbon to temperatures > 1200K･22,50,69,70

The 一一deact-ivated'' state, assoc紬もed with lo蛾r methane yields, is produced

by exposlng the actjyated surface to a certain HO fluence･ Curves A} CI E.
●

K} L事M and N represent llactうvatedll yields事Whjle 8事D● Dl事F, Ⅰ事J and 0

correspond to lldeactlvatedll yjelds. Abe et a-52 reported resu-ts which
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indicate tha七 they have a一so o-bserved the temperaure-induced･ actlvation

effect. They did not expljcjtly recognize that the target tempeJ･ature

treatment事 PreVious to surface exposure to sub-eV Hや事 may have been
r

responsible f'or an lnitlally high CHヰPrOduc-tl.On rate (the target tlaS heated

up to
-1300K

for 60 min). However, t拍y jndjcated that･. graphite surfaces

can fbe
made 一ess reactive afteT･ exposure tO Sufficient一y high sub-eV HO

fluences.

Groups wh-ch obtai･ned curves D事16事II49 and J49 may have over一ooked

this phenomenon> due to the fact that their HO bean re一ated exper紬ents

invo一ved rather 一ong exposures of the target to the HO beam before data

points btere taken (phase sensitive detect紬rl methods鵬re fleCeSSary). This

would imp一y that the transient peak correspond紬9 tO the "activated-- state

may have been 一ost, since the decay occurs ln approx紬ately 一ess than about

th汁ty seconds for the HO fluences usedo22,70 curves K事47 L68翻d H48 were

obtained jn p一asma envjronnents and hうgh pressure and high HOヂ1uxes. It is

not certain whether the surfaces were also exposed to jons; additiona一ly,

eroslon rates 愉re general一y extreme一y high,柑1016c/cm2s. Therefore, it

cannot be toncluded which one of these effects might have causedactlvatjon.

However> Curve C> obtained by expos紬g pyro13Itir_ graphite to sub-eV HO over

the first 28 seconds after stopping a slmultaneous HO/Ar+ (5 keV)

irradiatjon of the samp一e)16 indicates that づon bombardment may be even more

effect守ve than pre'heatjng in actlvating carbon surfaces｡ In fact, other

recent studies with sub_eV HO and H+ ions a一so indicate thatt carbon surfaces

can be act†yated by jen bombardment.17 In view of this analysISp the plasma
●

re一ated experiments may have involved jen-induced, actjvation.

The temperature-induced act†vatio持effect has been conf汁由ed reeently=,

by new experiments -h the H2 backf… method ¢f HO productlon71 and a-so
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by usinstさUHり-Rf) HO b脚卜主ource to bombard carbonも&rgets.69 Fo, the

forTner Case, the ttmgsten fllament used to create HO atoms was I､educed in

size to diminish samp一e; heat紬g by radiation'allowlng C日中yields to be
●

measured at targe七temperatures down to -500K. These resu一ts confirmed the

existence of a peak fbr七he deactlvated yjeld at about 500-COOK, a fe.it･Jre

previous-y not observed jn some b-ackfilljng experiments22,70 du色tO

exper如ntal llmjtations, but.observed jn HO beam
㈹rk.16,18,6‰,･eove,,帥e

state, of activa_tion of the surface ("deact･jvated●-curves.･ D, D', ド, 0;

●'pa{tially ac-tlyated山,: curve C; 1-fully activated山: curves A, ど, K, L, M,

N匂 all紬 Fjg｡ 4; and Mass 15 curve in Fig. 12 of jo門-induced synerglSm
●

section) mayL be an alternat弓ve explanatlon-, 1n addition七o those proposed

above (different surface structure, preparation, etc.), for the observed

shifts in the maxima of the CHヰVS Carbon temperature curves･ Further

studles wlll be necessarッto e一ucidate this polflt.

It js 叩t Clear yet what the temperature and lo円-induced actjvatlon

methanism! mjght be, and further ex?eriments w†ll be necessary to understand

the
-ph…menon｡

Howeyer} a tentative hypothesjs72 indicates that

temperature may PrOmdte th色 fonmation of CH3 PreCurSOrS by reaction of

loosely bound
=C

atoms with HO present on the carbon surface after bejn9

retainedl dur紬9 HO--exposures. i托 fact, CH3 (from the break-up of CH- in a

quadrupole) and H2 have been observed to desorb from 9raphjte during

temperature-induced activatjon舌71 indicatjng thamydrogen atoms trapped

dur･1ng Previous exposures react at the target stJrface･ OTICe the acもーve
■

prtectJr･S帥S are exhausted the a_arbon ヰs in the deactivated state and the

fonnatjQn 6千CHヰ･Nr= requlre a Sequence Of steps as indicated紬Fig･ 2･
●

Al七ernat~jvely, the reaction betwe印H/C surface comp一exes may 一ead to the

f8nnatlon of a- st曲1e
_H/C

sur-face CQmP.l=ex, which wou一d destroy aVajlable
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sl-tes for CH4 formration contributing to the-surface d由ctivaLtiBn･5.0 Two

quantitative ntodels have been deve一oped to explain -the. ･sub1-eV HOT/a,reaction

data presented in Fig｡ 4. The flrst事due to Balooch and Olanderヰ9 assumes
l

an HO gas ln therma一 and chemica一 equlTibr-ium with the solid surface

producing a number ofladsorbed HO atoms equal七o the product of the incident

atomic hydrogen intensity, Ⅰo> and a stjcklng coefficient for HO･49,73-75
ノヽ

This and other assumptlons'includin9 he-C日々fonnatj6n mechanism川ustrated

in Fig. 2, were thelbases for deve一oping a se七of~kjnet.ic equations -for

fitting the experimenta一 curves I and J of Fig. 4. The second mode一 was

deve一oped by GouldI50 and jt d…ers from the ･-previous one mainly by the

f'act that Gould●s kinematic equations account･ for ･the activation and

deactlvation.effect for fitting the experimenta一 curves E and~ F紬Fig. 4.

Recently事Roth has sh･…21 that a紬ortlcal curve with a peak at about

550-650K can be obtained for the methane yleld as a function o宇target

temperature'by using Ba-ooch and Olander･s equations'49 but changing lo (a

parameter kept constant in 8alooch and Olander･s orlglnal calculations49)

and includ･ing an HO satupat紬n su}rface coverage (co). A curve with a peak

was obtained for 8 theoretjcally assumed21 Iu = 1019 HO/cn2s a.ld co = 1013

日O/cm2 (cEo as measured by bu-d50)･ However･ 8a-ooch and 0-ander･s mode149

appears もo be unab一e to exp一ain the activated and deactjvated peaks as

Gould ls
approach50does.

2.2 Chemical Er¢sうon of Materia一s b_y Energetl'c Reactjve王ons

(a) Semlconductor Materjals

Most of the research and production appljcatjons jnyolvlng bo月ぬardment

■

of semiconductor surfaces by reactlve ions a一one ･has
been done by usl=g,

broad-beam ion sources ofもhe type des-,Jri-bed ln a recent review'76 These

sources generally inc一ude
ra

dist::転1･jge
I-.haLmbLer where jotlS are Produced-, -by
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eithe卜direct-current e一ectron bombardment or r.f. discharges, and the

efflcienc9 0f づon production is enhanced by different magnetic fjeld

conflguratjons. Beams of severa一 centlmeters in diameter, tens of eV to key

jn energy, and wide current ranges have been obtained. One of the main

●

advantages of uslng 'these beams, rather than p一asma re一ated experiments, is

the posslbjlity of changing bombardment parameters (energy, jen current,

ang一e of bombardment with respect to the samp一e, background pressure, etc)

jndependently, permitting controlled experiments to be performed to

elucldate the 紬portance of each parameter jn the overall etching process.

The same type of sources used jn mjcroelectronics are now,scaled tip tO

appropriate dimensions, finding applications in fusion technology for neutral
beamまnjection.

The scope of research perfor7ned to date and currently being perfonned

on chemlcal erosion of materjals, main一y semiconductors, by reactive ion

beams うs so wide thatうt cannot be encompassed jn the space availab一e for

thj=s review. Therefor.e, 一et jt suffice to say that research jn his area, as

well as ln the fusion materia一s case, has shown thatthe sputtering yield of

matdrlals due to re,active ion bombardment can be higher than the physical

sputtering produced -by inert jons. Fjgure 5 shows, as an example ' the

different erosion yje-ds of S-02 When bombarded by CF4+ and Ar+ jons･

Reports on reactjve･ jen-beam etching of Si, SjO2, and photoresists with CFヰ,

CCR･-'CHIF3, CR･2, etC, have prolyiferated in the 一ast years (see Ref･ 76 and

referencesもherejn). The emph,asヰs has been on the etching of Sj and SjO2

where7 erosion rates at 500-1000A/min have been achieved. he to the fact

that neutra一 particles cannot be tota一ly eliminated in the beams described

above● synergjstjc effects may be present under certain conditions leading

to enhanced er-osj8n.
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By contrast to erosion, a variety of physical and chemlcal prope｢t弓es

of materうals
･･ over 一arge areas - can be 柁Odj郎ed by reactlye ion

jmplantation using broad-beaLn Sources. Exa叩1es are hardness, frうcもぅon*
r

mechan†cal resistance, corrosion resistance, bonding-, fatjgue, adhesion,

electrochemlcal and cat-alytlc behaviour. I These propertles depend great一y on

t拍e structure and £ompos†tjon of the surface 一ayer wjthjfl about 1
-p

from

the surface. Such jen beam sources cou一d a一so be used,紬 prlゝnCjple, to
●

modify the properties of materials over the large areas needed for some

fusion appl†cat†ons. 王n this wa9 Surface properties cou一d be changed to

紬prove erosion resjstance, retenもぅon, permeation characterlstlcs, etc, jn

the quest for developlng the most appropriate 'mater･1als for the fusion

environment..

(b)姐吐

Detajled descrlptjons of results related to observa七lons character一三lng

chemica一 erosion phenomena for energetic ion (H+, a+, He+, etc) bombardment

have been published jn two recent re∀iews●21,78 The present review includes

new re一evant data,37･38 partlculary紬relatlon to the chemlcal sputtering/

erosion･ yie一d dependence on the energy of hydrogeTn'c ions, wllich is of

direct interest to fuslort technology (Fig. 6). 1Tle term "chemjcal

suttering'' has been wjdely used jn the ljterature. However, jt might be

more appropriate to refer to erosion by fonnatlon of volatjle products as

'-chemlcal elrOSlonJ', since sputtering involves the idea of momentum

transfer42 while volat-1es generally -Cave the surface with energies

equivalent to the target temperature, therefore having, jn genera一, a

Maxwellian veloclty dlstribution.

Methane ylelds resu一ting from the bombardment of carbon by energetic

hydrogenic ions (.4.1 - 100 key) have been extensively studjed, and the
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yjeld dependence on beam flux density- and carbon temperatu柁is consister!t,

among resu一ts obtained by different grotlPS, generally to within a factor of

fjve20･21･78,79 (see Flgs｡ 6 and 7). This agreement is reasonably good,

considering that yields have been measured by different methods (甲i9ht 一oss

or volume loss'and
L･Cal紬rated measurements of the CHヰPartjal

pressures),

一and
various types of gra?hjtes have been used in different experjments｡21

Radjatjon-induced amorphjzan･on63 may lead}. at high fluences事tO Similar

surface structur.e diminうshjng or elim紬ating structural djfferences for

distinct types of graphite. In near一y al一 cases the chemical sputtering

yield exhibits a maximum at tel叩eratureS between 720K and 920K (Fig. 7) as

was a一so observed for the suboeV HO impact case (Fig. 4). However, there ls

●

a marked difference bet,ween the sputterlng yie一ds for hydrogenjc jons and

sub-ey HO atoms. The maximum of the chemical sutter-ng yield due to ions
●

reaches va一ues spreading from -10-2 to 10-1 atoms per ion for target

temperatures of 720-920K (Fjg. 7) whi一e the yie一d due to sub-eV HO a･toms js

of the order of 10--一10-3 cHJHO･

The interpretation of data may be complicated by the appear'ance of

hysteresjs effects lln the CH.. yie一d vs target temperature curves (Fjg･ 8)･

It has been observed thaもreaction probabilities are higher when increasing
●

the target tempera.Cure than when decreasin9 from jnitうally high

temperatures.21 This effect has been observed not o巾 for hydrogen ion

b個bardment but a一so for sub-eV atoms for the hydrogen and oxygen-Carbon

interactions.49,80 王t has been exp一ained as a result of the existence of

different surface concentraもjons of reactlve atoms jn the materia一 at the

start of the measurements, which may 一ead to a dr'astic reduction of the

chemica一 erosion af･ter high-temeprature annealing of the sample･ However'

in view of new phenomena recent一y observed● i･e･} lion-induced activation and
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synergl sm in graphite6I
17,18>81-

and the･iTr dePendenc牢On･ t･a-rg-etもempeTtaturLe,

these effects should be conrsldeT.ed at 一east ln the casモOf jen bombardmeJlt,

叶en trying to exp一ain theT.Observed hysteresls. Additiona一ly, the different

methane y†eJlds observed for djfferen-t doses (see Fig. 8) were related to the

hydrogen surface con･centration> whlch･ 1モads to七he methane production●21
■■

However, an-- alternatjve or concurrent mechanism shou一d also be consうdered,

viz, the development of jon-induced topography features on bombarded

surfaces (Refs. 82-86 and r･eferences thepejn). ILt has be色n Shown ln a

recent -･eview84 that dense arrays of cones> ridges● etc> generally developed

on bombarded surfaces, may lndV,te retrappjng of sputtered atoms, thereby

decreasing t旭obseryed sputterlng yie一d by a factor of 30 to 100, depending,
●

on bombardment parameters and materlals. Surface textures such as those

mentioned above have already been observed on graphite｡49,87 Textured

surf ac-es may be advantageousp as has been pecentTy-su99eSted178,82-86 1n

fusion devlce appllcatlons.

●

Fjnally, the data on sputterln9 yleld vs beam energy dependence for

H+/D+/He+-carbムninteraction, found紬the literature (円g. 6) show two sets

of curv占s with peaks (albejt some of the peaks are quite shallow) at about

200-300 eV and 1-3 key. As with the spread in the measured yields (Fjgs. 6

and 7), the difference in the occurrence of the peaks might a一so be

attributed to differences in the types of carbon, target preparation

procedures, bombardment 'parameters, or measurement methods. 王n an attel叩t

to exp一ain 't旭energy and temperature dependence･ of the CHl yleld* Yamada

and Sone37 have made improvements on a mlQdel previously deve一oped bu Erents

et a188 fop H+/D+-C･･interactions｡ The improved mode一 includes surface

deposited energy and reflectlon of ions as rieW Parameters, Wlけch depend. on
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the energy of the bomJbarding ions. Esse紙ially, the model紬volves the

adjustment of fo'ur parameters to experimenta一 data. Yal鳩da and Sone's

calculations appear tlo fit their experimenta一 data with curves having peaks

at about 1-3 key. However, 1t is not clear whether slight changes in the

fitting parameters may leさd to shifts in the calcu一ated curves such that

exper.imental curves ~with peaks-at about 200-300 eV may be fitted as well.

Alternatively* computer calculations21 of surface energy deposition of

hydrogenic ions penetratjng carbon'1ndicate that there is a maximum (for

energy transfer-ら >8 eV) in energy deposited in the lattjce at abo此200-300

eV (Fig. 3.30 of Ref. 21), which c9rrelateニ峨11 vtith the observed maximum

at 200_300 eV ln the sp｡tie,ing yield curves21 (Fig. 6)｡ uttle can be

conc一uded a"he moment re.garding the use of the Yamada-Some mbde137 jn

decldin9 Which set of data is more accurate. In any case, from the

application polnt･of view in fusjon devices, 1t may noもbe relevan七whether

the max紬um yie一d ls at 200-300 eV or 1-3 key since the ylelds are very

s紬ilar (Fig. 6).
(

3.0 ION一川DUCED SYNERGISMS

Ion-assisted etching has become one of the most useful techniques to

fabrうcate micron-sized features on semiconductor surfaces｡ 王ts potentia一

has not been fu一ly exploited yet● majnly because of the 一ack of a more

definite understanding of the underlyjng mechanisms. Much has a一ready been

done in basic research realted to this fie一d,1,7 but st= more work is

necessary to elucidate many unknowns'Work done ufit= nowl,7 has a-lowed us

to identify the tlnlluence of several parameters jn 7'0か･aSS†sted etching jn

semiconductors, i.e.･, substrate characteristics (crystalllnlty, reactjvity'

etc) and temperature, lion ･energy,
ion and reactive neutra一 fluxes'substrate
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temperature, and the gas phase afl_a gas-s-u7'f尋Ce C._hemj!stry. i(叩1一紬dL!Ced

synergist亨c effects jn the erbs紬n of- fusj帥mater-ials,. ma紬1ッcarbonaceous

co,mFLOund-s 壱nd pure carbon*.is'-on the other hand* る matter Of concern

because the possible occ肝renCe Of an undes汁able enhanced paもe of紬purity

intr-oduct紬n into the･plasmai王deally, th†s effect shotTld be diEm紬ished
･もo

very low levels jn fusion devices, althou9h t晦-product-ion of a wall-

protect紬g impurity-dominated, padjat阜ng p一asma edge may be desiTable.

●

Consjderlng the generaljtles ment弓oned above, the maim focus of this section

wil一 be on the state of the present understandjng of
,synergjst弓c

effe_cts

independent of their desrir.abilうty.

It has been wjdely observed, and js general一y accepted.now that jen

bombardment acce一erates eroslon in many 9aSjfjcation reactions on surfaces,

but ln severa一 cases it ls not c一ear yet. how tlhls enhancement occurs.

Moreover, possible mechanうsms have a一ready been ldentlfled t8 eXPla†n the

experlmental observatl.ons. The general consensus at present js that jen

bombardment may acce一erate any one or al一 ofもhte steps involved in erosion事9

as described ln detail ln the lntroductlon t¢ thjs review. The sensitjvjty

of the rate limltlng step to ion bombardment '～ill determine whether or not

ion enhancement of the overallr eros†on reaction occurs.

3.1 主玉erimental Evidence

(a) 5fnlconductor Materials

lon energies and fluxes appropriate for anisotrop†c etching of

semiconductors can be achieved by using severa一 different comblnatlons of

operating conditions and reactors (when p一asma etching !s used) or

ion/reactive sub-eV.specjes beam combjnaも1ons'1,7 In plasna etching*

inLtenSe ion bombardment of s.urfaces can be achieved undeT'
rP尋rticular

condjtjons, whleh 一ead jnto the re91'me known as

,"reactive
ion etching--
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(R王E).1 The tepminology RI王1s some-what misleading because the chemica一

n尋turle Of the 紬ns･ are of secondary importaflCe, the relevant effect being

the interp一ay between energy もransferred by jen lmPaCt and reactions
●

occurrlng between sめstrate aT7d uncharged reactive radjcals and atoms. At
●

re向t頚vel-ur hi,,9h
･畢reSSure

ar!d high frequency, jen energleS are 一ow, surface
●

damageうs mlnllmal, and anisotropy, when observed, 1s caused hu the presence

of recombinants (see See. 3.2 on mode一s). Anisotropic etching of Sl' in

plasmas of CR･2-C2F占mjxtures at 13･6 MH之and 5-30 Pa presstAre is an examp一e

of a case o=9W energy jons･1 At re-at-vely low pressure (L5 Pa) or hj9h

pressure and 一ow frequency, ion ener9jes are hjgh (a few hundred eV) and

surface damage-induced anjsotropy may be produced｡ Etching of Sl jn CR･2

plasmas at 100 KHz-13 MHz and 3 Pa ls an 臥amPle of the high en即gy ions

case･1 Re-at-vels -low energy ion bombardment (ま50 eV) can also -Cad to

arlls¢tropic etc郎ng jn certain plasmas due to the fonn&tjon of a protective

film on verモ-cat surfaces of patterns that receive ljttle ion bombardment

(1nhlblt¢r mechan,Ism89). Intermedlate pressures and high applied

frequencies provide condltlorIS that favour thls mechanis!.1.

Several dlagnostic techniques hare bc(空n deve一oped to detect and

character･jze short-1jved jons, neutrals and官ree radjca.1s, as we一l as stab一e

react紬n products ln the p一asma. jn order to re一ate them to ion-assisted

etching, meclhanlsns'1 These techniques lnc-ude mass spectrometry■ optjca-

dlagnostうc methods for moTIjtorlng species in excited states, and

laser-induced f一uorescence.

Fjgure 9 shows9 aS an eXamPle事reSults re一ated to one of the ear一y

observ紙†10nS O=on-assisted etchin91 0f semlconductors｡9 si samp-es were

iwadjated with Ar･+ (450 eV-) ions and exposed to a XeF2 f一ux of -2xlO15

ヽ

1
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molモCules/s,紬 such a 舶U 帥at bet-h spec一骨S impacted t触 surface bo帥

1ndependently and slmultaneous'1y. The etch rate-･ was determined by measuTlng
●

the frequency change of a quartz crystal mjcrobalance (on which SI was

depospited); this is a very sen's柑ye techlque for measurl･ng sputtering

yi-eld.89-91 Ar+ jons were uSed紬･-order to el紬i,nate･any chemleal

contr紬utlon from the ions,加d a一so t8 utjljz色 the hjg-h sputtering yie一d

(･haracteristics of Ar+ for keeplng the surface dynamically c一ean d･Jr-ng the
●

●

experiment-s｡9 The eros†on enhancement due to combined bombardment by Ar+

ions and XeF2 js亡1early demonstpited by the fact that the etch rate js

about eight tfmes the sum of the etch rates due to each species measured

separately (Fうg. 9). The trans†ent peak response of the etch rate

jfTmediately following the lnitiaモーon of Ar+ bombardment (200s < tく300s)

was attrjbuted 紬 part to some ion-induced strains and/or temperature

excursions jn the quartz crysta一 which nay affect the resonance frequency,

and ln part to a decrease 紬 the steady state surface coverage of fluoriTte

caused by th色Ar+ bombardment.蜘ever> new results>6,16,17 related to the

H-C system, indicate that tpans†色nt effects, similar to thos(ち jn Fig. 9, may

be due to ion-induced activat†on of surfaces. Therefore, an a一ternative

interpretation of the transient in Fig. 9 may warrant some conslderatlon.

The transient fall-off observed after shutting-off the XeF2 gas (640s < t <

750s) was attributed to the fact that it was not possible to decrease the

XeF2 gaS flow lnstantaneously to zer'o' and consequently' the transient

resulted from the spontaneous reaction of XeF2 Wjth S19 while the.flux was

●

decaylng.

Slmilar ion-enhanced chem･is'(ry has ~been observed for F乏On S号● F2加

c} c且2 0内S19 and O乏On C･9 These systems al{e lnterestjng beeaus卓.it

appears that there is no spontaneous reaction between 爪つ1ecular species
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(without the presence of ions) &nd materjals as indicated above. Etching

rates have consistent-y been below detectab一e 一imits (く0.1 A/min).9

Therefore七he etching is maラnly due to jo内-enhanced chemistry. Figure 10

shows, as an examp一e, the etching rate vs time behavjor (sうmilar for all

system.s mentioned above) for CR･2 + Ar+on si. The jn.inl drop in etchjn9

when C且2 js added to Ar+ bombardment, was at,Lrjbuted to an excess of C,･2

adsorptjon which exceeded the etchin9 PrOCeSS for a short period of time

causing the Sj samp一e to gain mass･ The etch rate increased later by a

factor of four over that due to Ar+ bombardment a一one. The etch rate

dropped to zero a一most jnstant8･F!eOuSly, a一though not shown 紬 Flg. 9, when

the Ar+ beam was turned off; this was due to the fact that CR･2 does not etch

Sj.

1n othe=ork,92 the effect of the collision cascade on ion-enhanced

コ

gas-surface chemistry was studied by changlng the mass of the incident ions

(He+, Ne+, and Ar+) at a fixed eneT･gy (1 key). Two systems there ana一yzed,

name一y, Sl-F and SトC且, Which differ jn that Si js spontaneous一y etched at

room temperature by XeF2● Whereas there js no observab一e etching of Sl ln

C且2 at room temPerature･ The experimenta一 procedure used to study both

systems involved the simu一taneous and jndlvidual bombardment of samples by 1

k色II ions and a flow of active gas through a stain一ess stee一 tube, directed

onto the surface. Figure ll shows, as an examp一e, the erosion enhancement

jn Sj simultaneously bombarded b.y他+ (1 key) and XeF2. Similar curves were

obtained for Sj bombarded by Ne+ + CR･2, except that, because CA2 does not

spontaneously etch Si at room temperatwe, curve (b) in円g. ll was zero for

the C且2-Si case･ Figures- 12a and b show the ion mass effect in ion-enhanced

erosion of Sj for both the SトXeF2 and the Si-C且2 SyStemS, reSPeCtjvely.
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The l'mpllcatlon of these results wiTl be ana一.yzed jn the mode一s sect†6n. to

follow.

The simu一taneous fnteract紬n of jons and reactive s-pecies with
l ●

surfaces does not a一ways 一ead to an enhanced erosion. It has been obse.^vedt

that reactlve gases that foTTn 紬volatlle compounds ac七IJallly decrease the

jon一絹duced sput七er紬g yleld of materjals with which t'hey react. These

effects have been observed ln semiconduc七6rS bombarded by ions 紬 the

presence of gases such as 02 for instarほe･ The SトAr+-02 SyStthm is an

example of ion/reactive gas一紬duced red･･JCt紬n in sputtering yie一d.9 wo.pk is

currently紬pro9reSS ln order to better understand this phenolmenon'

(b) Fusion Materlals (Carもon)

Ion-induced synergistlc effects of interest in erosion of fusion

materials are re一ated ma(nly to simu一taneous bombardment of carbonaceous

materia一s by energetlc Lhydrogenit (H+. D+,丁+) and impurity jons and 一ow

energy hydroger-ic atoms (HO, DO, TO). c一ear evidence for the exねtence of

jon-1nduceL! enhancement, †n the eroeJr,T1 0f carbon, was first obtained by

vletzke et al
●16

†n experiments lnvoMng the slmu-taneous b珊bardm,･Jnt
･Of

pyrolytlc 9raPhlte by Ar+ (5 key) ions and sub-eV HO atoms, pro血･ced by

dissociation of H2 in a hot W tube and dL･=vered as a narrow beam onto the

target surface. Figure 13 shows the te叩erature dependence of the reaction

probability for the HO/Ar+ jrradlatjon with an jntensjty ratio of HO;Ar+ど

1500 (1.6xlO16 HO/cm2s and 1.1×1013 Ar+/cm2s).6 At this relatiyely 一ow ion

intens†ty the reaction probability was observed to increase by a fictor of

50 over that corresponding to sub-eV tic b珊bardment a一one. A notewotrthy

feature of this resu一t †s that CH3 SPeCies evolving from the surface峨｢e

ob!;er.ved to be more abundant than CHヰOneS. This difference was dete8table

due to the partlctJlar experimenta一 arrangement used, in which a quadrupole
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mass spectrometer 槻S pOSltjoned near and 一ooking at the target surface.

o･Lher results obtained by Yamada and Sone93 have shown a lo脚1imit of

3xlO~2 CHJHO for tわe erosion rate of gra?hjte due to s軸1taneous impact by

HO atoms and H+ ions.

More recently* the Toronto group･ perfomed systematic experlments17

re一ated to H+/JIO-induced synergistjc effects on graphite. These jnyolved

the bombardment of pyrolytjc graphlte17 by H. 1.ns (60-5000 eV) and sub_eV

HO atoms. the 一atter produced by H2 djssocjatjon on a hotはfjlament facln9
●

the samp-e｡ Th-s partjcutlar technique? well described e一sewhere,22 entalls

the presence of J12 (叫×10-4 torr) jn the target chamber, and hence the

simultaneous presence of H2 and HO lt-ontact with the surface during H+ jen

bombardment. A typica一 sequence of events and the corresponding tempora一

behavior of the methane (monjtored through mass 15) signal js shown jn Fig.

14. The qLJadrupole used to monitor mass 15 was not jn ljne of sight to the

target buもacted as an PtSA･ The shape and level of the CHヰSignal due to HO

exposu(e alone js consistent with previous findings (see Ref. 22 and Sect紬n

2.1-b rJF this review for detailed explanatlon).
The gradua一 tempora一

increase of the C日中Sjgnal, from the jnjtjatlon of the H+/HO bombardment,

towards a higher steady state level may be紬teppreted as an lndjcatjon of a

damage-re一ated mechanism for the synerg†stjc effect, consistent with a

bujld-up of jen-jnduced surface damage towards a steady state leve一 (see

discussions jn Sec･ 3･2 ¢n models)･
The deca.Ij Of the C日中Sjgnal towards a

resldua- 1evell by exposure to =O alone> after turning off the H+ ions>うs a

c一ear jndrication ofもhe_- exi錦ence of an lon-induced actjvatlon effect, as

prevjously discussed jn Section 2.1.b of this review. This effect has a一so

been observed by Vepr如et al (see Fig. 3 of Ref. 81). Further evidence of

this effect can be found色1sewh.ere (see Fig. 7 of Ref. 6, and Ref･
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38) where the effect of sarnple deactlvatlon by exposure to HO alone, after

an ion(オor Ar+) + RO bonbardnent5WaS Sho- to resul亡in a reduction of CR4 Signals･

The signifi℃ance of the To-ronto-Gpo-up暮s H+/HOE synerglsm触伽gs17 for
l

fusion appl弓catjorIS js manifested jn Fig. 15. This figure i11ust佃tesもh'e

C日中yield enhanccment･. as a funct紬n of･ H+ f一ux ({with lthe HO･ f一ux d由.ility

bei喝托ept constant at JxlO14 HO/cm2s如d 'け2?r-由sure keg-i atヰilO叫Topr)-I

for 300 eV protor's, at graphite temperat抑eS Of 750-BOOK, tb-is bejn9 the

temperature for'whjch maxiTnum Production Of methaJne ls gen色rally obserTIed.

Yie一ds due to bombar-dment by H+ jons al納e ln vacuum■ H8 alone* H++H2● and

H++HO+12 are Showno The ratio of the (H++HO+H2) yleld to the (H++H2) y-le†d

js about 2 when the H+ and HO f一ux densities are about the simeぐ6×1014/cm2s

or
-20 PAH+).

This impljes that for equa一 numbers of HO and H+, in the

presence of H2, the HO atoms are --upgraded-'to H+ jen effjclenc少f8r the

production of CH4･ If the relatlve H+ flux density ls increased● a sli9ht

decrease and subsequent levelllng-off ifl the yie一d ratio †s observed fop the

f一ux levels studied.17 on the other hand, a monotonlc lncrease紬the〆eld

ratio is observed as the relat†ve H+ f一ux density decreases. Thl.i lmplうes

that small ･quantltles of H+ ions are sufflclent to increase the carbon

reactjvity, probab一y by some damage-related mechanism, lead1'ng to enhanced

CHヰfomatlon via carbon reaction with sub-eV HO atoms･ For example, an ion

f一ux of on一y lox of the HO f一ux appea戸S紬be sufficient to increase the C日中

production by all HO atoms to tort efflclency levels. Yields of the opder･ of

0.2-0｡4 CHJH+ (in the presence of H2 at･-叫×10叫Torr and a f守xed HO f一ux of

-6xlOIW/cm2s)
have been measured for carb帥･ at 750-BOOK over an H+ f一ux

,ange of 3xlO13 to lO15日./cm2s.17 These yields are close to yields (A.3)

calcu一ated from erosion medsurements on heavily etched cさrb6n Probes expo~sed

to r.i. discharges jn the PLY device, which appear七o be expIEaln-ab一e on一y if
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syne吋与Stjc effects a-re▲consiAdered-19 other measurements94 o[ carbon

erosion due to H++HO bombardment resulted in much -over ero･l3jon yie一ds than

those men-tjoned;-･abo代.卜 Th阜s djscrepancy may be due to the fact that

d1'ffeFent eXP,er-紬er托尋1 parrapeters were used. Further work js- therefore

necessary七o explaln this 1:n印nSj-stency.

-
A further se｢je-s of ex･per紬ents,-aimed at checking the ''ion-jnduced

damagell hypothesisi6,22,81 were also･ perfonned･17 The experimental process

jnvolved an- initlal bombardment of the sample with ions for a certain period

elf tj･me ,at尋Partjcular
H+ flux事Whlch was then followed by exposlng the

●

samplerto HO a七oms･ The CH叫Slgnal tenpora- eyolutjon was characterized by

an initlal transient peak, slmilar to the one observed jn the case of the

temperature-induced actjvation phenomenon (see inset of Fig. 4). Thjs

effect correlates with the hypothesis that -on-induced damage s-tes6,22,81

may enhance the graphite reactlvity which js subsequent一y reduced by

r飼Ctjons with
THO

atoms･ The jnltjal value of CHヰPrOductjon due to HO

ate-msL (the transient peak), but normaljzed by the一一damage-inducing-一日+ f一ux,

1!; p一otted as a funtj(-n of the H+ f一ux ln Fig. 15. 1t can bc seen that the

sy汀ergistjc CH4 yields･ due t0日O+H++H2 bombardment are approxjnately equal

to the sum of the CH叫yje-ds for H++托2 irradiation and that corresponding to

HO exposure after H+-induced I(acと1vationll. This indicates that the

ion-induced damage may produce sjmjlar increases in carbon reactjvjty for

both sequential and simu一taneous H+ and HO exposure processes･ In fact事

veprek et al}s81 resu一ts constlMe good evidence ln support of the damage

related mechanism. They used粕+ jons for damaging the samplesf therefore

precluding the occurrence of chenjcal effects, as may be the case when

bombarding wjth H+ ions (cpeatlon,of actjve sites by precursor fomatjon).

Ho鵬v.er, Vietzke et al.95 do not observe ion-induced actjvatjon when
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bombarding sequentlally wlth Ar+ ions and HO atoms. Furthe/ work is

therefore neC呑ssary t6 clarf-fy thj.s discfeLPanCy.

,

Addjtlohal effects obserrved 紬 H++HO棚2 jntepactjons with carbon

re-ate to synerglsモーc叫yields vs target temperature d申e拝dence.17 figu,e

16 shows, for exampl-e that the temperature for wh†-ch CH- product紬n ls

maximum seems to depend栂akly on proton 朗ergy.√ Flgure 17 sh紳S a more

exterIS亨ve study 8f肋e energy depentdence of synergistic CRヰPrOductjon} for

which t転HO f一ux was kept constant at -6xIOl叫HOrcm21S.王t
can be seen that

for the h†ghest H+ f一ux used (～1015 H+/cm2s), the CHヰPrOductlon falls-

monotonically as the energy increases from 300 eV to 5000昏y. Thls 伺tjX

level was not achieved for <300 eV H+ energyo For the lo恨r fluxes事

however, thei energy range Was eX-tendedT to 70 eV (llttle djfference was

observed紬ylelds at 70 eV and 100 ､V), and a defiHlte fa一l-off at both-the

low arid high energl-es鵬S Observed. Althot)gh shallow, a maximum appears to

exlst. between 300 and 2000 eV. 王f the lon-induced damage hypothesiユ､S

proposed to explain the observed synerglSm †s indeed correct, then的ener9y
●

dependence slmllar to that obseF'Ved ln 円g｡ 17 may ln prlncIJPle be

e.<plうcabl亀. Other experimenta一 r.esults seem to confl:rm the damage re一ated

hypothesl:s'6 王n fact"easurements of carbon reactMty under A++HO

bombardment (X+ ≡ Ar+, Ne+,也+)- as a functlon of energy of the X+ ions

indicate that the react†v†ty follows qualltatjvely a behav:1our s[imjlar to

the nuclear stopping power'6

Recent expe,1ments perfomed hy Vlet如et
alチ･18produced

info,qat細

re一evant to the understanding of the synerg-istic effects ln the erosiorT- Of

carbon. 伽e of the main resu一ts re一ates to ･experlments一言in which a

change-overt of hydregenic specles 軸S Performed. Carbon surf尋CeS 栂re

bombarded simultaneously b∫ Ar+ and HO specles> followed by a loos perjod
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without lrrad紬tio由. The reactiv紙y of the samp一e when exposed to DO atoms

was subsequently determin由･ It Nat-i observed that CH2D and CHD2 are fonned

instead of CH3 Whlc-h=由uld appear jf the prepared surface was exposed to HO

紬stead of DO. sl如1ar change-Over eXPeriments9 although perfomed for

retentjon studies by･ Ashjda et al●96 support七he resu一ts mentioned above,

●whlch favour the precursor formation mechanism proposed to exp一ain

synerglSm96,18 as win be d-scussed below｡
●

Again, in fusion materia一s (other than carbonaceous), as jn the case

of semlconductor materia一s, ion bombardment of materia一s in the presence of

reactive species may 一ead t6 a. reduced erosion. It has been observed that

meta一s bombarded by ions, in the presence of reactive gases which fonTl

non-volatjle compounds, exhibit reduced sputtering yie一ds.･ This effect has

been observed for several systems (Re.f.97 and references therein) 1ncluding

N2, 02, H2 0n Ti with simu-taneous Ar+ bombardment and He+, D+, H+ on re

(see Fig. 18 and Refs. 98-100), which may be of dlrect紬terest to fusiofl

appl lcatlons.
■l

鞄chanisms proposed to exp一ain many of the experimental observations

described previous一y wlll be discussed in the next sectjon･

●

3.1 Models for lo_n-Induced S ner ism

(a) Semi conductors

Three mechanlsms have been proposed to account for the づon-enhanced

chenうcal reactions that 一ead to enhanced etching:

(1) The first one, called chemically enhanced physjcal sputterjng･

was proposed b9 Mauer et al･101 Their main hypothesis was that

s作x radlca-s, for examp一e, on the fluorinated Sj surface have a

larger sputtering yle-d than elementa一 Sj, presurnably due to a
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lower binding energy. Therefore,･ enhanced etching is a

consequence Qf an increased phぎー蔓†calsp叫tering_ yjeld.

(jり A second mechanism, originally sug9eStedl by Coburn et al.9 and

-ater expanded by F一柳and Donnel-y40 suggests that enhanced

chemjcal r申Ctlons can be produced by lon一号nduced damage, such

that h†ghly actiye sites areん.C陀ated ln the lattjce, presumab一y

due to dlsplacement of atoms and breaking of bonds.

(川) The third mechanism) has been pr叩OSed more recently by削nteJrS et

a-17 who suggest that the m9S=jkely mechanism t.o domjnateーjn

many sltuatjons js.analogous to t如se operating 紬 oxidation.

8riefly, oxidation may jnvolve electrons passing through an oxide

film (e･g.'by t_unne=1ng) to the outer chemisorbed laye.r to fonn

oxygen anlons with meta一 catjon! ,being. produced at the

metal-oxide interface. The stron9 electrlc fjeld generated by

thls process l! able to pull ions through the film. Fehner and

Mott62 have proposed that this can best be explained by a p一ace

excha喝e meChanjsm, j.e., meta一 and owgen jons exchange

posjtjons jn the lattlce. The ana一ogue mechanism proposed by

耶nters et al'7 to account for jen-induced enhanced etching ln

some semiconductors, jmpljes that p一ace exchange and more

extended fうeld-enhanced motion of catjons and/or anjons 一eads to

compound fonllatlon. If these compounds 印nSist of mo一ecules

(e.9.,亭阜turated halocarbons) which ape weak一y bound to the

surface, then they wlll subsequen-tl_y desorb jnto the gas ?base.

The activatjon energy for the motion of阜atiofl! and/or anions can

in prlnCiple be a一so supp一ied by the ion-indiJCed colljsjon
●

cascade.
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ThelneChanl-sms delS{rjbed above have been proposed majnly on

phenomenologlcal bases･ Perhaps'the on一y mechanism for which some attempt

at quantjficatjon has been madeうs the づon-induced damage One･ Donnelly et

al.102 have recently developed a fonnalism･hich allows calculation of some

ion-enhanced etch3n9 rates for SjO2 fjlms･ The etching mechanism in this

case can be described by the following reactions:

A+ ･ SiO2(surf) ･

SjO2言su,f)
A+ + SiO2(surf) + P

F +SiO2(surf) +P

★

F +SjO2(岳urf) +P

(1)

(2)

(3)

(ヰ)

where A+ 1s a posjtうve jon･ SiO2(surf) represents a Stable f-uorjnated

★

surface at steady state, SjO2(surf) describes the jen-damaged surface･ and P

accounts for product molecules which desorb rapid一y. Reaction (4)
ヽ

corres?_onds to physjcal sputtering. whjle (3) repr･esents chemjcal (e.g.,

jsotropic) etchln9 hv fluorlne atoms at a rate given by44

A(A/min) = 6･14 xlO-13nFTl/2 exp(-Ea/kT) (5)

with

亡a =0･163eV･ nF三2xlO15F/cm3 and T壬400c･

Reaction probab=ties ∈F(SiO2*) and eF(SiO2)
are defined as the number of

SiO2 nOlect)1es leav-ng the surface per incident ド atom for damaged and

undama9ed material■ respectively. Consider-ng that only a fraction e of the
●

surface事 Which has been danaged■ exhjbjts enhanced reactjvjty> the tota一

etch rate (molecules/cm2s) can be written as
102

笛=J..s
･埠【eF(Sl.2.,e･∈F(Si.2,(i-e,】

(6,

where J+ is the ion flux, ls js the number of SiO2mOlecules removed per
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incident lon･･ an.也 nLFVF/4 js tぬF
TatOm和知gement rate{･一徹steady state

the fraction of damaged surface is constantl yieldinglO2.

i;.,.A
(._A∴蛙,___ー`i専1

; J'od(1-e) -

⊥㌔eF呼,02ヅ;
o (7)

where J+ld ls an effjclency factor for reaction (1)･ SoMng for e and
ヽ

suりstjtutjng into Eq. (6), gives the erosion yjeld:

1 +亡F(.SIO2)nFVF/(4 J+ld)

1 +
eF(SiO2*)nFVF /(4J+ed

(8)

where J.ld -S assumed constant･ For the llTmit where nFま1xIDl咋/cm3. LEq･

●

(8) reduces to

nFVFeF(Si O2*)

爵り+os･ ｢ (9)

Equation (9) was used to calculate the ion-enhanced etch rate of SjO2 in a

cF､/02 Plasma. The calculated sputtering rate的S 190 ± 120 A/mln, which

shou一d
rbe

compa,ed.with the experimental yalue of-IOO宋/mln.102
The highe,

va一ue of 190艮/m†n could be due, according to Donnelly et
al.1P2to

sputtered materね1 redeposition suppression which may nonnally occur in

plasmas of higher densうtles than the one used for the experiment described

above. Further deta弓1s on this mechanjsm can be found in a conTnunlcat紬n Thy

Donnelly et al '102
Fjgure 19川ustrates the mechanism of surfac貞一damage

enhanced erosion which may 一ead to anisotrop†1-. etching, a feature desjrable

in many appl号catjons.in mjcroelectronlcs.
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Stjl:I- ano帥er mechanls.fR involv紬g rearrangeme紙 of bonds has been

protpo-sed recent-yilO3 maln-y jn re-a七1on to the (XeF2-Si) and (CR･2-Sj)

systems. The mode一 is based on two main hypotheses for the enhancemen.t

mechanism;

(1) ions excitel S汀2 (SiCR･2) molecules.formed on the surface'56 and

(2) the excited state of the surface ls assumed to have an average

llfetlme 乍.

Whi一e in the excited state事the molecules may react with th昏Physisorbed gas

on the surface with higher reaction probability than the non-excited

molecu一es, 1eadjn-g to an jen-en.hanced etch rate. A fomaljsm was det)eloped

jn an attempt to quantify the model. However, some of the hypotheses are

debatab一e, and some mathematjcal jnaccuracles hay(! been d.etected.

Therefore, no further djscussjon of thls mode一 wlll be presented here.
ヽ

In other work事7 evidence has been presented如ich suggests titat the

lattice damage mechanism js unlmPOrtant at least for the F-Si system. The
●

authors recognized, however, that the damage mechanism may very wel】 be

re一evant for other cases> one of whlch may be SIO2■ aS described prevjously･

The evidence ob七ajned by耶nte,s et alf re一ates t. measurements.f the

erosion yield of a S=‖m damaged by 2000 eV Ar+ ions. The 20-ヰ0泉damaged

一ayer was exposed to XeF2 Which resu一ted in an etch rate characterjstjc of

Se:nets琵雪腎……慾監n無蓋誉…:撃…漁…冨.?;u替監皇至皇芸od!::V喜…恵ar;……ue;nf
i

i?IXP{::ie-

winters et a17 pointed out that many experlmenta- resu-ts suggest that

both physical sptJtter-ng and chemica一 erosion mechanlsms are present jn
●

various etching environments; physjcal sputtering having the 糖11 known

meanln9 established by･ Sjgmund>104 and chemita- erosion being interpreted as
●_

the process whereby ion bombardment induces chemica一 reactions producing

weakly bound molecules which are subsequently desorbed･53 The一lrecombjnantll
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or ･･clearjng･･ mechanism for anjsoptropic etching (-See Fig. 20)LPrOPOSed53 to

explajn reactMty of XeF2 With Sj subjected to simultaneous Ar十bombar-dment

may involve sputtering of recomblnant radlcals adsorbed on the suげace. The

incid飾t jons are be一ieved to sputter or I-clear'' fluoride product species

TprOm the surfac-e and 一eave llbarell areas･ with which XeF2 js more react紬e･

Althoug=t js doubful according to Donnelly et alt102 that this

cou一d 一ead to anjsotropic etch守ng of Sl in a plasma蛾en F atoms are the

predomin的t etChantB66 such a Ilc-earjngl, mechanism could conceivably explajn

anjsotropic etch†n9 0f SjO2 in ど atom-generating plasmas. bnnelly et al

recentlyT developedlO2 a formalism to ca一culate etch rate-s based on this

mechanism. However, for large ion-induced enhancements they obtained an

equation similar to Eq｡ (8) where +d and eF(SjO2*) are rep一aced by oc

(number of product molecules removed per lncldent ion) and esc (stjckjng-

coeffjclent fop F atoms､on a I-clear" siO2 Surface), respective一y. Although

neither of the ''damage'- or暮-clea.-iJlg-- mechanisms can be rejected, there ls

some evidence in support of the damage hypothes-s●102

0bvlousl∫, jf both physjcal sputter紬g and chemjcal eroslo-i are

involyed jn lon一紬duced syT7erg†st†c effects, parameters fundamental to these

processes wi一l be important. Some of the more relevant processes

iwestlgated ln detajl include:

(1) Sputter yjelds jn the presence and absence of an active gas.I Winters et

alf c.ncluded, afte, a detailed analysis of various systems, tha七the

rate of physical sputterlng a一ways drops ln the presence of chemically
●

actlve gases, and whenever the 一atter causes an紬n･1nduced etch rate
-to

be stron91y enchanced, then mechanlsms in addition to physical

sputtering are probab一y 'operative.
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(～)Ma--ss dtependence of yie=1d; Yields･ (atoms/ion) measured jn physica一

sputte-ring re一ated exper紬ents depend quite strongl∫ on the mass of the

紬cldent 紬n,如ereas lon･1nduced etching peactlons appear to have a

much smaller mass dependence.

(3) Ylelds~ LvS. 1on甲gle of Incidence dependence: Physical sputtering ls

characterlzed by yields with a maximum at ang一es of 60-']00 with respect

to the surface nofTnal, a dlstlnctlve characterlstlc of energy deposition

ln a na汀OW region near the surface) Nhlle chemlcal ･spf･Jtterlng
ls

dlstingulshed b9 yields whlcb are 一argest at nonna1 1ncldence' and

decreases monotonlcally as theL amgle increases (see Flg. 8 of Ref. 7)I

This resu一t suggests that the etching yleld ls more sensltlye to tota一

■

deposlted energy rather than to the energy deposited in a narrow re910n

near the surface.

(4) Velocity of ejected species: Veloclty distrlbutlonB Of ej早与与edspecies i

芸e芸2f/;皇ei8;:da器e岩王;;sfi;06;b

●

semicorLductor surfaces have been measured for the ■■~

systems. A roughly 1/E2 dependence was observed at hlghenergies for~畠1F3
(indicative of SiF4)'SiF2 and Sip (Bee Fig･ 9 of Ref･ 7), indicatitlg that

physical sputtering is a contributting mechanism. tlowever, two naxina appear

ln the spectrtJn Which correlate with binding energies 0f 0.1 and 0.5 eV.

These are indicative of Weakly bound species which would desorb7} therefore

indicating the existence of other mechanisns additional to physical sputteri喝.

In relation to the C12/Si system, recent results by Sanders et
a1!02b,

involving neasurenentB Of kltletic energy d18tribution8 Of nQlecular products,

from the reaction Si/C12 + Ar+I indlca亡e that more than 90完of亡hem have

energies above themal values'These results were interpretedlO2b as an

indication tha亡 the mechanistn of the ion-bombardment-induced reaction is far

ffrrOi:t;喜nin:lfa;三:g｡…≡d?uct空ser:芸rr…;:;…o芸r三三t望;u琵≡三;:…io誌appears
that themin

●

(ち)Fusion Materials

The concensus regarding the nechanlstn
for ion-induced synergistic effects

in fusion
materials(carbonaceous) erosiorL appears tO be more uniform. All

the evidence
6･ 16 -

1? str.ngly suggest that ion-induced d皿age
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is the operatlye 舶ehanlsm, at- 一east insofar asl七he best known- material

(gr･aph紙e) 1s concerned. Slmilar to the semjconductortcase･-, the mode一s

proposed to date to explaぅーn synerg･ism ln graph:1もe are
Bmajnly

pheenomenol ogjcal.

Evjdence for ioゎー1nduced damage in graphite using a,aman spectroscopy,

was obtained by削ght et al'63 The spectra they o,bserved fop jen bombarded

(fluence of -2xlO19 D+/cm2) graphitey was characteristjc of broad

structureless bonds. 'After samp一e anneal帥g at 1300K the Raman stmcture

characterjstlc of a 'fRIcrocrystal1_1ne structure was partlally recovered.

This observation, together with observed decrea!es紬CHヰPrOdu,ctlon.levels

after annea=ng damaged graph･jte>6,i6-18 is榔cative of a possib一e C-H

bond breakjng･process which may he†? to promote movement of vacancles and

interst柑als leadjng to annea11ng｡6 consjderlng that no s19nlflcant

●

enhancement ln the erosion of graphite ls observed when the sample is

bombarded slmultaneously by HO atoms and electrons (see next section), whlle

ions produce a 一arge enhancement. it can be conc一uded that colllslonal

energy traflSfer to the carbon lattice is mainly responsib一e for theVenhanced
StrOng

react†v代y rather than any e一ectronic excjtatlon. Recent results obta†ned

by Vietzke et a】'6 seem t･ct confirm the preyieus assumptjon｡ They measured

the reactjvjty ln the HO/A+-c reaction as a function of energy Of the

energetic jons. and found that the reaction probabう1jty･ from 1 key to 5 key

rises for Ar+} slightly rises for Pb+ and falls for He+ bombardment'6 Based

on these resu一ts Vletzke et a16 proposed that the reaction proceeds

stepwISe> Such that a fast reaction between H+ ions and HO on the surface

produces precursors (CH, CH2) which are stab一e up to -1200K.
Thls fast
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reaction ls the red- synergi･stlc effect･18 In a second step these

precursorsI Can react With addltlonal HO atoms fomling CH3 Which -eaves the

s_urface.
18

舶djtional evidence ln favour of- the precurs.or forTnat紬n model is that

related to thel HO/Dq cれan--ge-over experjmen七s6,18,96 described in Section

3.1(b). This precursor fonnatjon mecha.nlsm-i! slmilar to the one suggested

by the Tortonto- gro_up as a possjble exp一anation of temperature-1nduced

actlvatぅー｡=f grapbjte72 (see section. 2.1(b) of this ,eylew). Other ,esults

re一ated to CHヰ･PrOductiotn as a function of H+ jon energy書 Obtalned

,ecen･tly,17 suppo,t the ion-induced mechanism.

Data obtained to date stronE91y support the jen-induced damage

mechanism as the ●most logjcal to explai.1 ion-jnd.uced synergjstlc effects jn

graphite erosion. However, further work ls necessary, partlcularly

meas･urements of C日中yjelds as a function of angle of jncldence of bombarding

species, and velocity djstributlons of volatjle products. Such experiments

would greatly-- assi.st in ach号ev紬9 a better understanding of the detajls of

synergi stjc effects.

4.0 ELECTRON-1NDUC印SY糾ERGISTIC EFFECTS

combjned bombardment of materia一s by jons (reactjves or inert) and

reactive sub-eV atoms has produced -'substantjal" synergistjc effects, as

disc_ussed 紬 the previous section, for both semlconductor and fusion

materials. Electron-induced synergistlc effects, by contrast, appear to

inf一uence erosion of semjconductor･ and fusion materlals jn different ways.

UT5fortunately, the state o･f understanding 0f electr'on一紬duced synerglsms is

not as† well dey.eloped ast js its co岬terPart for jons. hly?henomenologjcal

interpretatj_on!= of thel eXPer紬e印tal results have been attempted so far.
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(a) Semiconductor Mater･1al s

The! most interestlng system, both technological-tly and from.a

川mechanismIJ vie叩Oint'is the elecron-stjmulated etching of SjO2, Sj3N中and

siC与n the presence of XeF2 gaS･ It has been shown9that XeF2does not

spontaneously attack SjO2事S13N:年○{ Sic in the absence of radねtlon nor does

electf:len radiaton by itse一f produce etching. The 一ast statement may not be

generally appalleable to a]1 carbjdes, p.or to a一l such compolmds pT'1Oduced by

different techniques｡. In fact■ evidence has been presented recentlylO5

which suggests that p一asma sprayed Tic on lnconel (600) may dissociate under

e一ectron impact. X-ray analyses of irradiated samp一es have sh印n the

presence of Tic, Ti and C on surfaces previous一y characterized as being Tic

only｡105 By corltraSt● Tic chemically-vapour-deposISted on POCO graphite has

shown no slgnS Of e一ectron-induced dissociation.
● 105

Other work demonstrated that e一ectron b㈲bardment of SiO2> Sj3N4 and

Sic in the presence of XeF2 Produced etching at appreciab一e rates9 jn st)ch ･a

way that erosion occurred on一y on the area of the samp一e which was subjected

to e一ectron bombardment (Ref. 7 and references therein). The behaviour of

the compounds mentioned abov▲e was sjmjlar (see Fig. 21 for illuBtraiive

purposes). Two different experjmental procedures were used to demonstrate

the effect, differing in the sequence by which the surfaces were exposed to

electrons and XeF2･ A一though substantial,the etch rate obset･ved jn Fうg･ 21

is smaller than those produced by plasma etching of the same materjals (etch

rates above 1600兄/min have been reaHly achieved), wher･Ln the e.1hanced

erosion is attributed mainly tor jons'40

Auger spectra of SiO2> Si3N卑and Sic surfaces taken dtm'ng exposure to

xeF2 indicated that fluorine was present on the surface>9 whi-e no Xe was

detected~ on it. This result suggested that the rate ll'miting step in帥ese
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systems was the fonnatlon of SjFヰVOlatlle molecules･ Thereforeきjt seemed

reasonable to assume that e一ectron-stlmulated etching was a resu一t of

electrons helping F atoms to react with these compounds to form SiF叫･

Since F does not react with them spontaneous一y, jt has beell Suggested that a

possib一e mechanism for'the observed e一ectron-enhanced erosion re一ates to the

ability of electrons to dissociate these compounds, produclng elemental Sj
●

on the surface which can be readily removed by XeF2 With which Si reacts

SPOntaneOuSly･ Zf js known'for example? that SjO2 f‖ms.can be djssocjated

by e一ectron bombardment to produce elemental Sj on the surface of such

fllm3S･106,107 The e-ectronうmpact may break the Si-0 bond●107 allowing

oxygen to evaporate as O2･

Electron bombar.dment, on the other hand, may enhance surface chemica一

reactivjty for fllm deposition, opposite to etching. It has been shown for

examp一e that carbon deposition may De Produced on metalljc fjlms under

e一ectron irradiation in the presence of hydrocarbon vapours'108 This effect

may be due to radlatjon-enhanced 9aS-Surface chemistry 一eading to

non-volatlle products, and may be used advantageous一y to so一ve a 一arge

number of device fabrication prob一ems in microelleCtr¢illcs. Additlonally, it

has been shown that electron bombardment can enhance oxidation of

semjconductors} jn particular S一事109,110 a process widely app-一ed jn

microelectronics technology, a一though the basラc mechnanjsLT)S aT'e not Wel一

understood yet.

(ら) Fusion Mater･ials (Carbon)

Electron-induced synergjstjc effects relevant to fusion aplicatjons

relate, mainly, to the erosion of carbonaceous materials (graphite, and

compounds such as Sic, Tic, e上c) when bombarded simultaneous一y by electrons

and 一ow-energy hydrogenic atoms･ The existence of a Hsubstantia･11l
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electron-induced synergistic effect in the produ亡tion of methane has been ､a

matte, of some cbntrdver盲y.- One set orJs七山dies-ll:I-113 (A) has sわd.ml∴舶t

appeared to be a strong enhancement of CHヰyields (-20-fold over the yields-I
r

due to HO bombardment alone), as a resu一t of e一ectron impact on carbon of

Yap-ous types･ ylel･ds as high as O･1

･CHJe
haye been re?orted･111~113 A

･sec･ond･･70,114,115 (a) and t･third set･16･16 (c) of studlzes have sho柵, by

contrast, relat†∀ely smal一 enhancements wlth.an upper l紬1t of i-50芳一100%.

In the A studies> data related to the apparently strong effectlll-113

were obtained by using the backfjlllng technique, i.e.} HO atoms were

generated by H2 djssocjatjon on a hot W fllamentl16 -ocated together with

the carbon samp一e ln a high vacuum chamber f川ed with H2 at Pressures

ranging from l･3xlO-6 to 6.5xlO叫pa.
.Methane

evolyjng fr･om the target was

detected by usln9 a quadrupole mass spectrometer jn the RGA mode.

Preparation procedures for samples (bake･out h†story, c一eaning, etc) were

gener･a一‖y 円Ot rePOrted* and HO fluxes 舵re estimated from HIckmottls

resultsl16 (not measured for the partlcular experiments) to be
-1015

日O/cm2s. Electrons of 40 to 600 eV energy with fluxes of -1013 e/cm2s
were

used for lrradlation.111-113

In the a,studies data related to the observation of a relatlvely smal一

e一ectron-induced enhancement ln CHヰPrOductlon were obtained by a一so using

the backf川1ng technique｡70,114,115 日owever● systematic experlmenta-

procedures for samp一e preparation and characterjzatlon, as 槻11 as for

conditlonjng of the UHV system used jn the experiments, were

fo=owed｡70,114.115 These precautions were taken because of the

jdent.1flcation of spurious methane slgnals that could be confused M'th those
●

due to a true synergistlc effect. It was observed, for example' that

relatively 一arge amounts of CH斗Can be desorbed from different c-arbo鵬
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(pa7pyex, pirrb･1yt弓cgー軸h{1tre,t'etc),as reteived亨rom supPl,1.-eps,by e一ectron

bombirdTm鮒t alone in vacu品(no HQ7impact).~ Methane yields up t-o 0.01 CHJe

始re m6,asur由under- these conditions.70･114,115 §uch spu(ious methane

I

sjgnals mi酔t Originate from the dJesorption of H/D comp一exes and/or

hydrocarbons fonned at the surface during desorPtjoh of 一arge amounts of

hydrogen alreadyin the samp一es. The manufacturing processes of many types

of gtaphite involvjng pro一onged high-temperature heating of carbon in air,
■

may 一ead to substantial uptake o-i H20 and reactions leadinlg tO the inclusio.n

of h如Irogen, hydrocarbons, and other lmPurjties.117 In the a studies, the
●

samp一es and system 舵re baked at temperatures'of 1200-1900K for 1-24 hours事

and 500K for 24 hours} respective一y; this reduced CHヰSPurious slgnals事due
●

to 61e.ctron irhrpaCt al-tone, to lO~4-10-5 cHJe.
■

Ⅰn the a studies, a second source of spurious slgnals was identified as

the desorptうon of CHヰfrom the target chamber and quadrupole wal一s due to H2

and HO impact on them when backfilling the systen･ A sim号1ar effect has

been observed a一so by other groups'118,119 Bombardment of the walls with HO

while keeping the samp一e hot (-10OOK) reduced the CH斗background signals

from -5xlO-3 to 一ess thlan 10-ヰcHJH2 When backfllllng, and consequently

●

during exp'eriments. After such stringent conditjonlng Of the vacuum system,

methane production was approximate一y doub一ed during HO + e- bombardment over

th色 case of HO exposure alone. Measured yields varied in the range

loヰ-10-3 cHヰPer e一ectron or per HO for bombarding fluxes of -1015日O/cn12s

(as measured in-sjtu) and -1016 electrons/s (electron energy.･ 100-500

ev)･70･11年･115 日2 backf川pressures of about 5×10-2 pa were necessary to

produce the HO fluxes･nentloned above'22,70 Accordihg to these

experiments70,114,115 the backfimng techniq鵬七an only be usedトellably in

e佃s†on s'tudfes, if spurl'ous effects areL minimized by fo一lowing stringent

condit千oning procedures for the experimental system･
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In the C studlles,6,16 where a small electcon-induced synergistic effect

was a一so observed, the HO was prodlvJr_∈d by a beam source. 王n this way,

sub-eV HO atoms impacted aT'the carbqpこSurface after being focussed in a

b占am,restrictln9 the simultaneous interaction of HO and electrons (from a

gun) to a confined area, in such a way that the spurious effects mentioned

above were diminished to very smal一 va一ues.

some experiments perfonned recently120,121 suggest a possjble mechanjsm

whereby electrons may produce synergjstjc effects when lmPaCtjng on graphite
●

simultaneously with HO. Electrons may excite 一ow energy transitions between

the A-valenr.e and かCOnduction bands producing a highly reactive excited

state that may enhance the HO/c reaction. However, the 一ack of

information120,121 on relevant par.ameters of the experimental method and

some inconsistencies with previous resultslll-113 makes difflcult the

analysis of the new data'120,121 In any case} the prlncjpal conclusjon>

regarding the use of graphite in fusion device environments, 1s that

e一ectron-induced synergistjc effects for methane production appear to be

snall and wlll general一y be negligib一e c抑Pared with ion-induced syner'gism,

at least. when considered separate一y.

There are two questions, however, that may warrant consideration.

Fjrstly事 What would be the leve一 of CHヰPrOductjon for e一ectron-induced

enhancement on graphite loaded with high doses of hydrogenic species as may

occur ln a fusion devjce? Secondly, what would be the effect of electrons

when added to the H++HO bombarding species?

5.0 PHOTON-INDUCED SYNERGISTIC EFFECTS

Semiconductor Materia一s

The increasing interest in developlng new techniques fort processlng
● ●

electronic materials was responsible for the discovery of ion and e一ectron
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a,ssisted chemical processl.nrg Of. semiconductors. It was on一y a matter of

t紬色then unti一 one of the new powerful sources of radiation, 1.e., 一asers,

was tested･ with the same purpose｡ Early studjesll,12,122 demonstrated the

feasjbjljty of photon-enhanced chemical reactions; however, jt was on一y

recently that severa一 groups started r.esearch in this field, encour-aged by

its potential appljcatjons in microelectronics. It has been observed that

laser photons with wavelengths jn the range from UV to the infrared cou一d be

readily focussed onto so一id surfaces and therefore were well suited for

promoting surface reactions with hうgh spatjal reso一ution. AIso, the

monochromaclty, the coherence and the high photon flux of the 一aser light

are highly advantageous. indeed, dry chemica一 etching,
13(a,d) ,14,123-125

doping of semiconductors124 and chemjcaトenhanced vapour deposltlon124,126

have been demonstrated. Laser-enhanced electrochenical p一ating and etching

for the -iquid-solid systems have also been reported.127

More recently, work has been directed at acquiring a better

understanding of the var紬us reaction mechanisms iwolved jn photon-enhanced

chemica一 etching; this js the most. jnterestjng aspect, jn re一ation to fusion

applicatjonsゝ, owing to its relevance in the understandlng of possjble

similar pf-OCeSSeS･ in ･a fusi.on device environment. Photons can influence, as

ions and electrons do, anyone Or all of the steps jnvolved in
letChing,

as

described in the introduction. Therefore, severa一 mechanjsms can account

for photon-enhanced chemica一 reaction effects'14

(1) Ch声ml,.al Etchin Activated b MolectJlar Vlbratlonal Excitatlon

lt has been shown that irrad･iationWaS ab一e to excite reactive molecu一es

i,JntO hjghly vibratlonally excited states and. thereby enhance the process of
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dうssociatlve chemlsorptjon and subsequent surface -'reactions to fo佃vOILぎatlle

products･14,128 This mechanism wa･sこdemonstrated for the Si-SFe system>

where rect-on occurred on一y when SF6 mOlecules were vib-rationally excited.

fit was shown that the surface reactj･on yield as a function of laser

jntensl七y used jn the･exper紬ent follows･the relan'on EY = Ⅰ3･5さindicatjng

that three or more photons were like一y to be involved ln promoting SF6

mo一ecules into high vlbrational levels to overcome the activatjon barrier

for reaction. Furthermore, jt was observed that collisjonal dear.tivation of

excited molecules with the gas r-educed the llfetjme of the excited state,

therefore locallzlng the excited molecu一es to a smal･1 reglOn 3'ust above the
●

Si surface.

(2) ChemjcRT Etchin b Photon-Gen rated Radicals

Photons can dissocjate molecules a一so to produce reactive r&dicals

either by multlple photon excltatjon of the 9rOund electronic state or

●

slngle photon photolysjs 紬volvlng excited electronic states. This effect

was also observed with the Si-SF6 SyStem･ The main difference beween thjs

and the vibrat†onal excl'f.ation tTleCharilsm is that even fluorlne atoms

generated several nll away from the surface can still survjye collisjons with

other gas phase molecules and diffuse to the surface for reaction.

ion of So一ids

Surface reactions can a一so be induced by the soljd excitation alone.

This effect has been observed in the interactions of XeF2 gas With Sj, SIO2

Ta and Te fjlms･ The gas molecules do not absorb the jnfrared photons ln

this case, and the on一y effect of the radiation js to cause lattlce

excitatlon and heating so that the ド atoms 一anding on the surface can

rearrange to fonn SjFl mOlecules which subsequently desorb into the gas

phase.
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It is not knoMl at the moment whether some o｢ a一l of these phenomena

occur in a fusion device environment in such a way as to st紬ulate chemistry

between hydrogen and impurity molecu一es and/or atoms and carbonaceous

surfaces. However,もhe possjblljty exists and may warrant some

investjgation.

(b)型阜(carbon)

Recent work120,121 has shown that C=4 evolves from carbon samples

(papyex) when these are b伽barded simultaneously by UV photons, from a high

pressure Hg arc 一amp, and supposed一y, sub-eV HO atoms. There js some

uncertainty, however* as to the actua一 HO fluxes used in the experiments

sjnce they are not l･ndicated jn the written reporもs120,121 and lnfonnatlon

on re一evant experimental parameters js not presented. A mechanism s†m†1ar

to that described for electron-induced synergism in carbon (see See. 4b) has

been proposed120,121 to explain the photon-induced enhancement of carbon

erosion. Agajn, the 一ack of vital jnfolⅦatlon makes the analysls of the

data djfficult.

6.0 CONCLUSIONS

Research performed to date, directed at obtajnlng a better

understanding of p一asma-surface interaction phenomena, has shown again the

● ●

Importance Of interdiscipljnary actjvlty jn scjence. Phenomena occurrlng in

two different fie一ds of sc†ence, such as microelectronlcs fabrication and

fusion technology, may re一ate to common physical mechanjsms, suggesting that

an improved interdjscipljnary focus may be beneflclal. It has been

indicated in th†s review that similar chemistry may operate jn reactions

jnvolving different gaseous environments and materjals. Chenical er･osjon

phenomena, the subject of major interest in this review, may be high一y
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beneflLCial紬semjc6nductor te-chnology or detrjme紙al jn fuslo汀teChnology事

dependjng on the partlcular circumstances.I

General mechanisms for erosion processes
･of~

semねondu亡tOrS (Si fort

rexample) and fusion materlals (graphite for
example) may be ve-ry sjmllar, as

shown jn studies related to the fつfTnation of SIFヰand CH叫■ reSPeCtlvely･

TJhese studies indicated that precursor forTnation [SIFxp(x = 1, 2･ 3) or CHx

(x = 1, 2, 3)コmay･ be consjdered as a similar mechanjsm for both S† and C

erosion ln different g-aseous environments. Ho舵Ver, Some djfferences may

exist regardliEng, for instance, the tenperEature dependence of chemjcal-

reactjons, and the fina一 species evolving from surfaces, which arer

responsjble for eroslOn. Bo.とh mater.ja†s may be eroded by energetic, づon

(whether reactive or not) bombardment a一one, ･although
some differences may

exist ln the mechanうsms ultimate一y respons紬1e for l.on-induced erosion, as

indicated by different evolutions of sputtering yうelds (the main par･ameter

in erosion processes) with respect to ion
langle

of lncjdence and energy.

ron-induced synergistic effects have been observed in eros1'on processes

of both semiconductors and carbon. bwever', resu一ts obtained jn research

related to.7nicroelectronics如ggestthat various mechanisms may be operative

dependjng on
lPhysjcal parameters; chemlcally enhanced physjcal sputtering,

ion damage-induced chemica一 reactjon and chem･jcal sputtering (ion-induced

chemical reactjon) have been identlfled as three of the most 一ikely

mechanisms to occur ln etchl･ng of semiconductors. By contrast, work in

fusjon techno一ogy (re一ated to carbor)) has shown that ion-induced damage mayL

explajn most of the effects observed jn loo-induced synerglsm.

The lnpllcatjons of the existence of these effects in botLh

mjcroelectronlcs fabrication and fusion te･chnology applicatlons are Tather

different｡ Synergisn is high一y benefうcia･1 in the fl.Pst case permittlng
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creation, via etching of semiconductor surfaces, of sophjstjcated

mjcroelectronlc circuits. In fusion, synergistjc erosion may have both

desl'rable and 'undesirable jmpljcatjons. The creation of a wall･pT･OteCting,

1mPu｢ity-dominated, radねtjng edge plasma may be requjred 紬 fusjon devjces
■

and controlled erosion Processes COUld play a usefu一 ro一e. On the other

hand, r.adiative cooling of the p一asma core by lmPurjtjes is high一y
●

undes1'rable, as is deterioration of wall structural components by erosion;

in addition, contamination of the DT fuel recycle loop by moleculLeS Such as

CTヰis undesirablet･ Further work is necessa吋 to answer severa一 open

questions.
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(りConcerted reaction breaks bonds, resultlng紬SIF2(S);

(ⅠⅠ)Concerted reaction results･1n bound fluoros阜11con radlcals;

(Hト(,IV) Further fluorjnat紬n of bound radlcals llberates gaseous

S汀叫･ Experlments were interpreted by the authors of this

mechanlsm as showing that (り and (王I) are channe一s of a single,

rate-llmltlng b･ranchlng reaction (Fl帥爪and Ebnnelly40).
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Fig. 4 Methane ylelds for < 1 eV atonlc hydrogen-Carbon †nteractlon from
llヽ■

varlous studies. (A) Stangeby. Auclello, Haasz,22 thermally

reactlvated papyex (H2 backfllllng method). (a) As A, but

16
deactlvated. (C) Vletzke, Flaskamp, Phllll押5 StJPPOSedly ion

bombardment reactlyated pyrolytlc 9raPhlte (basal p一ane). (D) As

c, but deactlvated. (D.) Ne"esults by Vletzke et al.18wlth

supposedly deactlvated graphlte･. (E) Could.5O results on thermalけ

reactlvated spectroscoplc grade graphite (H2 backflllln9 method).

(F) As E, but deactlvated. (I) Balooch and Olande,･s data49･on

supposedly deactlvated pyrolytlc gpaphlte (prlsm plane). (J) Same

as王on ゎasal plane. (K) Wood and削se,47 high pressure-plasma

study (probably act-yated carbon). (L) Rossne"nd Allendorf.68

hlgh pressLJre Study on electrographlte. (M) Coulon and

Bonnetaln'48 high pressure study on amorphous carbon. (N) Pitcher

et al ･69 th6rmally reactlyated wpolytlc 9raPhlte (sub-eV HO beam

method). (0) As ～, but deactlvited.工nsertshows the evolution ln

tlme of the CH叫S19nal at a flxed target temperatupe* as measured

hy the TororltO Group (curves A, 8, ～, 0). The transient peak

almost disappears at about 500K and lOOOK
acqulrln9 1ntennedlate

values and passln9 through a maximum at Intermediate temperatures.
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system. 馳tlce the different ylelds for both systems (Gerlach-

Meyer et丘1.92).
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ABSTRACT

preceded by an jntrod由ction to n肺enClature, an overview is given of the

session on llsurface Composition and Desorptjonll at the Workshop on !lsyner-

gistjc Effects in Surface Phen珊ena Re-ated To Plasma一触11 Interactlonsu ,

Nagoya, 1984･ This sLJTmary Of cone-uslons and hjghlights ls lntepspeps牢d

with persona- pcmarks and supplcmented w托h add紙lonal refer'en6eS tO

relev-ant脚rk ln this fうeld.
ヽ
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I NTROt)UCT王0糾

Surface cqnposttlon and structure of first wall c珊POnentS jn p一asma

machines wlll undergo substantjal changes owing to a varjeもy of phen珊ena

lnjtlated by energetic
-partjcle

b脚bardment, quantLm radlatlon, and phonon

generation in the near-surface lattjce. These phenomena are at脚1c reloca-

tjon processes, thermally activated processes, and sop?tlon/desorptlon.

拠are caused by either or both the interaction of

energetic primary partlcles wltりtarget atqns (j･e･ primary recojls) , and

lnteractlons of h19her generation recolls, so･called cascade recolls.

Relocatlon processes nay occur into the vacuLBn紬whうch case the process js

referred to as (pbysjcal) sputtering, Or into deeper re9jons of the solld,

so-cal一ed recoll lmplan'tation /10/.王n fusion-r.eleyant plasmas the slowlng

do脚Of hydrogen nuclell 1s the most frequent lnteractlon and ln this c竜Se

pr紬ary recolls play the dqⅥinant ro一e /ll/. Nlth heavier partlcles such as

C-, Nw, 0 1mpurltles cascade recolls must a一so be taken into account.伽1ng

to their substantially 一arger nuclear lnteractlon cross section, reloca-

clons bv lmpurltjes are more effective by two to four orders of magnitude,

thus ba一ancing their deflcjency jn f一ux dens托y. It js stjll an open

question whether and when p一asma or lmpurjty papticles play the dcmlnant

ro一e in present day magnetic confinement systems.

Themally actiya垂趣邑Pertjne紙1n this context are dlffuslon,

segre9atlon, apd sublimat紬n/evaporatlon｡ Since the fundamenta一 process of

these phen併IePa is point defect generat紬n and mlgratlon, add化†onal pro-

duction of vacancies and jnterstitjal at㈲s by energetic nuclear collislons

generally has a strong influence on the reaction rates｡
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些粗壁are gOVef'ned by the vacutLn environment,

the surface reactivlty and the aforcmentl耶ed t㈱ processes. Desorption of

surface at珊S may be of the叩al orlgln or p.3rtjcle induced. Ⅰn th色- 一atter

case this can be?1alnl sputterln9 0ずsupf'ace layers or - as ln the case of

electron-induced desopptrlon~ - the transjt紬n from a bondlng to an antl-

bondlng state fol一owed by repu一sion.

In the same way as these processes change the c仰IPOSition of the near-
{/Jl.

surface region, thls modlfled composlt紬n may have an紬fluence on syn-

actlng processes. For instance, sorptlon of reactiye gases on metal sur-

faces changes the sputtering yleld approxlmately Inversely to the stJbllma-

tlon energy. This ln turn resu一ts ln t8叩ePaturモーdependent sputtering

yie一ds when volatlle c珊POunds are forTned; see, for instance contr紬utlons

/3/, /6/, and Saldoh's contrlbut紬n ln Session 3. Such an inter?一ay bet舵en

different phen珊ena (A,8,C...) on a g†ven effect e ls llkely to glye rlse

to
a些些蝉, that ls when the cqnblned effect e(A+Bl)

deviates

frml the stu of the partlal effects, e(A) , e(Bト

e(A+8)争e(A)
+

∈(a).

In this definltlon synergjsm js synonymous with nonllnearjty.

In the followlng the phen研一ena and effects discussed ln the session on

effects related to surface c耶POSltlon wjll be put together. The backbone

of this session was a series of n紬e oral contrlbutlorIS, llisted as entrles

/1/ tB /9/ jn the References. Ⅰn the Summary Sesslon, the pr色Sent author

discussed the h19h11ghts
land

gale S印e Personal estimates of the magnitude

and relevance Of synergistlc effects to be expected ln plasma surface

lnteractlon (Pst).
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EFFECT,S__RELATEDr TO D王FFUS王ON A糾D SEGRE餅TION

The. p_rofound.紬fluencei- Of energeもtlc partlcle b悌bardment on the transport

of卵も七er紬soAl-ds hy way
,of

co111sjonal relocat紬n an-a rad紬tlon-enhanced

dlff_TuSlon.was, dlFSCuSS由by A.R. Krauss /2/紬the case of a d†1ute copper-

llthltJn.･= (approx. 3 at恥alloy. The idea behind this project, suggested

severa一 year's ago /12/, js that llthlLm Se9re9ateS at the surface and

thereby protects the co?per matrix frqTI being s?uttered; the drlvlng force

jn this process ls mlnlmizatlon of the free (surface) energy, a一so l･eferred

to as Gjbbslan segregation. Recent pesults of ccmputep sjmulatlons were

shoMI Whjch demonstrate the effectiveness of this process. The Cu self-

sputterlng yleld exceeds unity, i.e巾reaChes a precarious pun-away s托ua-

tlon, at energies as high as･1.5 key - as opposed.to 340 eV wl'thout LI

segregation (TRIM simulation).鞄reover, 11thlLJn診When re一eased fr脚the

surface, 1s not on一y much 一ess hannful to plasma radlatlon tosses and fuel

constBn?tlon, jt is also predcmlnately ejected as posltlve ions - as opposed

to a一most all meta一 partlcles which are general一y sputtered as neutra一

particles. The electrlcally charged f一ux of sputtered partlcles, h00ever,

cart be dlrected back to the wall hy elec七rlc (negat紬e bias applied to the

wall) or magnetic means. Fig. 1 sl10WS experimenta一 proof. In this respect,

oxygen
- jn the fom of an oxide /13/ or as sorbed oxygen /1/ - serves the

sane purpose: reduction of the partial metal yleld and enhancqnent of the

exclted and lonlzed fpactlon.

An jmpresslve and for present-day p一asma mach^IneS highly relevant example

of synactjng segregation and sputtering was dqlOnStrated by恥rlta /3/,

Fig. 2: carbon atoms can diffuse from a carbon or carblde substrate through

a severa一 hundred rm thick nlcke1 layer, segregate as graphite on the sup-
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face and thereby proもecも耶 frcm be紬9 Sputtered; ca=re nus七be e-xeナclsed,

however. at hl･gher f一ux dens吐ies oヂprlmaPy
▲Partjcles,

whe柁the rates of
●

sp嶋ter紬g arld segregation are abouもequーal. In this lnterⅦediate reg加古a

volatlle Nl-carbjde jsl
･fomed which resu一ts ln Nl-1SI?uttering ylelds些

than the ylel.也 fLr珊Clean IIjckel1.耗even higher f一ux dJensltjres the partlal
′

yleld drops ag4j,n, surprlslngly to a level lo㈹r than that of a pure

njckel, an effect which is not yet fully understood. In view of the wide-

s'pread use of lnconel, a Nぅーbase a一loy, jn pl‡asma machines this result has

a high degree Of relevance｡

The lnfluence of segr'egatlon on sputtering of nlckel-base a一loys was also

shown by H. Shlmlヱu /5/: Cu一郎 alloys, which have a tendency to Cu-segrega-

tion, clearly show devlatlons from stolcM珊etry ln the sputtered f一ux, an

effect which ls, furtberTnOre, Cmlsslon-angle-dependent. On the other hand,

Co-Nl alloys showed no segpe9atjon and thus give the s都e SPuttered fluxes

as the surface and bu一k c研IPOSltlon. High-resolutlon e一ectron mjcroscopy

furthennore revea一ed an approx細ately 10 rTn thlck amorphous surface layer',

pure metals, on the other hand, genera一ly do not amorphjze upon particle

jrradlatlon, as ･js evjdenced, for instance, by anjsotropうc cn†sslon from

slngle crystals.
●
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EFFECTS-･ RELATED TO, SU8L川AT王ON/EVAPORATION
._.~~

~~:~~■~_

.■_.. ■~■~...■~■~~
■~■~~~~~丁■二~~

■■~~■~■■" _ __ ______~

With pure meta-Is thLere is generally not Synergjsm for sputterjn-g and subli-

matrjon /14,15/,. The situatjonうs different, however, for the- erosion of

oxides.and
･c_ar7bjd･es･

A; exlemPljfjed by the peak of the耶-yjeld jn Fうg. 2,

the sputtering yie一d rises with temperature jn cases of volatile c珊POunds

such -as Nj3C-脚3,恥03'CH4; See /16/ and Saidoh, Session 3･

There is another effect of hjgh lattice temperatures on sputtering which

shou一d not be over一ooked, name一y surface morpho一ogy. Sputtering at fluences

exceeding 1017 jons/cm2ぅs generally associated with the deyelopnent of

surface structures /4, 17-21/. These structures exert a strong inf一uence on

the angu一ar djstributio_n as well as on the tota一 sputtering yie一d, an ef-

fect which it was suggested cou一d be taken advantage of with first wall

components', honey c(mb structures and need一e-covered surfaces were con-

sidered to reducer eposうIOn, See /22/ and references therein.

The size and shape of these structures depend, however, on the lattjce

t8叩eratUre. Enhanced surface mobjljty tends to smoothen surface jrregular-

jties on c一ean targets while it is, according to Ref. 18, a precondition

for cone fonnation on twoj･
･and

multうcomponent systems /20/. Thus, there js

the possjbjljty of a true synergjstjc effect jn surface erosion by partlcle

b卿bardment and, tthennal energy by way of surface morpholo9y･

Hasuyanal /4/ present申interesting angular djstributlon measurements

on pol.ycryslta]11ine go一d. At fluences less than 1016 cm-2事this group found

pr･onounced over-cosine distrlbutjons whl.Ch cllanged into the expected cosine

ejection characteristic at fluences exceeding 1017 cm-2. At these fluences,
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the surfaces are no 一onger as fl紙as at < 101声cn,2; they show marked

roughenlng an_a the first developlng COneS. In keeplng With the theory given
● ●

in牢ef. /19/, such surfaces transfonTI e3.eC-tlon characterjs毛ics of what菅Ver

fo和jnto cosine djstr紬!1tjons owln9 tO m'ultlple averaglng PT.tOCeSSeS.
-

● ●

Such experjments are not of pure acadcmlc interest, but are a一so of紬por-

tance in applied plasna'wall interaction as they furnish infomation on the

ang一e with which neutra一 particles enter the p一asma and thus'on the pro-

'jected ionjzatjon len9th.

EFFECTS RELATED TO SORPTION ANT) DESORPTION
====二=二==j==二三==

Sol~ptlon of reactive gases on first wall components wう11 always be. of

concern in p一asma surface interaction since, first of al一, hydrogen, the

working gas jtself,うs chenうcally active; furthelⅦOre,･ the leak rates rep

quired to avoid monolayer recoverage of c一eaned surfaces over severa一

hours, have not been reached. In machines ljke ASDEX, POX and TEXTOR the

recoverage time is in the order of severa一 seconds (p三10-7 mbar). Fur-

therTnOre9 When one visualizes that jt takes only some 1020 atoms for a

monolayer coverage of the entire inner structure, the紬portan'ce of vjrtual

一eaks and surfaces not accessjble to glow or discharge cleanlng becomes
●

c一ear. Accordin91y, thereうs a great deal of interest in sorptlon/deso叩-

tうon phenomena especially under technical circ岬StanCeS 一Whjch,
jn fact,

means simultaneous inf一uence of a multjtude of parameters. Ha一f of the

presentations dea一t direct一y with sorptうon or desorptjon phenomena and they

all concerned oxygen and一･hydro9en (jsotopes) on A1,郎and stajnless st早el

/6-9/.
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SoFPtlon of atonjc and mo一ecular deuterjLm On Sta･inless stee一 as well

as its subsequent desorptjqn was stu郎ed by Matsunamj et al. /81'. The

nuc一ear re4Ctjon D(3He,α) H was used紬order to obtain abso一ute Mbers

for the deuterjtm density as well as depth djstr紬ution (100 rTn Sca一e).

Sorptjon of D was more effective than D2 by a factor of 10 and saturated at

about a monolayer. The surface d都age Created by energetic particle b脚-

bardment p4rticula巾prcmotes sorptlon of D2･ Desorptjon by 5 ke甘Ar'and

H+ bomb即dment showed that a‖ of the sorbed D was s紙uated witb帥the top-

most three atQ印ic 一ayers. Frcm帥e size of the desorptlon cross section as

well as its energy dependence it was cone-uded that desorptlon by Ar十jons

is pred珊jnantly due to knock-on of cascade atoms, whereas desorptlon by =+

impact js
aRLiRrL

knock-on event', see a一so Ref･ /23-25/･ There are thus

great s紬jlarjties to the mechanisms of sputtering.

The situation js different, however, when these athefYnal processes

have to compete wjth the和al ones. Tanabe, /6/ and Fjg. 3, stud紬d desorp-

tjon of 0 and C from polycrystalljne Nj and Al by hydrogen b耶bardment and

found on一y jn the case of oxylgen On附a marked jnfluence of the lattjce

? temperature｡ He gave an explanatj.n based.n them.dynamics but this was

not possjble for any of the other systems; these are clearly colllsion-

d㈲jnated. He cmphasejzed the importance of chemjcal reactlons* jn genera一

and, in t旭present c郎e, the ro一e of water molecules jn residual gas･ With

reference to t嘩R-tot_amak project at柁agOya./26/, the jnefflcient

reductjon qf altEn帥岬I10X'1de w川requlre a mOdjfjed condjtionjng technique
●

should al一岬1r!itm o羊jde turn out to be unacceptab一e.

__ ~' .____
:二

It seems pert jnent here to call attention a一so to the yd)rk of Stajb et al｡

/30/ and v. Seggern and Tschersjch /31/.
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Co111slonalL desorptlon by keV紬ns1 1s al鵬yS aCC耶panjed b9紬plant&-

tion, name一y direct紬plantatjon and recoil紬plantatio内i †わefo佃er Case

jsrmost
Limportant with neutra一 beam紬jectlLon, the`effect of charg●e ex--

change neutrals, and tLrit†tJnl紬ventory consjderatjons- Sagapa /7f ~studied

implantation and retention of 1 key H2+ on a-Lbninjun･ -Again
in connection

with the 良-tokamak project, and guided by the idea of alLqnjnう血's being･

passive with respect to chemisorptうon, this grou? 一ooked for lPOSS紬1e trap-

plng meChanうsms. They found radiation damage to be very ;effectivさindeed;

a一so sorbed oxygen was ldentif†ed as an efficient trap increasing hydrogen

retention. Both of these trapplng types are anticipated to cause t(ue
●

synergistうc effects in p一asma mach紬es.
- Recoi一 implantation, on the other

hand, js jn most cases l'rJ Pst of adverse nature as jt 一eads to the inter-

poration of adsorbed impurity species. Being associated lnherently with

e一astic (nuc一ear) collislons it can be avoided on一y by keepjng colllsional

desorptjon ln the †nelastj~c (electron噌1nteract紬n regime; this restricts

primary partjcles to electrons, (x-ray~quanta), and hydrogen.

Segregation is a一so jnfluenced by changes of the surface c00lPOSition

due to sorption or inplantation. Mosser /9/ studied segregation in
-NiCr,

FeNiCr, FeS阜, and FeAl alloys under the inf一uence of oxygen. Auger and

photoelectron spectroscopy (,AES, XPS) were app一ied to detenn.ne the

chemica一 state and the amount of the oxide fonned. 8xygen was either紬一

p一anted (4 key-) or sorbed fr耶the gas phase. As at rule of thlJnb he found首

prefererttjal segregatjon3 ¢f that constitTuent which fdryRed ~the-oxide- of

highest binding energy''･the =most
important of th-ese are; CF203'･御車豆Oi,ナa仙

SiO2･ ⅠmpIIantatjon had no particular effect except for the larger Oxygen.･;･言
I

penetration depth.
'

- - I--･互い~ I:I
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CONCLUDING良EMARKS

In the Summary; Sess･iQn Of the恥rkshop the main results紬thjs area

were considered fr珊the present author's point of view. dith the he一p of

Fig. 4, which i･s essentね11y, taken from Ref. /13/, he tried to 一ink severa一

of the new fjndjngs. These are especia一ly

- reduction of the erosion yie一d by overlayers /1-3,27/ or surface c抑-

pounds /3,13/. Sacrif守cing overlayers may be more effective but their re-

plenjshent is as vjtal as jt js difficult to achieve. Surface compounds,

on the other hand, fonn on their own under the inf一uence of pa代icle

radjatjon and reacもjve gases (synergism: radiation assisted oxうdation,

/13/ and references therein). Since thejr protective actionうs lncomplete

jt might be necessary to have recourse to

- jncreasjng the ionized fraction jn the sputtered flux and preventing jt

from entering the main p一asma. Key jssues of the effectiveness of thうs

method are: the charged fraction must be increased to near一y 100 A; can

h相h ionlzat紬n densities in the sheath p一asma achieve the sale effect?

And jf so,

- the m耶entuTt (angu一ar) distribution of re一eased wall partうcles is crucial

for their penetration depth and motion jn the edge plasma･ It shou一d be

noted that electrjcal retentjon as demonstrated in Fig. 1 js no 一onger

effective with postionlzed partic一es since they have traversed the plasma

sheath before ionization. Pk)nenttJT3 and magnetic fie一d strength detemjne

the汁further behaviour. The momenttm distrjbution, on the other hand, is

inf一uenced by surface structures and these jn turn change with particle

fluence, wall temperature, and surface coverage･
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It thus appears that any change of the state of the surfaceモーn

part弓cular jts chemica一 composition and morphology
- gives rjse to a series

of interre一ated effects at the first鯛1l of magnetic confinement systems.

The most pronounced ones -

with this expectat紬n-the author conc一uded his

sLSnmary
-

Wjll be found with phenomena associated with

inter_aLCtjon. The more than two orders

electronic surface

of magnitude increase in the charged

fract紬n of the sputtered f一ux c叫Sed by a surface oxide (円g. 4) is as

strong an indication of the Importance Of inelastic effects, as js the
●

examp一e with which he fjnishedもhe sLJnmary;

the sheath potentia一 difference between a p一asma and its contact紬g wal一 js

detennjned by the p一asma (e一ectron)t飾Perature and the f一ux of charged

partic一es leaving the surface. This fluxうs composed of secondary electrons

and, 9enerally to a much smaller extent, ions. High e一ectron ylelds reduce

the sheath potentjal and thus the energy Of posjtjve ions lmPlngjng on the
● ●

surface /28/ as well as the probabjljty of unjpolar arcing /29/. Since

electron emjsslon js extremely sensitive to surface composltlon there ls

thus another way of controlljng wall erosion as well as p一asma purity and

temperature.
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>

Fig. 1:.Bombar軸ent of a dllute Cu･Lj alloy at e一evated temperature with

andL官1thq咋n明atjye bias on the target. Th早Li stBrface concentra-

もー叩嘩亨meaSured by如ger electror? spectroscopy. Since most of the

sputtereg Li pa=rttcle写ar専.ejected as jons, the Surface coy?rage

hardly changes When a ne9atlve target POte吋al prev印tS Ji+ fr僻
pEl

leavlng the surface.削thout bias the Li surface layer js eroded
●

away at a speed detemjned by the sputtering and segregation rates.

Fr珊Krauss et al. /2/.
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EFFECTS OF ㈹NOLAYER COVERAGES ON SU8STRATE SPUTTERING YIELDS*

O. M. Gruen, A. R. Krauss, and M. J. Pellln

■

Materlals Science and Techno一ogy- PrograTr

Chemlstry Division
Argonne馳tうonal Laboratory

A｢gonne, IL 60439

､

Abstract

Materrlals currently belng tJSed or considered for p一asma-side appllcations

are not entire一y satisfactory, part†cularly ln the medltJn edge te叩erature

(-100-300 eV) regime. A new approach to 紬pur代y co･7trOl based on sel.f･

sustallnlng surface segregated lo叫-I 一ayers with h19h secondary ion fractions

has been
suggested alnd tested in 一aboratory exper紬ents.

A crucial requ†rement ls that substrate sputtering ylelds be reduced

about an order of magnitude by monolayer adsorbate coverages. Theoretica一 and

exper紬ental evidence is adduced to support the contentlon that overlayer

coverages (a monolayer of Lion CtJ) resu一t ln profound reductions of substt･ate

(e.守.,cu) sputter†咽y†elds/. The conc一usion that a materjal such as a dllute

al一oy ofい1n Cu cou一d function as a llmlter or a djvertor p一ate materla･l js,

in part, based on the fact that more than 85i of the sputtered f一ux orjgjnates

in the first atomic 一ayer (e.守.,Lj) of the target.

★Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Ener野.
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Ⅰ｡ Intro血ct竜on

lmpurlty contro一 is becoming increas紬gly important in magnetic confine-

ment fusiqn machines as devices operate with pu一se lengths on the order of

seconds and make use, for examp一e, of 一arge area Faraday shie一ds for ICRF

antennas紬mersed号n the plasma edge.

A large number of prQPertles are important f'or m.ateplals se一ection invol-

ving impurity contro一 systems such as llmlters, d†vertor, p一ates and beam

du叩S｡1

The candidate naterlals considered for plaslna Side use where lmpurlty

generation occurs may be divided into 一ow-i, medium-Z, and high一三materlals.

At 一ow p一asma edge temperatures (< 50 eV), several materlals can be used, but

high一三materlals such as W are predicted to have the greatest ljfetlmes. At

hlgher edge temperatures (100-300 eV), both medium and high-Z materlals are

unacceptab一e due to excessive se一f-sputtering. The pemlsslble p一asma side

nlaterials are, therefore, confined to those whose self-sputterln9 COefflclents

do not exceed unity, thus llmjtlng the cholce of materials to atomlc槻1ghts

approximate一y that of Sic unless the edge te叩erature Can be kept belcw 50

eV. 8ecaLJSe Cand†date heat sink mateplals are copper or transltlon meta一

a一loys, most suggestions for p一asma side materjals jn high heat flux appljca-

tlons have involved 一ow-Z coatlngs such as Tic or 8e. Recent exper'1ence ln

TFTR with Tic coated poco-graphite llmlters has showni h伽eVer, that severe

prob一ems can be associated w棚th勺s approach to -mpurlty contro-●2

The current lack of suitable plasma side materials encourages one to seek

out a一ternative approaches that may pr-ovlde more satisfactory solutions to

●

this important problen area. One such approach to lmPurity contro一 has in-

volved an †nvestigatlon of a†1oy systems which spontaneous一y form 一ow-Z over-

-dyers as a consequence of exposure to the fusion reactor environment･3,4

Several candidate systems for the production of such se一f-sustaining lowIZ
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o相r17ayerS ,have beeyl j由ntified :and lqare
▲belng紬vestigated

from bo坤a theo-

reticalJ and -experlmenta･トpoLlnt of view. rAll･,,JyS undeト紬vestlgation inc一ude

CuTLi, V-Al, W-Be, and Al-Li. While与n all these cases, the 】ow･Z component

jn the bu一k js relative.1y dilute, typlcally 一ess than 10 at.港, jts equilibrium

surface concentratlon can
･be expected to be greater than 90S under the condl-

tlons obtalnlng ln･･a fusion reactor.

The key うdea ln the approach to lmpurlty contro一 outlined above ls that

surface segregation, which ls thermodynamjcally driven by Gjb?slan adsorptlon

and kinetlcally enhanced in a radlatlon environment, can provide a self-

regeneratlng low･Z surface by dげfusjon from the bu一k. In prlnclple, Glbbslan

adsorptlon gives enrichment only for the very first 一ayer of atoms with bu一k

alloy concerltrations reestabllshed wlthln one or two at珊†c 一ayers from the

surface. A一though concentration profiles can be e坤eCted to be strong一y modl-

f一ed jn the presence of charged p色rtlcle and neutron radlatjon flelds, 1t ls

necessary to establlsh ln the first instance the sputtering behavior of the

materうal t'or a p打el.v Glbbslan adsopption concentration profile. To be

appljcable ln an actual machine, this approach to lmpur-1ty control ntJSt

provide ln the first instance fofl a reduc七lon ln the sputterlng yield of the

medium-Z al一oy component by about an order of magnitude. The question to be

addressed then deals with the effect of a 一ow-Z overlayer which ls one mcno-

1ayer ln thickness on the s?uttering yleld ofもhe higher-Z substrata on wh†ch

lt ls adsorbed. We should円Ote at the outset that th†s questlon has apparent-

一y not been posed in quite this form before and cannot as yet be answered ln a

def'1nltlve way. However, work done up to now suggests that strong reductions

in substrate sputtering yie一ds can be achieved as a resu一t of monolayer cover-

ageS｡

Agaln, for surface segregation to be a ppactうcal "coatlng''mechanism ln

fusldn machine appllcatlons, the low-Z monolayers !rLJSt be se一f-sustainiltg and
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protec'tive ln the･ sense of lowerlng substrate sputterlng ylelds by･an order tof

magnitude. Ih tLJrn, this means that the･ f一ux of sptJttered atoms must ori･gト

na-･te essenti王aTly entiFely in the first atomic 一ayer. To be self-sustajning,,
r

sulrface segregatioゎー kinetics must be rapi-d enough to replenj.sh materlLal

sputtered from the suげace.? The-re are two mechani5mS ,:Whi(加cou)1せbring thjlS

about.
I First, radiatlon■王nhanr.ed diffuslon speeds. upi the proce!s~-{of surface

segrre'gatlon by severall･ oTr!deps of rnagnltude. , SecJOnd,- 1f ･the sput七eredミflux

consists pr紬arlly of seconda-1ツ1如s, Jar ▲印alトnegatjve potent†-al on the tar'ge七

(-2rO V), such as provided zby
the plasma二･She色th potentia一, 'is sufflclent to

retum t･he †oos to. the surface thus ~reducinJg the sputter†n9 yjeld.

It ls desirab一e,
-therefore,

that s?uttered atoms-I 0rlglnate ill the very

first 一ayer of surface atoms, that the surface ionl】zation coeff†clent is h-igh

lr! order to. ha-v合一1arge secondary ion fractions, and that the 一ow--ZICOmPOnent

of the all呼Segr軸古teS Very COmPletely at the surface and does so r&pldly ln

a radiation fleld. Thls paper discusses the theoretica.1 and exper紬ental

evidence,?artlcularly in the case of l伽energy SPutterlng (up to a few key)

which sh榊S that more than 85‡ of all sputtered･atoms originate紬the surface

一ayer. The lmpllcat紬ns of thls flndlng for p一asma side mater†als ls-con-

sidered.

Experimenta127 and theorett,ca-38 evidence for the kinetics of surface

segregatlort and secondary †on emission of a par.[tlcular alloy system, Cu-Li,I is

presented ln other papers where it is sh榊n that,I under parもicle bombardment

and ln the presence of a smal一 negative potentia一, a pure lithlm
･overlayer･

cain be malnta･1ned.

ⅠⅠ. Effects of Gase伽S Ad50rbates oft S?utter紬9 Yields

The accurate detemlnation of 一ight ion sputtering yie一ds of materia一s

exposed to fusion plasmas has p一ayed a centra一 role jn evaluating･the 一evel-iOf
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紬pu郎モi卓S,:tO I-Abe [expe¢虐d:れ,･勧s軸n 鍵yj+c,es∴胡4 rea¢t押S. T始I SPu.ttering

S紬1,-tds o内whi.tch-.Gal-culat十ons olr- rad紬t=ionL,tosses f･rop plasr8atS尋re based have

been, 8bt･aj,ned from二言meaSureme紙s onr, cle粥metal surfaces.5 It has
-become=二こ.==二=二=~:二=:丁二 ｢

increas.ingly c一ear in pete_nt years, however, that adsoJtbates, even aも the

monolayer level, can haye紬portant effects on sputtering yうelds particula-rly

for llght 紬n bcmbaFdme鵬of metallS. These effects have noもbe_en systen鼻tl-

cally expl勺Fed,nor
1-Eha帽they,

beeTT tak･en l･nto account jn calculatlons of expecJ-

ted/pla印a 紬purlty concenもratjons. 王n the follorw紬gi We Wjsh to elucjdate

帥e nature of･theseせーeffects,- to delineate thel'r theoretica一 basis, to exp一ore

the parametrlc influe慌e Of projectile, adsorbate and substrate mass, to

describe changes in sputtering yie一ds due to adsorbate geometry and to present

the experimental ev-a_ence supporting the conclusions based on theoretica一

modell咽.

Up to relatlvely recent t紬es, quite lnsensjtlve methods have been used

to detemlne sputtering ylelds defined as the mean nLmber of atoms r部OVed

from the suJtface per jncjdent ion. Most common一y, the weight loss of a target

was measured after bombardment w守th very h柳1on fluences.6 In measur即entS

of th†s sort yJhere hundreds of monolayers had to be removed, 1t had alreadv

been shown that.the sputterl咽yle-ds measured for oxide
･cov･ered

surfaces,7-1?I

as榊u-也 be the Gals,e under condltlons of poor vacuum?12 may be lower than for

c一ean surfaces.

In_crea･ses ln s?tJ.t七erlng yleld af-e frequently observed in depth profjling

after sputter cleanlng a
-metal

surface that had been exposed to the atmos-

phere●13 Thus事∴-thLe SPuttering. yle】d of Fe has been found to increase after

10 key Ar+ bombardment of we一l_oxjd一之ed- 321 stain一ess steel at a dose corre-

sponding tot the. remo,valむf aLbout.之xlO16 atoms/cn2.14 `effects suchT aS these

had･ generally- been さttrlbuted 色代her to changes in surface toIPOgraPhy orもd(

higher surface blndlng- ener-gi･es of oxygen with meta一 ato鵬.
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The intf6duc七1'加 of 一aser fluo7r由cence- ~SPeCtrO's:Copy tO the stuqyーof the

s?uttering p佃cesIS has provlミded one 由一th a sensitive method for foll-owin'g

changes in sputtering yield うn rea一 time as a functi-on of surface compo-

sitio占｡15･16 Much elf the work using this new method has been done l･n the

･ldynamjc)I doslng model In a series of experlments9 8ehrlsch et al･17

measured sputtering yields of Fe fJPlboth H+ and D+ bombardment at 2 key 3･lld

He+ bombardment at 6 key. LPS and weight I-oss measuremerltS Were emp一oyed for

hjgh flLjenCe eXPer紬ents ln which the oxygen partlal pr'essures in the vacuum

●

chamber were adjusted so as to glVe a range Of oxygen molecu一e to ion arriva一

rates of 10-3･to 102. Results for their H+ and D+ bombardments are shown ln

Fig. i. Slmllar resu一ts have been obtajned by Dullni et al. 1n "dynamic"

dosing experiments of TI with oxygen･18 under these expe佃ental condltlons,

it is not possible to determine the number of oxygen 一ayers ln the near sur-

face region particu一arly since surface compo51tlon was not monltored. At the

high †on fluences used, recoll lmplantatlon and ion beam mixing compl†cate the

づnter?retation of the resu一ts, a fact wh†ch had been clearly recognl之ed by

these tdOrkers｡ Nonetbeless, the resu一ts are strlklng ln that the Fe sputter-

ing yleld事for example事Changes hv a factor of 15. 8ehrlsch et al'17 dlscuss

five contributory effects which can be summarized as: (1) changes ln blndlng

energy dueもo oxygen adsorption, (2) changes ln binding energy due to topog-

raphy･, (3) ''shad伽ing●- by ¢xygen overlayers･, (4) strucT:ural changes ln the

bombarded near surface region; and (5) developent of surface structures such

as bljsters. In order to understand the profound effect of oxygen and other

adsorbates ln reducing substrate sputtering yields, it ls clearly golng to be

necessary to assess the relatjve contribution of each of these factof.S.

Sjnce the binding energy enters lrIVerSely jn the sputterlng yie一d

fo｢恥1a, only unreasonably 一arge changes ln binding energy cou一d exp一ain the

15-fo一d decrease in Fe sputtering yleld｡ Therefore, a一though factors (1) and
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(211'tca~n 'be expected to Enak･e some contrl-bution to the observed -effects, they

l

cannot be the predominant causes. In order separately to assess factors 3-5,

it js necessary to make sputter yie一d measurements which can be carried out

with bombarding ion fluences so small as to mjnlmize disp一acement damage, ion

and recoil implantation as well as †on beam mlxing. The recent deve一opment of

'Jstatlc" mode ldSer fluorescence as well as of円Iultlphoton resonance lonlza-

tion of sputtered atons19 when coup-ed with surface Auger composjtional

analysls makes jt possjble to measure both lon-induced oxygen desorptjon cross

sections and meta一 sputtering yjelds using plco-coulomb ion fluences. The

- effects of monolayer adsorb8te COVerageS On sputtering yjelds can, therefore,

be measured in sequentia一 dosjng experiments without changing the oxygen/meta一

ratio during a glVen data collect†on period.

on the basis of recent一y comp一eted work16 on oxygen monolayers adsorbed

on Tl meta一, which wil一 be more fully discussed be一ow, one concludes that the

ion fluences were too l伽in those experiments to ratlonall.ze the decreases ln

Ti sputtering yie一ds due to oxygen absorption on the basls of surface struc-

tural changes. Assuming that the results found for the TIJ system app一y to

the Fe･8 system as well, one would conc一ude that factors (4) and (5) are not

invo一ved in the observed effects. One ls 一eft with factor (3) as majnly re-

sponsible for the reduction in sputtering yields observed by Behrlsch et al.

in the Fed system. 8efore †nqulrln9 into the reasonab一eness of thjs con-

c'Iuslon, and pr.ovldlng a quantltatlve lnterpretatlon of the resu一ts, we wil一

summarize the experimenta一 data for the TI-a system mentioned above.
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ⅠⅠⅠ.何Stat弓と一触e･f8-kase卜Fluoresc-ence and Auger

SttJdv of Oxygen恥rIOlayers on TltanlLm触tal.
軒ctrosco?yA??lied 'to the

A systematic characterization of surface oxygendetal reactions has shown
/.

I

that oxide-一ike sorptjon 一ayers and "two-dimensjonal川oxides can form at room
t

temperature on many meta- surfaces･20 The klneticsJ meChanisms and structures

of such 一ayers can take many varied forms and the energetうcs for the formation

of such 一ayers appear td vary from metal to metal. Clearly, the deta‖s of

the oxygen■笥etal bond lnfluence many of the surface dependent properties.

In order to study the effect of monolayer and submonolayer coverages of

oxygen on sputtering ylelds, we have deve一oped the techniques of --static mode''

laser fluorescence coupled with Auger spectroscopy and have applied the method

to a study of Tldletal surfaces lnteractlng with oxygen. Detalls of the

'1statlc mode'1 一aser f一uorescence method have been described ln the litera_

ture｡15,16 sufflce lt to say here that the prlnclpal jnnovatlon ln the

.'statlc mode''LFS technique lwolves operating the lorl Source ln a pulsed mode

by appllcatjofl Of a brief flat もopped pu一se (4 ps duration), producing a 600 V

potentia一 difference across the deflectlon p一ate system of the ion gun, and

resultlng †n a deflectlon of the 3 Key ion beam about 6 rtyn at the T弓一target.

The target was allgned so that the def一ected beam reached the target center.

During most of the 100 ms interva一 between 一aser pu一ses, the undeflected ion

beam impacted the outer edge of the Tl target. This mode of operation mini-

nlzes sputtering during LFS data collectlon and has been sh榊n tO resu一t ln

virtua一ly unchanged 0/Ti ratios duping a slngle run. After measurements at a

given 0/Ti ratio have been co叩1eted, the ion beam ls allowed to bombard the

centra一 region of the target continuously untll the next deslred 0/Ti ratio is

established and measured using the Auger monitoring system.

A dye laser (他1ectron MY34･8L16) was synchronized to fire 3 ps after

pu一sing the ion beam. 8roadband operation (- 1 cn-1 =newjdth) was employed,

with sufficient power to ensure a high saturation cond†tlon of the transitions
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5e青嶋･eicl'ted;.飴ta†1sるf th-e ~11as%r sJ'Ste-拝and LPS techniques have been pub-

一ished els･ewhere.15,16
I

･

l

も

･The
Ti

･tafge=t±~WaS
bxygen eoa7ted in a position facing an AES system, after

sputter clean叫. The ox-ygen part紬1 pressure (- 10-6 pa) was monitored wjth

畠quadrupole gas analyzer. In accordance with the high sticking coefficient

for dxygen orn も1tan†um, one monolayer coverage was ach-1evL)d at exposures of

1-2 L, while 5 L was sufficient to produce an AES slgnal correspond千ng to
O

about 3 monolayeps. D:esorptlon of oxygen by the AES e一ectron beam could be

eaS･1'1y observed at coverages h守gher than two mom-olayers but cou一d be kept to

an acc印table ra'te by m紬紬iz†ng the e一ectron beam current.

A. N_ature of surface oxide la eps and s utterin klnetlcs

【n order to clar†fy ･the nature of oxygen bondlng to忠1tanitpn, which

affects帥e sputterlng y†eld, the klnetlcs of oxygen sputter†ng were †nvestl-

gated. The erosion of the oxygen near-surface 一ayer by a steady beam of lens

of current density J ions cm-2 can be descrlbed ln terms of a cross-sect†on q

for the desorptlon process:

d主上瑞･叫JユS/no
(1)

where S atoms -on-1 -s the sputterln9 yle-d at one monolayer covemge, no

atoms cm-2 t:he area density for one monolayerl and ∫ -s a quantity propor-

tiona一 to actual surface coverage, n(t) atoms cm一之. Here we take for ∫ the

AES 0/TI slgnal ra･tio from the pea.k heights of the 510 eV oxygen and theヰ18

eV titan紬n line's in the.differentia一 Auger spectrum. Whlle the sputtering

PrOteis ltlS紬t 岳trllCtly des伊1babl色by a cross sect†on for independent ejec-

毛細eventsl t短句叩鵬imAat1･on a沖如皇va-lid for low coverage●21-23 In Fig. 2

whEere七紬,0/Ti Au9ef ratlo盲うs p一otted against time (for a beam current density
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.f 2 x 104 Ar+ ions cm-2 s-1 at the monitorlng po!1tiJOn), four djstjncも

℡■

regions, 1abelled AJ can be identifjed･ The assignment of oxygen coverage

va一ues given iTT Tab一e 1 is deduced from a mode一 of the expected 0/Ti Auger
P

peak ratio as a function of coverage. As is discussed be一ow, this †s strong一y

supported bv exper紬ental evidence from other studies. A一so glven ln Tab一e 1

are the q and S va一ues ca一culated fr脚Eq･ (1) for a va一ue of n.壬1･474 x

1015 atoms cm-2.

A t†ghtly bound 一ayer corresponding to the D region of Fig. 2 has the

lowest sputtering yie一d and has a transltlon to the C region at an 0/TI s†gnal

ra七1o of
- 0'.1. A change in s一ope aもthjs 0/Ti ratjo has been observed by

shiゎ and Jona24 and ldentifled by them on the basis of LEEO data as due to the

formation of a 1/4 monolayer of oxyg祁. Later studjes25 confn that the

characteristic I(2 x 2) ?attern seen ln LEED †s due to the presence of 1/4

monolayer of o町gen. The LEED resu一ts cou一d not be used to dlfferentlate

between fonnatlon of an over or underlayer. We have sho仰that such lnfor-

matlon is obtainable from the sputtering resu一ts as discussed below｡26

B. A

Experlments with LPS detection were performed on the spuもterlng of Ti

atoms as a funct†on of oxygen coverage. F†rst, successive members of the

a3FJ, J=2,3,4 ground state凪-tlplet were accessed and f-uorescence detected

at wavelengths se一ected from the a3F ◆ヱ3FO system at - 520 nm｡ The LPS

signa一 was followed through dlnlnjshlng oxygen coverage until essentially

c一ean meta一 was jndlcated bu Auger measure机entS. The re一ative normalizatlon

of the curves shown ln Fig. 3 for the different fjne-structure states was ob-

tained in separate exper紬ents
on the c一ean meta一 target for each of the

J=2,3, and 4 1evels. Corrections for the different degeneracies, radiatjve

lifet紬es and branching rat†os at the detection wavelength were applled. The
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sum of thetthree ordinates at zero oxyg即COVerage Was taken to be the tota一

sputtering yield of Ti meta- for 3 key Are(S = 1.1).11･28,29 Assumpt紬ns

made in inLterPretjng the data oトFig･ 3･ as TjO yie一ds are that the ve-ocity of
′

the e3'ected Tl atom does not vary substantlally wラth oxygen coverage or the

state of the e3'ected species and that atoms sputtered in more hうghly excited

etleCtrOnlc states or as ions constitute a negliglble fraction of the tota一

sputtered f一ux. Large errors are not expected but additlonal work js clearly

required so as to be able fully to assess the effects of ch卯glng velocity*

excited state and †on QistrlbtJtlons.

The sal†ent resu一t is that the TIO sputtering yield is a strongly de-

creasing function of oxygen coyerage. It is 一ower bv a factor of about six jn

the case of three rnonolayer oxygen coverage仁OmPared to a c一ean Tl meta一 sur-

face. In order to understand the physlcal bas†s for these results, mode一 cal-

cu-atlons were performed with the TR川code of Haggmark and 81ersack,28,30

modified to jnclude multlple layers and components for sputtering calcula-

tlons. The best agreement between the data and the TRIM code calculatjons

were obtained us紬g a mode一 ln which the flrst two oxygen monolayers form

underlayers. Interestlngly, this sjtuatlon was found by LEED to be the case

for N2 0n Tl･24 The two dlmenslonal Tin structfJre bears a remarkab-e

structural slmllarlty to bu一k TIN. It ls tempting to speculate that oxygen

monolayers on Tl form two djmensloT)al oxides whose structure and bondlng

propertles res-emb-e bulk T-0 and TIO2｡16 oxygen overlayer for一触細occurs

w代b the third oxygen layer which resu一ts †n very l即ge decreases ln Tl y†eld.

IV. Depth of Op19紬of SptJttered此粥

The --static mode" LPS exper紬ents have sh舶n for the first time that

monolayer oxygen coverages can resu一t ln a decrease of substrate sputtering

yie一ds up to about an order of magnitude. One must n(叫Inqulre Whether this
● ●
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resu一t can be ratlonal†zed theoretically. Sputtering yield calculatjons have

been done ln recent years･ using a variety of computer codes28･,30,31 we･have

made extensjl)Vie: use -of TR川一亡匂de cal~cuTat,i-ons lmodi-'friedr in such -a way asモモ-0 be

able･ to include the effects of over･- and underl-dyer fo･rmatlon'16 For ,clea:n

meta一 surfaces, TR川caTIcul紙ions have gllven exce一lent agreement wllth experi-

mentally determined va一ues tot sputtering yields. In addltlon:, 1t ls possib一e

to determine the depth of origin of sputtered atoms using the TRIM code}32 a-nd

the resu一ts of calcu-ations for Dナat severa- energies on
-Cu

and for 3 key Ar+

and He+ on Tl are sh御n ln Fjgs･ 4 and 5. In the cases so far examtned, the

恥nte Carlo.calculations show that 80-90‡ of all sputtered atoms orlglnate

from the very first orESurface 一ayer. This appears to be geneね11y true for

roost comb†nations of projectile and target masses and †s rela+Jvely ene咽y

jnsensltjve. A ful一 documentatLion of these concluslons still rentalns to be

made.

The resu一ts of TR王M亡alculatlons regard'1ng the depth of orlgうn of sput-

tered atoms have now been str純1ngly yerifled~ †n a series of lngen紬us experi-

ments by Dumke et lal.33
These workers first showed that ion scattering and

Auger spectroscopy resu一ts are ln agreemeflt Wlth theoretlcal expectations t'hat

the surface monolayer of a gallium-fndlum al一oy containing 161.5裳jndlum †n the

bulk ls greater than 94S lndium, while the next 一ayer- 1s on一y sl†ghtly en-

riched. They then repor.t measured sputtering ylelds and angu一ar- dlstrlbutlons

of sputter-ed atoms from.both the solid and llquld phases of -put-e gallltm and

irtdlum, and of gallium11ndium 飢七ectlc alloy. These were obtained by

Rutherford backscatterlng analysls of graphite col一ector fojls. The sputter-

ing of the -iquid eutectic alloy by 15 key Ar+ resu.1ts in a ratlo of.紬diumHtO

galliLnn SPuttering yie一ds
･whieh

is 28 times greater than would b色'e坤ected

from the target stolchjometry. FurtherR細re, th-Leianpgulfar･ dl:st叶bu,tloかL･df! ga一-

Iium js much more sharp一y peaked abouもJthe n10紬al-'tO thLe target surface･ tha:n
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thef1･nd軸肝d-ITs鮒but†帥｡ When t旭IiTICiden七Ar+ enerQJ js increased to 25 key,

thpe gal1~j血di7Strl.but:lorn brto古deFIS tO the same sh叩e卓S the indiun djstribution

耶th the exltiep'tion of七he sh-arp gallllum distribution taken fro一打the liquid
ヽ

eutett托at- ‡5 kェeV書all angu-ar distributions from liquid target-s fit a cos2e

f山ctlon. Tfiel sPutter紬g yie一ds from the eutectic all伽ed these workers to

irn亨er, ･-ln ･accord'-with
theofet′‡cal expectations, that 85笈 of ･;he sputtered

atoms Originate ln the surface nonolayer at 15 key jncjdent energy, while 70S

do so at 25 keV.

V. Effecとs of Suffa由Segregated L町erS On SptJtterln9 Yields

hre than 100 years ago Gibbs34 showed that the surface of an alloy

becomes enriched in the component that produces the 一owest surface free

energy. In s･1mple sltuat†ons where no major changes †n chemlcal bondlng are

lnvol∀ed, and heats of solutlon or mixlng are smal一, this general一y ls the

component 'wlth the 一owest sup-軸ce energy ln ptlre form.

Thls ana一ysis has more recent一y been extended by several workers using

the quasichemlcal.. pair-wise mode一 of bondlng to express thermodynamlc para-

meters.35 If lt †s asstpned that signlflcant deviation from bulk co叩OSltlon

ls confined to one mdnolayer, which is reasonab一e ln this mode一 so 一ong as the
F

● ● ●

heat of mlXlng ls smal一, then one can derive slmPle expressions for surface

compoSlt†rons. and -surface energ†es of solutlons and alloys from the properties

of the 叩｢e･COm?OnentS-. The work of Mledema has also- been shun tO Predict

t帖･surface energies of a Mlber of s紬p,1e so-ut-ons quite accurately36,37 on

t.ne b古引s of La di-fferent mod-el.

Calculatlons using mode一s of this sort have recent一y been made by us for

a seritts of substltutionる1 solid solutlons of Cu-Li, V-Al, and IJ-Be where the

fraction of the minor components (Lil,Al, and Be) were fixed at 4 at.%. From

Fig. 6 1t can be seen that the surface concentration of the m†nor coT'nPOnent in

,=コ
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these alloys 'can reach very hldh va一ues dep.ending..‥on the ,temperat岬e･
･

,Thusl

for the 4 at.i Cu-1i al†oy ･system,
the･predicted surface-..concentration Qf Lj

亡

is neart100告如en ･at
temperatures appr･oaehjng. the melting poi鴫∴of.Cu.

_

It
-is

of ihtrerest now tor, 1･nq.Wire int10 the -s.putもepl_ng; yie一d of Cu
▲争S

a function･ of

the
lnUmbel･

Of Li oveだIayers. CalLCulatjons of tbls sort甘将どe- made using the

TRi川.co,de with the assumptjon that the surface segregated Ll
rforfRS :in-一ayers

in the sense of random substitution ofい for Cu 紬the surface layer岬tll

one monolayer is cornpleted. FormatlEon of the second u<ontaining, 一ayer

proceeds 紬the same fashion as the first.

From Fig.I 7代can be seen that the sputtering yjel-d of Cu decreases from

oo26 for 2 key He+ bombardment of c一ean Cu to 0.09 for an epltaxial Li over-

1ayer由1ch †s one monol尋yer in thickness. At the level of twoしj､ overlayers,

the Cu yleld ls 0.02. The Lj sputtering y†e-ldうn the i-2 monolayer reg†me js

o.20. For 200 eV He+ 1ons} the sputter y-eld calculatjons are sh伽n ln

Fig. 8. Aga†n at the one monolay牢｢いIe-yet, the Cu yleld has dfeC.Teased f,ron

0.06 to 0.01 whlle at the two monolayer level, the Cu y†早1d is vlrtually zero.

The u yield for 200 eV He+ ions varies essentla--∫ -jnearly with L=ayer

thickness and ls 0.21 at the two Ll mono-!叱er thickness. The implications申f

these calculated results. for appllcatlons of Cu-Lj as a high heat flLJX Plasms-

side materlal尋re discussed below.

In Fig｡ 7 the sputtering yields with 2 key He+ for a variety of I-asma

side materjals are sho那. In parentheses are given the atoml-c nLJnbers (Z) of

the e一ements. Ir! the case of T†C, the number in parentbesjs js the arjthmetlc

mean of the atomic numbers of Ti and C. In the case of Cud.I, the ntmber in

parenthesis js

▲.
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Scu. Sい

耶xat･
no･

Cu'珊xat･ no･ Lj

appfoprJiate> for each He+ energy and. Li layer thickness' It can be seen that

on the-Lfbasls
10f

this comparison, the total 'sputter yie一d of Cu-Li at the one

mono-aJ町-eve- for 2 key He+ 1s -over than the sputter yje-d of graphite

albe†t the effective Z is somewhat hlgher (8 compared to 6). For 200 eV He+,

the Cu-Li and 8e sputter ylelds are alnost the same whlle the effective Z for

Cu_Li ls c一ose to 3 while that of 8e l's 4.

Another way of eva一uating the possib一e uti一ity of Cu-Lj in fusion appli-

cations js to examine the effect of u overlayers on the C.u se一f-sputtering

coefflclent. Extensive calculatjons using 帥e REDEP code have recent一y

shown39 that a lfrunawayさl condition occurs when the self-sputtering coefflclent

of Cu exceeds unity. This sjtuatlon, which is reached for pure copper at

plasma edge temperatures of-30 eV, 1s pushed to-150 eV ln the case of a u

oyerlayer sputter†ng with loos †on fraction and to 103 eV with 90S jon frac-

tion｡ The very substantlal †ncrease ln edge temperatures allowed with the Cu-

い system presents machine d?signers with an interesting new limiter or dlver-

tor candidate material.

The stablllty of u overlayers produced jn a se一f-sustalnlng fashion bv

surface segregation ln a md†atlon environment is under study ln our 一abor-

atory and †n severa一 collaboratlve experlrr3entS With other laboratorles

together with measurements of the effects of such overlayers on Cu substrate

sputtep紬g yie一ds.
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Table 1. spu亡亡eri喝yield date from erosion kirLe亡ic8 0f 0/Ti Auger

signal using 3 keV血十･

Region 0/Ti at Cover喝e･ S

Slope change (tnonolayer9) (a亡otnB/ion) (1 0-16cn2 )

A-B - 0.9之

B■: 4 0.39

C-D キ0.15

i( =-三=二二

〉2

1一之

.25-1

0 -

.之5

1.9

0.35

0.20

0.ll

13.0

2.4

1.4
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no‡川lOn

Fig･ 1･耶gh dose sputter･1ng ylelds of polycrystalline Fe measured by LEFS as

a funct紬n of the､ ratio･ between the oxygenl mOlec山e arLriva_1 rate on

…heve昌u;fn芸c岩搬anaま｡th6ekli;nH…r;三:a;.rafheenvi?une;o;nbirc:aJedJneJtt買主th
2

stars are measured by weight 一oss (from Ref. 17).
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height of the oxygen KLL transjtjon (512 eV) and the TI L仰transト

tion (418 eV). Four distinct erosion rates are observed (Table 1)
with the fastest rate regions expanded ln the insert.
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SYNERGISTIC SPUTTm‡I拓PROPERTIE･S OF 8川柳Y胤LOYS

Ai Rr. Krauss, A. a. DeWald,☆ D. M. Gruen and ～. q-T.ち?m
-Materials

science and Technology D州sjQn

Argonne Natlonal Laboratory
A,rgonne, IL 60439

這

_I

We have found that dilute concetntratlons of lithltJn ln copper produce
surfaces wh†ch are near一y pure llth†um when heated and subject to lrradi-

atlon. In order to better understand the experlmental r-esults, we haye

mode一ed the Cu-い system using a modjf号e-也 verslon of the TR川computer code

and an al一oy segregation program deve一oped bv N. Q. Lam. The TRIM code cal-
culates the sputterlng yie一d and depth of orlgln of the sputtered atoms for

materials 紬whjch the composltlon varies from one atomic 一ayer to the next

and the segregation program uses these s?utter紬g yields to trace the evo-

一ution of the concentrat†on profile.

The jnjtjal resu一t of sputtering ls to preferentlally deplete the surface

species. Cont†nued lrradlatlon, however, cre紙es a subsurface region of high
disp一acement damage. In the Cu-Ll alloy, 一ithium moves very rapldly through
this region, resulting ln subsurface llthlum enrichent. The enriched region
broadens and eventually reaches the surface. The exact effect on the lithjum

conce紙ratlon ln the first t鮒 atOmlc 一ayers depends on the te甲erature,
damage proflle, and partic一e f一ux. Results of the calculatlon are Presented,

a一ong with a･ discussion of their lmpl†catlons for fusion red,6tOr materials.

It is often assumed, when deallng with the sput蝕rlng of ⊂o叩如nds and

alloys, that each component has the same sputterln9 PrOPertjes as the pure
e一ement, and that the sputtering rate of尋､ gl鳴n at~omic species ls, therefore,
一inear with atomic

-concentratlopl.鵜ha寸t3
investigated

-the vall舶ty of this

assumption ln the context of dllute, hlghly segregat†ng a=1loys propc･sed for

fusion appl†catlons. It ls found that as the conce紙ratlon of a g守ven element

changes with t紬e and from one atomic layer tbJ the next, the spuもteplng yjeld

a一so changes sjgrllflcantly.

t

☆Georgja
lnstltute of Technologyt Atlanta事GA.
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川TRODUCT10N ､
1

-

, I-rome-of ~the~~princlpa71factors l紬1ting the ultimate perl'''ormance of magnet-

ic fusionl devices is the energy 一ost to
_atomlc

一ine radlat†on fr(岬 Plasma

impur托ies arlslng ∴fpom the- eros紬n of structura一 components w附ch face the

■

plasm畠;i -Since
the energy 一ost to'line radlatlon lncre-ases very rapjdly with

the atomic number of the jmpurlty atoms, jt js especlally important to ljmjt

the concentration oトhlgh-Z atoms ln the plasma. Addltlonally, there ls a

serious structura.1 prob一em associated with the use of hlgh一三materials facing

the p一asma: Sputter'1ng, by both the D一丁fuel and plasma lmpurlt†es, 1s expec-

ted to be the dominant erosion mechanism jn a fusion r･eactor. For most of the

poss紬1e range
EOf p一asma parameters ln which a fusion reactor wou一d operate,

even a very 一ow concentration of hlgh･Z p一asma impur紙y w¢uld resu一t in a

se一f-sputtering cascade wh†ch wou一d qtJIckly destroy the structura一 components

facing the-p一asma [1】.

-It
is, therefore, desjrable to use 一ow-≡ mater紬1s on all surfaces

exposed to the p一asma. The tbennal● chemical● and mechan†cal properties of

most l軸-Z materjals are rather poor, dlctating that they be used ln the form

of coatings deposited on, or bonded to, a structura一 substrate. Howeyer, the

use oft coatings results ln a number of new prob一ems re一ated to the lnte9rjty

of the interface, erosion-redeposltlon phenomena, and maintenance: Unless the

coating lst very thin or has a therntal e坤anS†on coefflclent matched to that of

the substrate, 1nもerface fracture ls llkely to occur as the resu一t of therma一

shock. Ad郎tfonatll∫-, the bond一等Weak如ed as the resu一t of accumu一ated gas

anLd-d-efectsl?一旬t the interface. Coatlngs such as titanltJn Carb†d∈ used in

current fus紬niLdevjcesl
-ire -t;ypうcally on一y -20 micronslthl-tk, and ape sub3'ect to

T-ailure by rh†crocrack†ng and eventua一 spallat†on lf the thlckness exceeds 30-

40
microns･【2].

･ Erosion and redePoSltlon processes may resu一t ln the transfer'
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of as nRJCh as 100 cm of llmiter thickness per year 【3】,indlcatl喝軸鵡=代1s

very l純ely to be lmposs紬1e to malntaln a sta択e coat紬g th-ckness. Reg†ons

jn whjch the coating ls dep一eted may be replenlshed bu ln-sltu deposition.
r

This approach, however. adds an addltlonal degree of complexity and does not

help ln regions ln which. the coating has become too thick to be structura一ly

stable.

A nove一 approach to the production and爪alntenance of self･sustaining

一ow-Z coatings 【ヰ】紬volvesthe use of alloys jn which therma一 and radlatlon-

related segregation processes result jn an overlayer consist守ng ent汁ely of

the low･Z component of- the alloy. Several alloys based on fuslon reactor

candidate materlals have been identified as theoretically ca?able of producing

such an overlayer 【5コ(e.g.Cu-u, W-8e, and V-Al)｡ At thennodynam†c equili-

brlun, the region whlch ls expected to be enriched ln the 一ow-Z cQ呼Onent js

on一y one atomic 一ayer thick. In a radlatjon envlronmen●t bowevep, a concentra-

tion profi一e of the l榊-Z component is expected, which may extend quite far

into the subsurface region.

王n order to be of practlcal use, the coat紬9 muSt･. (1) form a reasonab一y

comp一ete 一ow-Z overlayer, which ls ma紬talned for times at 一east compapable to

the operating cyc一e of the fusion dev†ce, (2) be stab一e at the
-expected

opera-

ting temperature of the substmte materlal, (3) s†gnifjcantly reduce bolth the

一ight ion and self-sputtering of the hjgh一三alloy component, (4) have a 一ong

lifet紬e-toJepletlon of the bu一k inventory of the 一ow-Z component. Addition-

ally, the
ierOSloR

rate- Of the low←Z
-alloy

co呼Onent fTLJSt be l伽 enOugh to

prevent slgnlflcan七 contamlnatlon of the plasma hy the oyerlayer.material,

although the allowable lev'el for 一ow-ヱatoms ls relatlvely hjgb 【6】.

Copper ls frequent一y the mater紬l of choice for high hpeat fltJX aPPljca-

tions. Because of its high sputter軸g ∫jeld, 1t ls, h伽eVer, unSul-tablLe･ for
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us色幸一aS Ja Pl包S由一iide mater紬l･ In this paper we discuss the use of coppeト

1ithi血allloy la:s
-a由由ns!of retaining the desirab一e featwes of copper while

lowerlng､ both the erosion rate and the effective I of impurities introduced

into the p一asma. AttemptsT tO model the experimenta一 results reveal a ntmber

1

of synergistlc eff-ects as-socうated 'wjth the sputtering of binary alloys ln a

fusion reacto卜t-enVi ronmen七.

Cu-Li has been ●investigated both theoretlcally and experil.mental一y, and it

has lb由n found that, at sputter-induced erosion rates comparable七o those

expected in a fusion reactor and temperatures appropriate to the use of copper

as a limlter materjal, an alloy containing as 一ittle as 2.6 at.笈Li qu亨ckly

forms an overlayer consisting of near一y loos lithium 【5コ. This overlayer is

stable during extended irradiation at high temperature. Negligible reduction

jn bu一k llthium concentrat守on js observed after three week's sputtering at a

rate二 of approximately 0.4 atomjc 一ayers per second and maintenance at a

temperature ofヰ30oC 【7】.

Calculations using the TRIM computer code to predict the copper and

ljthlLLBn SPuttering yie一ds indicate that, for a sing一e atom†c overlayer of

lithも伽, the copper erosjon js reduced bu a factor of 4-6 relat紬e to that of

pure copper, depending on the mass and energy of the incident particle [7].

Simi一ar resu一ts -have
been obtained experimentally 【5コ. Analysis of the near-

surface l托hitm concentration by Auger e一ectron spectroscopy indicates the

presence of more than one atomic laye-r of ljtbium. Physica一 arguments based

oh the charge State Of thLe SPuttered ljthうuJn and the observed stabr=ty of the

l托hi-um]了tOVe戸Iayef -at teniPer叫dreS in ~excess of 400oC 【7コdictate that the

effectl-ve t脈cknes蚤 Of the l代hlum overlayer does nrot exceed 2 atom号c

一ayers-. Cilcu▲1虎ed yjel由forモhe se一f-sputter紬g of copper from a pure cop-

pLer lSASur-f紀Ie and froml紬?pep tbVeFed with 1 and l･5t at¢ml:c l･ayers of lithi･um
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are shown ln Fig. 1. For comparison, the se一f-sputtering yield of tungster! is

a一so shown. For impact e岬rgles ln ex与eS! Of 1 key, t睡s.putte_rlngーylJ_)1d･ o-f

tungsten exceeds unity, correspond,ing to thle generation Of -a self-sputtering
l

cascade whl･ch wou一d quうckly destroy the l紬1ter., The lm?act en_ergs depends on
●

both the p一asma edge temperatu_re and the charge sta,te of lmpu-rjt∫ atoms emana-

tjng-from the edge reglOn. For tungsten, an lmPaCt energy Of 1 kel) corre-
● ●

spends to an edge temperature of 【.loo eV. For copper with a

･i紬gle
一ithium

overlayer, the predicted kinetic energy correspoTT.ding to uns,ty set_1'･.s?u,tterうng

yjeld is lヰ00 eV, hうgher than for tungsten. If 帥e llthjum over!1ayer js as

litも1e as i.5 mono】ayers thick, the se一f;-sputもerlng window for Cu-L.i ls 3400

eV wide. Because the atomic number of the impurity inflLBX WOuld be reduced bv

包fact即Of 2.5 re一ative to that of tungsten, plasTQa Performance wou一d a-1so′ be

improved.

The TRIM calculations predict th阜t the erosion rate of 一ithium i_ron the

Cu-Li alloy ls comparab一e with the erosion rate of copper from pure copper.

However, based on theoretlcal cons†deratjons and earlier expem'ments 【8】,it

was antlclpated that the llthlum wou一d be sputもered pr紬arlly-as secondary

ions. It has bee[1 Sh伽n that as a resu一t of th.e e一ectric potentla,1 gradient

at the limjter of a tokamak, and the tangential torojdal m阜gnetlc fie一d at t,he

wall, the probability that a secondary i_on wjll e洗er the plasma時an lmPuJt-
●

its ls on the order of on一y a few parts per m川ion 【9,10コ｡ The v早st majority

of the secondary lons are returned to the sputtered surface wjthln -loo pm of

the point of origin. La.b_oratory experim_ents sjmulatln_g
tthe

effe,ct Q,チ the

sheath potentia一 at a tok_amak ljmjter by applying尋bjas vo一tage tg thel Sample

and monjtoring the swface compos一代1卯 如ring sp鵬teringl_;bu me印S Of Auger

spectroscopy have sh榊n that, f''or
-=a

temperature rang,e of 140o-G to 320oC,- span-

ning the expected operating temperature r帥ge gf a Copper limiteT 1'-印一昔f_usion
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ーr･eaC-tor, th昏elett戸1e fleld compIFl-e鵬1ysuppresISeS the 也_epletlon of the llthlAJm

overlayer, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

L'The attainment of the cond肘ons outlined above as necessary for the

細CCeSSful use of self･sustalnlng 一ow-Z coatings have been demonstrated ln the

一

laboratory for djlute all呼S が11thium ln copper. The current work ls a

parametrlc modeling studu aimed at elucidatln9 the re一evant properties affec-

tingLもh昏SPut七即1ng Of alloys ln a fusion environment. It ls directed specうf-
●

ically to an understandlng of the exper紬ental results observed for coppeト

1jthlum alloys [11コ jn七erms of the time evo一ution and steady state of the

ljthlum concentration profjle.

THEORY

It was predicted bv Gibhs 【13コ紬1875 that at the和04ynamlc equjl-briun,

the composition of the uppemost atomic 一ayer of an al一oy corresponds to a

minimum jn the surface free ener野. It ls on一y recently, however, that modern

surface analys†s techn†ques have been ab一e to prov†de exper†mental conf†ma-

tion [14】. It ls predicted [15コthat for a binary al一oy, the concentrations

CIA and CID Of atonlc species A and 8 1n the first atomic -dyer are g-yen by

藷脊xp(-･AHse｡′k,,(1,

where C2A and C28 are the second -dyer concentrations of A and 8, andムHseg ls

the segregation enery･ The ppinc†pal contrjbutlon to AHseg resu一ts from

minimjzat紬n of- the surface bond enthalpy, a一though lattlce strain resultlng

from under_ or -oversjzed solute atoms a一so contr紬utes to 地e segregatlon

energy. A semトemplrlcal mode一 due to耶edema 【16コhas been used with good

success to calcu'late the segregation energy. A recent rev†ew by Chelikovsky
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〔17] sunlmarlzes･ the predlctlons of the Mledema mode一 for a large number of

so一vent-solute comblnatlons.
■

In most t-TeatmentSi ,the iquantitles C2A -and C28 i･n Eq-･･ i arel replaced by
r

the bu一k concentrat-lions CA and. C8争-a一though lt旭sl bJeen Sho附by WilLl柏ms帥d

Mason 【18コthat Gjbbs'ianT Segregation ls'o巾approxlmate113 a first atomic

一ayer phenomenon. In the
･present

case, the sllght difference between

and CA,a js considered negli91tble in view of the radjatlon-related effects

which have a mucht more pronounced effect on the solute concentrat†o打 PrO-

file. These effects are: Preferential sputtering, cascade mlxjng, radiation-

enhanced djffus-on, and radiat†on-induced se9regatloT).

PFeferentlal sputtering depletes the surface of solute atoms, A, at a

rate which is proportlona- to the product of CIA and SA, the partia-

sputterlng yleld of A. For a ?recess dominated by ppeferentlal sputterl'n9,

the surface composltlon ls given by 【19コ:

■l

c且A_㌔ SB

市~耶●
(2)

Cascade mlXlng further acts･ to deplet~e the major†ty spect:es at the surface bv
● ●

driving surface atoms into the bulk.

Solu七色atoms renoved from the surface are rep一aced at a rate glVen by
●

瓜JA王JAVCA (3)

where a is the atonlc volume and JA･ †s the t'1u･x of A atoms across a Plane

paralle一 to the surface'VCrA Is the solute concentration 9radlent'and DA Is

the solute dlffuslon coefflelent, given. hu
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DA ;

D6 e坤(- AHdlff/灯) (ヰ)

where AHdlffうs the usua一 actlvation energy･ Replenlshment of solute atoms

sputtered from the surface wl'th atoms from the near-surface region results in
ヽ

art a一tered 一ayer of thickness [20]

d
-DA/V (5)

where v ls the surface recession ve一ocity. Mor托a, et al. [21コhave deter-

mined the time required for the surface concentration to reach the steady

state va一ue given by Eq. (2):

T
=

qAO DA/k2y2 (6)

wher早k2亨s a rate constant for segregatlon'1 1s the ion f一ux and qA Is the

sputtering cross section for component A.

It shou一d be noted that this formallsm ls not easy to app一y since the

quantity 9A †s not f一ux-independent ln a radjatlon envlronment･ As a result

of radiation-enhanced djffusjon, the creatlon of moblle radjatlon-induced

defects increases the f一ux of atoms dlffuslng alon9 the soltJte COnCentratlon

gねd紬nt bu as mJCh as severa一 orders of magn托ude, a一though the actlvatlon

energy fo-r' diffusion is unchanged. Radlation-induced segregation, on the

other hand, occurs when the solute atom motion ls preferentially cotJPled to

gradients ln the defect con.centratlons. If solute-1nterst†t†al comp一exes are

form-ed, the solute atoms are carried to the surface which acts as a sink for

both vacancy and lnterstitlal defects. If on the other hand, dlffus†on occtJrS

by a yacancy mlgratjon process, radlatlon-induced segregation wlll act to
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sweep solute atoms from the surface l味o th,e bulk･ The relatiye va一ues of the

energies for solute migration via defects are, therefore, of extreme impor-

tance to the overall segregation be,h_ayjor.- ▲も

r

We have chosen to treat the lnterrelated phenomena. of Gjbbsian. segrega-

tion, preferentia一 sputtering, cascade ml犬紬g, rad軸tjp恥enhap,cedE !tdiSifusl･on

and radiation-induced segregation via the Lam一脈ede.psich mode一. We present

here an outllne of the mode一 to illustrate the re一evant parameters. 恥re

comp一ete discussions are presented e一sewhere 【22,23コ. The so一id js divided

into a
･number of 一ayers of varying thickness; the

-)fir･st
three 一ayers are each

one atomic 一ayer thick. The net flux of solute atoms A between 一ayers 1 and 2

js determined by

Q JA = (vA21 cAC81 -

v12cAIcB)g

where ∈ is the atomic layer thickness, and

vAi2
=

vA21 exp (AHseg/kT･)

(7)

(8)

re一ates the inter-一ayer 3'ump frequencies.

Displacement mjxうng is treated as a diffuslon process in which the effec-

tive djffusjon constants. OAT,D言areequa一 and related to the nearest nei9hb?r

djstance'入, the depth-dependent DPA rate事- Ko事and t･he atonlc mixing factor>

Tl..

DA = DBL
…入2Kon/6

7

☆ ★
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Ra-dlation-enhanced dlffus紬n l's a一so an activated diffusion process jn

which the diffusion coefflcうent is proportlonal to the defect concentration.

DA三､dAv Cv + dAi Cl (10)

where dAv'dAl are the diffusivity coefficients for species A yja vacancies

and jnterstjtjals, respectively, and Cv, Cj are the vacancy and interstitial

concentrat†ons｡

Radうation-induced segregation arises from a preferentlal coupllng of the

solute flux to vacancy and/or interstiモーal gradients:

JA=
-DAVCA -CA (dAi VCl -dAvVCv)･ (ll)

The time dependence of salute, jnterstjtlal and vacancy concentrations, CA,

Cl, and Cv js expressed by a set of coupled differentlal equations [22】｡

It should be noted that the act†vatlon energles for vacancy･ and inte卜

stitlal migration determjne 対hich mechanism ls dominant ln determjnlng the

solute flux and, as seen in Eq. ll, the two effects have op?oslte signs.

● ■

In general, the defect耶grat†on and formation energleS are known in the

pure meta一 but not in the a‖oy･ Va一ues of the heat of vacancy formation 丘hf

jn copper, as determined by positron annjhjlatlon spectroscopy, range from 1.2

to 1.31 eV 【24,25]. Both va一ues have been used ln the present work, as indl-

Cated ln Tab一e i. They glVe Slmjlar results ln terms of the solute concentra,-
●

tlon profjle･ The va一ue of the llthlL爪m†gratjon energyムHn ln a largely

c■opper inatrl,i is not known
JandL

Was COnSidered as a pa′rameter wh守ch was used to

reproduce the lnclp†ent compound formation seen experimentally at temperatures
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く140oC. Otherぬ1u由for the vacancy.and interstltlal heats of formation and

migration are listed ln Tab一e la｡

RESULTS

Except as specjfically noted, the resu一ts presented ln this section were

calculated using the parameters listed ln Tab一e I. The ca一culated time evo.1u-

も軸托Of the solutel concentねt紬n prQfjlel -as a funct紬n of depth,I Is shown- i=n

Fig. 4 for an alloy consisting of 2.6 at.‡ Li ln Cu bombarded at 35.0?C.:
.辻is

as･su由ed `t⊥hatthe sa呼1elLち紬もh､erm¢dyn'amjc equil-ibri-uml at t王0, th.eも紬色that

sputtering commences, and that :the lm'tね1 solute concentration prof弓1e corre-

sponds to the equil紬rated va一ue glVen by Eq. 1紬the first atomjc 一ayer, and
●

to the bulk concentrat紬n.i (2.6 at.郎everywhere e一se. The samp一e ls bombarded

by 3 ヒev Ar'at a f一ux of 3.1xlO13 づons/cn?-s.This f一ux corresponds to a

sputtering rate of 0.4 nionol･ayers per s'ecoTnd for ptLre Copper, Or rough一y the

sputtering柏t/e anticipated for the llmjter '8f a fusion re】actor. Th色sputteト

ing yield of copper ln th卓alloy †s taken as the va一ue fo-r pure copper whjle,

for reasons to be expllained below, the llthlum spuモterlng y†e'1d js taken as

1/10 the elemental l托hlLd･ value, 0.68.f After on一y a few seconds have

elapsed, the surface concentra+Jen of llthlum has decreased･ significantly

whi一e subsurface lithitm enric加重nt 8CCurred wlth紬 the flrst 50 A. 耶th

i.ncreased sputtering t紬e,モ触 erm'ched region broadens and shifts toナ a

greater depth. Eventuallyi the steady-state llthlum concentration I-roflle was

obta-jned; the llth†uml COnCent'r.atlon jjn
･the

first 一ayer increased to a 】aFge

帽1uel COntrOlled -bv ,the ･rspu七ter紬gryi･e'1d ratio Scu/SLl (Eqし･2)i- The seco-nd

一ayer lithium Gone-ent胡も1on '号s predicted, to
Fbe lSう･gnlficantly

一ess -than the

first 一ayer concentration, in accord with Eq. (1). It should･ be noted,

however'that the formation of a compound phase'Cu4u Occurs When the llthlu'm
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●

conc軸tratjon exceeds -18 at.亀【2-.7Land that もb_a ca一culated profHe is

probab一y not accurate if the lithjum concentrat紬n exceeds this value･

T紬b如v佃戸for 3 key Ar+ sputte-ring of the first few atomic layers is

=▲

shown舶Pe CleaTly in FILg｡ 5 whlchJ Presents the time evolutjon of the ljthium

concentrat紬n at severa一 selected depths. The cop-?er and ljth号l爪 SPUtterうng

yie一ds are taken here as the elemental va一ues. Flgure 5a corresponds to a

sample七emperature of 3509C and Fig. 5b corresponds to･ sputtering at 140oC.

Th色fjrst thT･ee traCeS紬Flgs. 5a･and 5b correspond to the ljthlum concentra-

tlon at depths of 1, 2, and 5 atomic 一ayers. The fourth trace corresponds to

the depth at which the greatest subsurface lithl･um enrichent occurs at steady

state, i.e., 一ong sputten'ng times. Thls depth represents the 23rd atomic

一ayer at 350oC and the 17th 一ayer at lヰ00C. Initlally, dominant radjatjon-

induced segregation 一eads to a strong ljthlum depletion jn the first 一ayer and

l托hitHn enrうchment in the' subsurface peak damage region. After only 0.1

seconds of sputtering time, the second 一ayer llthlum concentratlort has a一ready

notlceably increased. With lncreasjng time, the peak of the llthlum<nrlched

region moved deeper into the bu一k. Eventuall'y, as a result of preferential

sput七erln昏 the･ surface llth†Lm COnCentrat紬n increases to the steady-state

va一ue.

This va一ue of the fir.st 一ayer ljtllium concentration is determJIned by Eq.

(2) and ls l'ndependent of temperature. Because a lar9er Va一ue was
･1SStmed

for

the lithlum sputter紬g yjeld ln Fうg. 5, the steady-state va一ue of the first

一ayer llthltm coneentrat†on ls smaller tIほn the va一ue shown ln Fig. 4 (13.5‡

instead of SON. Because the diffusion coefflclent ls temperature-dependent.

the width o†一the Ll-enr†ched reglon and max紬Lm aCCumulat,1orl at a g†ven depth

vary with temp-eTattJre. At 一ow ten?erattJrle the maximum subsurface concentra-

tlon,may be high e710ugh to resulも1n Cu4LI comp'ound preclpltatlon･ For the
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calculat･ion at 140oC9 the values of AHm. and AHf Shown in Table I wereiChosen

to show inc†pientlPreCIpltat紬n at a depth of 17 at印1c l尋yerS, 1n
･尋CCOrd

with

expepl呼nt 【12]-. At h坤er temperature-S (色●g･3500C)iもhei.CO_ngentratjon

profjle broadens and the llth†tnnt:con-centrat紬n. at a
-glverL

depthi･Ld如reases..-
:王n

agreement with experiment･,･- no clompound prLeclplt:atlon 紬 predlcted,
,at∴thうs

temperature. 壬

So far we h削e used two dlfferenもval-tfeS for th貞･~!jthium p古rtilal sputter-

ing yie一d writhotJt g紬ing 3'ustjfication. Thls pBlnt ls･ addressed here. Th色

partia一 sputterl'ng y与elds of a一loy components are not in
,genera一

equa一 to the

va一ues corresponding to the pure e一ement.= TRIM ca1-culatlons have shown 【8】

that for a compound material, theL COmPdSltjon of the immedねte environment

strong一y affects the sputtering cross sect紬n of any glven component. 7he

calculatlons presented so fa,r are not se一f-consistent ln that the partjal

sputtering ylelds are assLnned constant, al七hough not necess二arlly equa一 to the

elementa一 va一ues. Iri the examp一e of a thin 一ayer of llght atofnS On a heavier

substrate, the substrate produces a high reflectlvlty for the jncldent.pro-

3'ectile and provides an efflclent mechanism for direction of momentum away

from the surface. Consequently, 1t ls calcu一ated that a monolayerfL Of Ll on Cu

has a higher sputtering Hjeld than pure lithjun,紬spjte of the fact th紙the

LトCu bond is stronger than the Ll-u bond. Flgure 6
-shows the ref一ection

coeffjclent, llthlum partial sputtering yleld事 and sputters-ng cross section

for l托hltBn' atoms SPuttered from the fir-st atomic 一ayer of a hypotbetlcal

structure ln which successive atomltc 一ayers are f†1led with llth弓脚Ii As the

l紬hうLm 一ayer increases in thickness, the peflection coeff†c†ent decrease-s.

Since ljthlum 紬 added, the l紙h号um sputter紬g yleld･ increases UPI, tO-.a

thickness of two monolayers4, but the sputter†-n9 CrOSS SeCtl.on去fofv二11jthlum

atoms ln the fir鈍 atonlc 一ayer decreases. Since the sputte_F'ed atoms-alTl
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or吋nate
jn the first two atomic 一ayers,紬creasln9 the l化h†um thickness

beyond two layefS, merels decreases the eff'iclency wlth由†ch the?rojectile l

由bmentum与s directed away from the surface, and the llthlum sputterjn9 yie一d
′

decreases. Sir-nee we antlcjpate oof the basls of Figs. 4 and 5 that the compo-

sition ln the first few atomic layers wlll change drastlcally with t紬e,

signlfjcant variat†on of the sputterjn9-yields ls expel,te,d. For purposes of

comparison with Fig-. 5, Fig. 7 shows a self-consistent calculation using the

partia一 s如tter･1ng yjeld va一ues predicted bv TRIP as the composition profi一e

changes. The subsurface solute.concentration proflle †s a一most the same as

that of Fig. 5b, but the first and second 一ayer llthlum concentrations are

l肘er. In partjcular, the second 一ayer does net sh伽the lnltlal increase jn

Lj concentration.

An addjtうonal mechanism of perhaps even greater significance cones into

p一ay jn a fusion environment. It弓s expected 【26コand has been demonstrated

exper紬entally 【7,12コthat a signjflcant fraction of the ljthjum sputtered

from the copper substrate is ln the form of secondary ions. These atoms ar'e

promptly returned to the surface by the sheath potentlal and make no contr†bu-

tion to the erosion. The net effect ls as lf the sputtering yleld had been

reduced by an amount corresponding to the fraction of atoms which are sput-

tered as neutrals [11】. The effect on the concentration profi一e for bombard-

ment of Cu-2.6 at.‡ Li by 500 eV deuterons ls shown ln Fig. 8 for assumed

secondary ion fractions (β+)of O‡, 50笈, 90i and 98%. Sln(.e a high secondary

ion fra-ctton -s equjvalent to a 一ow sputtering yleld, the flpst 一ayer lithlum

concentration increases wlth･β+ to the value detemlned hy Eq. (1). For high

secondary 紬I fractions, the calcul,aモed first 一ayer l号th紬m concentration

reaches {80‡. Becaus亀 Of the .low eヂfect†ve sputterln9 yiel-a, llthium

accumu一ates †n the sub-surface reg‡on, forming an altered layer wh†ch becomes
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increasing一y- brbade'r and':.more ･1jthlum-en'riched.. Again, these results.are

llndicat･ive of the fundamental･ processes, but ･are not quantltatlvely･ acc叩ate

once compound preclpltation occurs.I According- to Old-:land Trevena [27],

1ithitm'tends to diffulse rout of■ a re9lon jn which Cu4u format†'on has occurr､ed

Father tha.n accu鵬1ate toヲgreate卜1eveli=-S.- Cons句uenも1y.- jt/js二tO be expected

that the, first and- second 一ayer litbftJTt 己On.Centrat†ons号aモーSt菅ady
･state -are

higher and the subsurface c屯nCentrat1'on l･s 一ower th由sh伽n ln Flg. 8.

The width of the lltb紬m福nrjched~ reglOn atp iteadu.state depends not on一y
●

on the charge state of the sputtered solute7atOmS, but altso on the mass･and

energy of the jncldent p'rojectjle vla the･ dlsplaceme托t PrOf門e'Ko･ Figure 9

shows the calcu-aもed DPA proflles 紬 copper for 3
-key

A(+ and 3 key D+

bombardment. Ar+ bombardment is similar七o mediLm mass Self-sputtering 1:n a

fusion devlce･ The anticipated impact energy ls approx細tely 10 Te'where Te

is the p一asma edge temperature. For 一ight ion sputterjnlg, the impact energy

is c一oser to Te･ For self-sputtering'the DPA prof†1e ls peaked very near the

surface｡ At +･･he same energy} the DPA p紬flle resu-ting from D+ impact js much

broader, although the peak damage rate ls ntJCh 一ower per incident ion. Even

at 500 eV, an. energy more appropriate for light ion sputter†ng, the DPA

profjle for D+ jmpact js rrLJCh broader than for self-sputtering* as shown in

Fig. 10a.

It is antlclpated that heavy lnT-Purity atoms will strike the l紬化er
iat

●

near-normal incldenc色, but for 一ight atom sputtering, the angTlle of incidence

wjll be c一ose to 600 [28コ. The res_ultlng DPA proflle w,111 be peaked ntJCh

closer to the surface asIShown 細･Flg. lob. Thls effe£t h-as r拍t yet been

incorporated int甘 Our Calculatiohs, but lt †s to be expected that 蜘e､.,-near

surface lit,hj-un concLentration wもtl: 千-ncrease as a resu一t;.r
･

.㌔･.す,
'y,I I,,

ヽ

-
■

√ ■

･
■
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F'igure･ 1Lh illustrates the resqlt†ng solute concentration profう1es for

3 k軌薮㌔一部d}:Bt･bomb計dment. Ⅰn order to lnves;t$1gate the eff毛Ct Of the DPA

prof,11e事･古h.ighef flux (2.3 -A IQ15 cm-2 see-1)旭s been assumed here fop
●l

deuteron bombardment ln order to produce the same peak DPA rate as for the

argon bonbardmenti
-The sharp一y peaked argon DPA profile produces a region

about-I 350
.A,wide

`whlth ls strong一y -1托hjum-enriched. D色uterOn bombardment

･pro4uces
a th11鵡eF･ altered layer arld -exh紬1ts

一ess near-surface llthjum

enri chment.

Fjgur-e 12 exh;ibTits an addjtlomal synergistlc effect wh･1ch is not as yet

treated in a self<onsistent manner'. 8y comparison with F†g. 9a, it can be

seen that the DPA proflle depends strong一y on the composition of the target as

well as the mass and energy of the projectlle. As the composition profile

changes with irrad紬tion time, the DPA p.poflle, which affects the evo一ution of

the solute concentratlon profile, al,so changes.

DISCUSSIqN A恥SUMMARY

王t is unlikely that first wal一 and llmlter structures of a tokamak

reactor will consist of el如ental meta一s. Even lf they were lnltlally slngle

component materjals, p一asma mlXlng Wjll resu一t ln a mjxtupe of materjals
--

● ●

the so-called ''tokamakltJn.I-- at the?1asma interface. The sputtering proper-

ties of mixed matertals may be quite different from the properties observed

for any one of the components. !t has been demonstrated [29L for example,

柵at the aflgutl･a･rdistribution of light atoms sputtered from a heavy substrata

js peaked strqn91y lr) t'.he forwaLrd dlrectlon.

On
=the･ ･Qther

ha.rld, ntlltl-component materials wh寸ch are 紬1tlally homo-

geneous･_wjLll･.ceas.eもoむeT脚†form紬a fus紬n ewfronment. Theさ1t,Bred spatia一
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distribution of the components w†11 1n turn･ strongly● affect the pl･asmai･岳urface

inte柏ctlon t脂t is
･res'po-nsjble

for'the mlxlng and -redtstrlbutllon processes.

It has been ca一culated that a coating only1 1-2 monolayers thick almost

elinlbat由the sputter†ng of 'che underlilng.hate-rlal･. Such layers have･be如

pr･o-dluced in thi laboratorッ and evjditnc貞一bf reduced.st(ibstrate･ :slputte卜ing. has

been o_btained for.several materlals [5,30･3. Inl the ca-se of llthtium■overlayers

on copper, Lexperiments lndi-catピ tha七 substant紬1】･1y -to吋1eteー1ayers- may､be

naintajned during 3 key Ar+ sputtering at a flux of 7e pA/cm2 and tenpe･FatufeS

greater thaf1 2600C. In the presertce bf色11eCtrle apd maJ9rhJ武Lire fie一d conditions

expected to pfeVajl in 'a fusion envirJonfnepn't, thie mlTi紬Liq? temperat肘e~ is

lowered to ( 140eC.

CalculatlJ)nS Carried out ln an attem?t to understand the experimenta一

results shots an lnltlal solute depletlon in the first few atom layers and an

enrichment jn the subsurface region, as a consequence of rad紬tlon-induced

segregation, and an eventual increase ln the near-surface concenもrat'Lons to-

ward steadu state. The steady state value of the first layer c(納centration is

determln亡d by the preferential sDutterjng pr-ocess. However, changes jn the

effective partial sputterl[Ig yjelds, as a result of the a一tered near-surf'ace

composition profile, the jnhibltion of llthiurn erosion assoclat色d with a high

secondary ion fraction and the effect of the sheath po七色nti-al, st｢ohgly a一ter

first 一ayer so一-ute concentration and the steady-st'ate composjtlon profile.

The experimental･1y observed increase ln the appare舵steady-Sttate･Surface

lith-um concentrat†~on as the temperature is raised ls not Pfedlcted, by the

calculatjon. However, the calculatio7i ls based on the assumpt†-6n of a -so一id

SOlutlon･ At high llthltm cldnCeJntrat紬S'thel format細むfL蜘e･ Cu4Lうphase

render.s thls assunptlon ln〉alid. The probab一e effect of eompouhd:formation
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wou一d be to broaden the lit帖脚増nrrl,-a-bed托gio什rand▲f堵1se
the ljthium surface

concentration.

The djsplるCement PrOflle plays a key ro一e in determlnlng the solute con-
● ●

＼
■

centratjon proflle via radiat紬n-induced segregatjon. The DPA profi一e,

howevter; †s strongly Slenslltlve-t-o th-e mass, klnetjc energy, angle of jncldence

of坤e. projec,ttH?, and t娘!olute印nCentrat紬打PrOf汁苧..I

The treatment used here has been on一y part一y self-consistent but suffices

e
,

=;_
-l苧,~

(

to demonstrate a variety of synerg†stlc effects in the sputteri･ng of alloys in

ヽ
｢ I

a fu云ion enyir6nment. some of these effects will no doubt represent prob一ems

!

in theL design of future fusion rea■ctors, while others may present opportunl-

tjes for the `creation
of self-sustaining coatings which are tajlored to

●

requlrementS Of fusion reactor operation.
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丁場LE Ia: 川PUT ゝPARAMET∈RS

FIGURE . 5a 5b 8 11b

Li bu一k cone.

(at. fraction)
.026 .026 .026

Temperature (oC) 350 350 140

Projecti le Ar Ar Ar

Impact Energy (eV) 3000 3000 3000

.026 .026

140 350

D D

500 3000

F一ux (ions/cm2-see) 3.1xlO13 3.1xlO13 3.1xlO13 3.1xlO13 1.1xlO16 2.3xlO15
11

Peak Damage Rate

(DPA/≦ec)

AHseg (eV)

cu
AH吉(ev)

cu

AH亨(ev)
cu

AHT (ev)

cu咋(ev)
Li AHvf (ev)

Li ÅHT(ev)

Li
A岬(ev)

Cv

Cj

vav (see-1)

val (see-1)
●

vbv (see-1)

vbi (see-i)

.075 .075 .075

-.65

1.20

3.3ヰ

0.82

0.12

0.85

0.70

0.12

-.65 -.65

1.31 1.31

3.34 3.34

0.76 0.76

0.12 0.12

0.3ヰ 0.34

0.67 0.67

0.12 0.12

.075
1.0

.075

-.65 -.65 _.65

I.20 1.20 1.20

3.34 3.3年 3.34

0.82 ･ 0.82 0.82

0,12 0.12 0.12

0.72 0.85 0.85

0.59 0.?0 0.70

0.12 0.12 0.12

1.7x10-9 3.1xlO-10 3.4xlO-17 2.4xlO-14 2.2xlO-14 i.7xlO-9

8.8xlO-28 1.7xlO-18 2.OxlO-30 1.6xlO-41 1.6xlO-ヰ1 8.8xlO-28

8.OxlO7 1.9xlO8 4.5xlO4 2.3xlO6 1.1xlO5 8.OxlO7

5.7xlOl1 5.4xlOll 1.2xlOll l｡9x1011 1.9xlOl1 5｡7xlOl1

8.7xlO6
.3.6xlO7

2.8xlO3 3.7xlO3 3.7xlO3 8.7xlO6

5.7x1011 5.4xlOll 1.2xlOll 1.9xlOl1 1.9xlOl1 5.7xlOll
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TABLzE lb.I OUTPUT VALUES

F!GURE
'

4,'1 1a 5a 5b 7 8 11b

(8+;.98)

Li yield* sLj･

cy yje-d*seu

cia (steady state)

c…(steady state)

c:axsubsurface

(steady state)
､

0.68 0.6=8 0.68 2.44 0.68 0.68

3.98 3.98 3.98 4._05 3.98 3.98

0.59 0.135 0._I35 0.04. 0._77･ , 0.143

0.30 0.0310 0.827 0.0030 O.138 0.00ま6

0.166
,0-115

0. 17 8,L.Zl･ 0. 91 0.086

★sLj,Cu
;

YLi,Cu/Cti,CuWhere YLi,Cu is the numbe-f sputtered atom, per

incident ion.
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-22V SAMPLE BIAS
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Fig. ･2. -一亡xperlmehtal m18as･u;e品8nt‥ofLj (KL[)/ch-(i(4N)AIL昌ir-;signa一:-=-I;ratioat

⊥
l 雪

I-A-:

-
I-.

lliocczILi-s.1fj｡e砧e-1du,1ng-主6こttefl占gbj･こ51k占i-･A;'tit-ta--ーildx1.T-3.6 x

lO12 i.ns/cm2_see. The tw. traces represent the

effect毒,i主]deso,p_
tion cross section for sputtering jn a fleld-free (A) and non-

fleld-free (◎) environment. The 一atter trace demonstrates the

malntenance of a lithium overlayer under reactor-1jke cond托1ons.
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Fig 3. Experlmental measurement of u(札L)/Cu(榊N) A咽er Signal ratio at
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.=･.

temperatures of 1900C, 230oCi 260oC,字90oC, and 320oC vs｡ fluence

･卜･･ du.Itng.SPutterlng by 3 key Ar･i at a f-ux of 3.1 x 1013 ions/cm21

;ド.I
･1

.See.11､･T)1e
data for 3200C sh印可･StrOng reductl.on ln the llth†um

depletlon rate when a 22 V potentlal ls印Pl!専弓寸帥.I帥e samp一e.
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Fig. 4.
I

Solute血ncentねtion profile as a function oft紬e for 3 key Ar+

bombardment of Cu-2.6 at.隻L†. The first l吋er and subsurface

regionかe L† ennpched主but the second at(始1c~1ayep←;†s lithium
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Fig. 5. Tlme evolution of solute concentration at various depths for 3 key

Ari bombirdment of Cu-2.6 at.壬Li at 350oC (5a) and 140oC (5b).

Elemental values welre used for Cu and u partial sputterlRg yjelds.
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Fig. 6. Reflectjon coefflclent (A), Li partlal'sputterlng yleld for the

first atomic layer (◎)I and tota一 LI sputterlngyield (官) as a

functjon of 一ithium 一ayer thickness for 200 eV Ar+ incident on Cu

with a Li overlayer.
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Fig. 9. DPA proflles for 3 key Ar+ (9a) and D+ (9b) bombardfTCnt Of Cu.
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